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Dyed and Pressed Ready for

or

Wear,

at

MALE— A

FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE,
13 Preble Street.

uov4_

few

PORTLAND PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Me.
At 97 Exchange Street, Portland,
Terms—Eight Dollars a Year. To mall*ub
scribers, Seven Dollars a Year, If paid iu advance
Rates ok Advertising—One inch of space
the length of column, or twelve lines nonpareil
constitutes a “square.”
$1.60 per square, daily, first week; 75 cents per
week after; three insertions or less. $l.uu> continuing every other day after first week, 60 cents.
Half square, three Insertions or less, 7o cents;
one week, $1.00; 60 cents per week after.
Special Notices, oue-tliird additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three insertions or less, $1.60.

second hand pianos, both

bargains
FOB
upright and square, for sale at same
but
of the

for

litCash or by installments; one
tle used; also pianos to let, by C. K. HAWES,
117 Middle

St.__10-1

sneod4w

wolfat 62

MALE—Fung, sleigh, phaeton,
robe, lap-robes, carriage-jack. Apply

FOB

EXCHANGE ST.

10-1

_

good brick house located not
FOB
far from City Hull, conveniently arranged,
and In good repair; quite well adapted for hoarders ; win be sold low for part cash. Address B. 0.,
MALE—A

BBldingBros.Spool8jlkandTwist

Box

ONLY 8 CENTC PER SPOOL.

upuac

uiiici

*11

in*-

vhi

No. 499
sepll

_18-1

Exchange

STEAM

gaeo, iVIaiuc.

snWF&M

cltf

Rftlf*.
J. HOPKINS SMITH.
(ltf

BOARD.

INSURANCE.

LET-With board; pleasant parlor well
TOheated;
also pleasant and convenient square
chamber,
for
a

a family wanting good
good rooms
quarters for the winter, at 12 BllOWN ST. 17-1

CO.,

I.ET-A furnished front

riug the lower bell.

Established in 1843*

Reliable Insurance against Fire or Lightning in first
class American and Foreign Go's at Lowest Rates.
Also Life and Accident Insurance.

POUND—The
best place, to buy Wedding Cake
1
is at DEERING’S Bakery, 399 Congress St.
29-3m

I

|el7snly

GARMENTS

BUSINESS CHANCES.

Dyed, and Pressed
Beady for Wear, at

Cleansed

or

MALE— 15

City Dye House,

nov4

20-1

SICK HEADACHEt

FL"... <—"IPoaitively Cured by
these little Pills.
IsfAllS L|\u They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
Indigestion ami Too
hS ITTI r
Hearty Eating. A perWf >1*
feet remedy tor Dizzia \l r Kr
Ln
B V
Dess, Nausea, Drowsiness, Bad Taste in the
ni|| C
I LI* V. Mouth, Coated Tongue,
Pain in the Side, &c.
They regulate the Bow-

PADTrDQ

NALE-16

bouse

room

on one

of

at all seasons
the year and all kinds of
weather, at

OF ALL KINDS,

and Carpet Seating Rooms,

owner is obliged to sell
not able to work himgood shop come and see this.

only $10 a month; the

13 PREBLE STREET.

AGENTS WANTED.

on account of poor health,
self; if vou want a
JOHN W. S. RAYMOND & CO., 277 Washington
St., Boston, Mass.__20-1

house

St., Boston.

FOR

in every

goods.

laimsT uir mu i

LET,

of the city and
second floor,

384

kitchen, pantry
large
per month, and one-half water
rooms,

Apply to 1>.

PEliKINS,

P.

LET.-Down stair rent No. 108 Dan forth

TO

New-

streets._19-1

LET--Lower tenement of six rooms; gas
and Sebago. Inquire at 286 CONGRESS ST.

We will sell you good reliable Furniture lower than
the cheap
you can buy
trash that is forced upon
our market to be sold.

LET—Lower tenement of six rooms at 311
Inquire at
St.; gas and Sebago.
HOUSE, from 9 a. m. to 3 p. m.17-1

TO Spring

BENT—The two story frame house No.
1
643 Congress St. near the head of Park St.;
nine rooms in excellent repair, bath room and good
drainage; a reduction in the rent will he made to
BENJAMIN SHAW, 48%
a desirable family.
14-1
Exchange St._
LET-In “Golesworthy Block,'' Cor. Free
and Centre Sts., 2d tenement, large and elebathing faciligantly furnished rooms, including also
a suite of
ties, first-class occupants desired;
on free
for
a
suitable
fronting
physician,
parlors
i”-!
St., good location.

1NOK

TO

LET—A

fine residence

on

Deeriug St., in

possesTo perfect repair, modern improvements,
ofS. W. ROBIN-

given immediately. Inquire
SON, 191 Middle St._16-1
LET—French house, 8 rooms, 82 Quebec
St., a fine tenement, all late improvements,
heated with hot water. Apply at STORE opposite.
sion

TO

14-1

LET-A first class up stair rent on Spring
St. Apply to JAMES BAIN, 130 Commer-

TO
cial

street._
stairs tenement at No. 19 HenInquire of L.

TOryLET.-Cp
St,, rent $16 per month.
119% Middle St.

lC-tf

REDLON,

LET—House No. 170 Neal St. Forfdllparticulars inquire of FRED N. DOW, rooms 6
and 7, No. 12 Market Sq.__oetlOtf

TO

TO LET.
Dwelling House, No. 173 State Street.
L. D. M. SWEAT.

TO

LET.
Block, Nos. 117,119,

the

Thompson
121 and 123 Middle street, few doors below
STOKES
fitted suitable for wholesale
the
iu

a

or re-

post office;

tail business, with light, finished, airy basements.
Kent reasonable. Inquire or li. r.. inowr&ua,
janl4dtf
No. 164 Brackett St., Portland, Me.

DEPARTMENT.
for

Curtains

ROOMS TO LET.

Marble
Walnut.
and
upwards.
Top Set, $35
Cherry Wood Top Set,
$20 and upwards.
Ash Wood Top Set, $23
and upwards.
Pine Wood Top Set, $15
ana upwarus.
The Sets are made by the
best manufacturers in New
Black

LET—A large pleasant front room, furnished or unfurnished, at No. 80 GREEN

TO

ST._17-1
LET—A large furnished
small rooms for one dollar
wanted. 57 SPRING ST.
fllO

JL

front
a

room,

also 2

week; board If
14-1

WANTED.
and wife for a milk farm
and who understand farming. Apply at
head of Brown Wharf,
ST.,
324 C0MMEJ1CIA L
14-3&W3
Portland, Me.

WANTED—A

man

\\T A NTE D_Pour horses to board this winter
mi farm, best care, water in barn, terms
Apply to
*2.00 tier week, grain at market price.
F. I, MEltltVMAN. Bath, Me.10-1
wanted

m

or

as

England.

ayoung man

by
to work
assistant bookkeeper,
WANTED—situation
chance
with
will work for small

Library
Chiffonieres,
Desks,Tables,
Easy Chairs of all kinds,
and an endless variety of
Parlor

an

for
pay
Address, S. E., No. 24, Portland
a

office;
advancement.
Business College.10-1

good second-hand roller top
WILLIAM
WANTED—A
desk. Address, stating price.
H. EMERY. City.
_13-1
wanting hogs dressed
please leave their order at rear of tannery,
19-i
_

competent
SITUATION WANTED-By
girl to do first or general work in a private
a

by
WANTED-Situation
any honest capacity;

a

lady past thirty,

nursing

COMMON FURNITURE

in

preferred;

kinds, Mattresses,
Bedding, Spring Beds, Comforters &c. Don’t buy un-

housework hi

to do general
WANTED—Girl
small family. Call at 784 CONGRESS St.,
21. between 3 and 5.18-1
a

Saturday,

til you have called

MRS. M. A.

capable girl, by
WANTED-A
JEWELL, 07 Pine Sf Apply between 8 a.
and 1 p.

18-1

in.

A NTED—Ladies tobrlng their lace curtains,
pillow shams, and underwear and have them
up in fine shape. No machlneryiisedto wear
themout. Goods called for and delivered. EURE17-1
KA LAUNDRY. No.;i5 Temple street.

W
done

Remember

drug clerk of two
furyears city experience; good references
nished. Address "DRUGGIST,” Press

WANTED-Situation

a

now

on

us.

_

is

your

time to buy good reliable
I Furniture and save money.
REWlEMBEFtTHE PLACE.

1UANTED-Situation by a capable American
Tf
girl to do housework; can rnnie well recommended. Apply to 234 CUMBERLAND ST\
by

ail

of

M. GOOBNO,
first-class recommendations.
Eagle Hotel.
__18-1

m.

and

Rattan and Reed Rockers,
all of which must he sold
at some price to make room
for our Holiday Goods,

WANTED—Persons
GREEN ST.

MM RROS.

& SAWYER,

SOS. ISO k 185 MIDDLE ST.
!

liOVG

_

Family Medicine.
Messrs. Maurice Baker & Co., Gentlemen; Have
Baker’s Great American Specific for some
used
who ! time and have found it
—Copyist; a man or woman
very valuable family
Address B.
writes a good business hand.
medicine. By external application it gave me very
and C., care Letter Carrier No. 3._17-1
had been troubling
from
which
much relief
piles,
me for many years.
J. T. COLLINS,
buy a dog. Apply to JOHN
144 Suffolk street, 1-4)well, Mass.
H. VOSE, 235 Commercial St., Portland.
American
“BAKKH’N Crcat
Ask
for
17-1
Maine._
Specific,” prepared by Maurice Baker & Co.,
all Druggists. Price 50 cts.
Me.
Sold
Portland.*
by
for Kensington needle:
SATISFACTION «4FABANTISE».
MRS. A. DAY
work and ribbon work.
eodlstor4tbp
nov6
14-1
PERRY, rear 108 Winter St.

WANTED

WANTED—To

WANTED—Pupils

Office.^

eodtf

STEPHEN

ami

Iffloclc)

PHOTOGRAPHER,
ttinAUDi
of Exchange St.

BEST OF WORK AT REASONABLE PRICES.
eodtf

jeli»

Dirigo Mineral Water.
water

THE

A Valuable

WEATHER.

Washington, Nov. 30.
Indications for Portland and vicinity—Fair, colder

weather.

The indications for New England today are
generally fair weather, stationary, followed by
slowly rising temperature, northerly winds, becoming variable.
Cautionary signals from Wilmington to Eastport.
LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.

PORTLAND,
| 7 A M 111 A Ml
Baroifleter.129.625 29.623
!40.0
Thermo’!-.. 41.0
140.0
Dew Point, 41.6
Humidity.. 100.0 100.0
IN
Wind. NVelocity... 0
|8
Weather.. Lt ltan | Lt ltan

Me., Nov. 10, 1885.
3

I- M

.1 7

|11

M

P

29.616129.724
41.3
40.7
97.6
N
6

P

M

29.760

87.0

32.1

31.7

25.5
75.6

81.1

N

NW

12

8

Cloudy Cloudy Clear

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
(Nov. 19, 1886, 10 P. M.)

Observations taken at the same moment of time
stations.
Wind
iThermo’ter

__

j

-S

Place of

O ^

Observation.

s

S

c>

S

s

ft
*

*■(

J

a

W

r,

S

Memphis.30.09
Pittsburg.... 30.00
Buffalo, N.Y. 30.03

Cleveland.... 30.04
Detroit. 30.08
Oswego. 29.99
30.03
30.05

29.86
29.83
29.99

30.02

St.Paul.Minn 29.93
Omaha, Neb. 30.07
St. Vincent

■

*2

London 29.75
Boston, Mass 29.74
Eastport. Me 29.59
Mt. Wasli’t’n 29.97
Portland. Me 29.74
Albany, N. Y 29.90
New York... 29.811
Norfolk, Ya. 29.72
Philadelphia. 29.84
Washington.. 29.89
Atlanta, (la.. 29.96
Charleston... 29.71
Jacksonville. 29.76
Savannah.Ga 29.76
New Orleans 30.07
Cincinnati. (.1 30.08

Bismarck,Da

c
O

%

New

Duluth, Minn
Marquette...
Milwaukee.
St. Louis, Mo

'**4

g
Si

_

•Sg

Alpena,Mich
Chicago.Ills.

a25^

^

30.05

..29.91

38
-6 NE
35 -16 H
-6 N
34
16 -13 N
33 -13 NW
34 -18 N
37 -16 N
52 -10 N
39 -16 NW
39 —17 N
—8 NW
4o
60
-6 N
—6 NW
00
-8 NW
57
-9 9
57
40 —11 NE
46 —14 NW
40 —12 N
34 —13 NE
40 —10 N
37 —11 N
33 —11 N
30
—8 S
42
—2 am
-O SW
35
84
x2 SW
-4 S
34
x4SW
47
-2 SW
36
x6 8
39
37
xlO NW
—6 NW
27
G.

£

"
e*

tc

11 Cloody
17 C orn y
23 Cloudy
40 Clear
15 Fair
12 C oudy
20 Clear
26 Cloudy
20 Fair
10 Fair
17 Fail'
Lt Fair
16 Fair
9 Clear
12 Clear
Lt Cloudy

Lt Clear

Cloudy
Lt Clear’g
8 Cloudy
Lt

Lt Clear
10
11
....

Cloudy
Cloudy
Clear

8 C oudy
19 Cloudy
8 Cloudy

Cloudy

J Cloudy
Lt
Lt Fair

:

Lt Clear
Lt Fair

Llebmai£n,

Sergeant Signal Corps, U. S.

A.

The Cape Cod Mackerel Fishery.
Proviitcetown, Nov. 19.— The mackerel fishing season for 1885 oil Cape Cod has closed without loss of life or property. The season’s catch
for 1’rovincetown and Wellfleet foots up 70,320
barrels, with several thousand barrels at the
smaller Cape ports. Altogether the catch is lar
short of last year. The price for a large part of
the year has been much better than last, which
will make the average stock for each season
nearly alike. The amount of fish now in stock Is
less than half that of last season at this date.
Mackerel fishing on Cape Cod is on the decline,
and hard work is expected to man the fleet next
season, owing to the poor wages made this year.
The average wages made this year are less than
$100 each. A number of vessels were obliged to
quit early on that account. The codfish trade is
very dull at present. Letteas from Lisbon state

Portuguese government contemplates imcaugb!
posing duty of $2.60 per quintal on fish
now Imthat the

a

same as
own vessels, the
American and English fish. If this
it will effectually kill out the mdustrj
there. Dry fish are now selling there at $7.20 pel
700,
quintal of 128 pounds. It is estimated that
000 to 500,OOf) quintals are Used annually in Porinackere
fresh
tugal. The welters made hauls of
bmal
today, from fifty to several hundred each, but
al
quantities of flounders are caught daily,

by their

posed
is

pleasant by

a

family

Presents

for Which Mr. Cleveland
Has No Use.
Washington, Nov. 19.—The President has deposited in tlie National Museum some presents
sent him by his Polynesian majesty, King Malietoa of Samoa. These presents consist ot a kava
bowl, a eocoanut bowl for drinking kava. and
specimens of the root of the pepper tree, of
which kava is made; also a rug made of the bark
of the paper mulberry tree, and the complete
wardrobe of a Samoau lady, consisting merely of
a liku, or girdle, upon which are suspended long
fibres of tlie inner bark of tlie mulberry tree. This
girdle Is bound around the lady’s waist, and the
fibres bang down a distance of eighteen inches or
two feet, The kava bowl is the most valuable of
the articles. The bowl and its legs are carved
out of a solid piece of Samoan chestnut. The
bowl is fifteen or eighteen inches in diameter, and
the interior is highly polished.
Alabama Claims Court.
The Secretary of the Treasury lias received a
communication from the Attorney General, in
answer to a request for ids opinion as to tlie legalitv of the Court of Commissioners of Alabama
Claims. Tile Attorney Generalsays that although
the commissions of tlie officers of the court were
for two years only, yet Congress, when it increased the limit of tlie court’s existence clearly intended that the term of tlie officers should be coexistent with tlie office itself, and as tlie question
as to the legality of tlie court turned upon this
T.ini,,;,

fl.AA

ttnonovr flano.-

oHle.e.e

Report of the Surgeon

Surgeon General Grinnell of the navy, in Isis
annual report, submits estimates amounting to
$164,460 for the support of the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery during tlie next fiscal year. Tlie
appropriations, Dr. Grinnell says, for the repairs
ol hospitals have been so small that the.bureau
lias not been able to maintain them in a satisfactory condition, and the further reduction for tlie
current year may cause serious embarrassment.
He renews the recommendation that $5,000 be
appropriated to erect permanent buildings at
Widow’s Island in Penobscot Bay, where a quarantine station for naval vessels witli yellow lever
At tlie request of
on board has been established.
tlie United States Consul General at Yokohama
for
the sending of
been
lias
granted
permission
sick sailors from American vessels to the United
at
that
Naval
States
place for medical
Hospital
treatment, and Dr. McMurtrie, tlie physician in
instructed
to
receive
and prolias
been
charge,
vide lor such cases as may be sent by the Consul
General in the same manner as for enlisted men
of tlie navv. The total number of deaths in tlie
naval force afloat during the year was 30, which
is a marked decease as compared with tlie record
of last year, and is less than the average for the
last fifteen years.
The President and the
Senators.

on

done

is also bait

other kinds of fresh fish arc scarce,

as

“Landing of the Pilgrims”

In Danger

Plymouth, Mass., Nov. 19.—The great paintim
of the “Landing of the Pilgrims,” by Sargent, in
Pilgrim Hall, is pronounced to be in great danger
as several large cracks have appeared in thi
it Is
ceiling directly over it at the east end, and
feared that a portion of the plastering will fall
It
supresed that the cause o' ‘■'■•e craqkl
was he stone gables being thrown a little- by ici
fori ing last winter, where water had penetrate!
befi e the outside sheathing was put on. The at
tent ion of the trustees of the society has bcei
call d to the danger, and an examination to ascer
I tain its extent will be made.

Republican

Tlie National Republican to-morrow will have
the following:
Tlie President ill conversation with a Republican Senator, Tuesday, told the latter lie would
esteem it a great i'avorif the Senators knowing
anything objectionable or detrimental to the
public interest about any person or persons appointed by him would apprise him of tlie fact. Tlie
President expects afigiit wilt be made on his appointments. but believes amajority of the Republican Senators will oppose any attempt to defeat
confirmation except in cases where unimpeachable facts are presented, and that if such eases
exist objection will be called to liis attention be
fore there is any organized opposition.”

Disallowing

Claims.
The Second Comptroller of tlie Treasury lias
furnished the following statement in relation to
claims disallowed by him in adjusting the accounts of tlie pay director of the United States
navy. The Second Comptroller discovered two
vouchers, one for $27, purporting to he for
540 five-cent foreign postage stamps, and the
be for phofor
other
$35, purporting to
fifty anatomical specimens for
tographing
were
here.
the naval
dispensary
They
both made out in tlie name of a woman who is an
artist residing in Washington and were certified
to and approved by Philip 8. Wales, chief of the
bureau of medicine and surgery. The Comptroller
reports that investigation proved they were both
false and fraudulent and that the money was actuallv paid for two crayon portraits of Wales,
drawn by this artist, one of which hung upon the
walls of the Surgeon General’s office at tlie Navy
Department and the other at his private residence. Tlie artist signed tlie vouchers upon representation that there was no appropriation out of
which such expenditures could be properly paid
and that it was necessary to make tlie vouchers
in tills form In order to obtain payment, and that
Tlie vouchers being
it was customary to do so.
regular in form, jhe pay director was protested in
paving 1 hem but the Comptroller directs that the
amount lie charged against Surgeon Wales in his
account with the government.
The, Comptroller also disallows in tlie account
of this pay director, an item of $141, being for
subsistence of tlie committee on (appropriations of
tlie House of Representatives wfiile making a
Visit on board the United States steamer Tallato Norfolk, Fortress
poosa, from Washington
Monroe and Hampton, March 28th to 31st inReasons for

Mean dailv bar. ..29.667 Maximum ther....47.8
Minimum ther.... 32.0
Mean daily ther.. 38.3
Max. vel. wind...l7NW
Mean daily d’wpt.35.9
Total precip.10
Mean daily hum. 91.1

at all

a

Ceneral.

ALONZO S. DAYIS,
corner

Wednesday by

on

reunion and a reception ol friends at tlieir residence. All tlieir sons and daugnters, except one
son, were present. Many citizens called on them
and offered tlieir congratulations.

The Annual

No. 37 Plum Street.

near

Wedding.

ks legality.

(qoAaI ffilmiel,

3 fakfife

widow,

■ ——

Hung at Thomaston Today.
Thomaston,Nov. 19—Daniel Wilkinson, the
burglar, who to ,-lvert arrest, shot oflicer William

Lawrence through the head at Bath, on the night
of Sept. 3d, 1883, and who will be hung tomorrow, occupies the same cell that Carmine Santore,

the Italian murderer, was in up to the time of his
hanging. Wilkinson is about 39 years old. He
was born In England, near London, and came to
In 18CG
this country when but fifteen years old.
he was sent to the Maine State prison for burglary, and completed his sentence in 1872. Hehas
been reported as the son of an English clergyman,
but this he denies, and says his parents are living,
but that he has not heard from them for four
years. He is of the Church of England religiously. Itev. Frederick Towers, of St. John the Baptist church, is his spiritual adviser.
This evening Wilkinson is calm. He eats well
and has slept well since he has beeii taken from
He says
the shop and placed in the solitary cell.
that if he was not an alien he would not be hung,
and lays great stress on this point. He is evidently somewhat nervous when talking to others, and
his laugh, although pleasant, is hardly natural.
He evidently will meet death witli fortitude.
There is but very little said in regard to his
hanging, save that all think that if Klaney and
Mrs. Barrows are to be reprieved, Wilkinson
should receive like fair treatment, and that his
crime was not a premeditated one, as W'as that of
The gallows is finished.
the Kittery murderers.
It is tlie one used for Santore and Capone, and is
situated under cover, between the carriage and
harness shops.
Wilkinson’s actual name is not
never

The Comptroller also disallows in the settlement
of the accounts ot Paymaster Smith, U. S. A, an
item of $1340 for 10,753 miles of travel claimed
to have been
by Surgeon Billings in

performed
International

Medical Congress at
attending the
London in August, 1881, and in travelling elsewhere throughout the various countries in
Europe under an order from the War Department of May 13, 1881. Under this order it is
claimed that he travelled the number of miles
above stated between the 20th of June and 10th
of November, visiting several places In Europe.
Tltc Comptroller holds that the War Department
had no authority to send a delegate to the International Medical Congress at the government's
expense; that Congress alone could authorize
such representation and that the service was in
He also holds
no proper sense a military service.
that the order of the War Department which
leaves it to tile discretion of an officer to determine the extent of his travel is void and does not
authorize the payment of mileage; that the department must designate in order the place or
places from where and the point or points to
which the travel is to he performed, and lie directs that the amounts paid in this case shall he
charged against Surgeon Billings in his pay ac-

THAT SI

Particulars of the

Quebec, Nov. 19.—Steamship Napoleon 111,
with the passengers of the wrecked steamship
Brooklyn has arrived here. Capt. Dale reports
tlie Brooklyn left Liverpool on the 29th of October, arriving at Belle Isle on the 7tli inst., and at
8.40 p. m., she passed through the Straits making
(ireevly Island Light, she took her departure from
there, and shaped her course for Heath Point.The
weather, after leaving Greevlj- became thick, and
a heavy snow sstorm set in Sunday, at 6.45 p. in.
Suddenly he made out something ahead, and stopped and went full speed astern, but before way
The gale increaswas off the ship took ground.
ing. tlie ship drove broadside to the sea.
until
not
land
could
We
daylight, and we then
put all tlie passengers on tlie beach and rigged
tents, etc., and provided provisions for them, and
then organized a party to go to Heatli Point, and
went with them myself, but owing to the heavy
snow and the night coming on, we could make
nothing out, and so we returned. The next morning we started another expedition, which arrived
that afternoon at Heath Point, and we sent a message to Quebec for assistance. Tlie ship is still in
On the 13th
tlie same position, but full of water.
tlie Napoleon III arrived and took the passengers
took
the furniand
then
island,
and crew off tlie
ture and movables from the ship. We left the island on the 14th.
Capt. McLean reports that tlie Titanic, of the
Donaldson line, left Glasgow on the 24th of October. While passing through tlie North Channel, a
southeast gale came on, with thick mist and drizAt 6.16 a. m., on the 3d, the ship
zling rain.
struck violently on Carleton Point, an island of
Anticosti. Immediately we despatched the chief
officer and a boat’s crew to the west point of the
island, to telegrapii for assistance, where they arIn the meantime everyrived tlie same night.
thing was done to try and float the steamer. We
two anchors and also
out
succeeded in running
jettisoned a large portion of the cargo to lighten
to
a heavy easterly gale
but
tiie steamer,
owing
that sprang up on tlie 8th it was impossible to
at
that
time
sea
was lulling clear
float her, as the
over the steamer, fore and aft, and was filling her
crew were exposed
The
water.
with
everywhere
to groat danger, and suffered much from exposure, but behaved well and worked manfully
throughout. On Wednesday, the lltli inst., the
steamer Belief came to our assistance, but too
late to save the steamer.
They did their utmost
to pump tiie Titanic out. which was found impossible, as the water in the holds rose and fell witli
On the 14th inst.
the ebli and flow of of the tide.
another heavy gale sprang up from tlie eastward,
which exposed the steamer to great danger, a*d
obliged us to leave her and go to Quebec. It is
understood here that the wreck has been aban-

PATRONS OF HUSBANDRY.

Proceedings

The committee on digest completed their report,
and the amendments proposed were referred to
the committee on constitution and by-laws.
Reports were received from the committees on
accounts and ritual, and a resolution of thanks to
Dr. Sturtevant for ids address on the work of the

agricultural experiment stations, New York, was
adopted.
The afternoon session was presided over ly
Worthy Overseer Put Darden of Mississippi. J.
..

Woodman of Michigan, and Dr. J. M. Brandon
Virginia were elected members of the execuIt was voted to hold the next
tive committee.
meeting of the organization at Philadelphia, in
November, 1880.
At the evening session the convention considered proposed amendments to the by-laws and a memorial service under the direction of WorthyGrand Master J. J. Woodman was observed, on
account of members of the National Grange, who
died during the year.
J.
of

BOSTON VICTIMIZED.

Unraveling a Great Swindling Scheme
in Canada.
Montreal, Nov. 19.—A large and profitable
swindle by means of forged bills of lading has just
been unearthed at St. Johns, Quebec. St. Johns
is the centre for the export of hay into the United
States, and thousands of tons are shipped daily
over the Central Vermont and Grand Trunk lines
to Boston. New York and other large cities. In
many instances the shippers would draw upon
their agents in New York and Boston without any
advice notes being sent, and as the St. Johns
houses were well and respectably connected, their
drafts were accepted on the bills of lading being
attached and the money paid over at the agencies
of the Jacques Cartier Bank or some other French
bank, either in New York or Boston. It now appears that within the last few weeks forged bills
of lading purporting to be drawn by Don Lefebre
have been issued, indorsed and accepted by their
Boston and New York agents and advances to a
large amount paid on them to the parties working
tlie swindle. The firm of Emerson, Edy & Co. of
Boston have been victimized to tlie extent of
<2,000. the agents of Jacques Cartier Bank in
New Y'ork to a similar amount, and numerous
other hay dealers throughout tlie New England
States. Detectives are at work ou the case, and
today a French Canadian named Homiesdas
Boriireau was arrested on suspicion of being implicated in tlie swiudle.
A Heartless Mother.
New York, Nov. 1!).—Yesterday a poorly clad
woman named Mary Johnson with two children
aged 18 months and five months applied at the
saying
Broooklyn nursery for food and lodging,
her lnisbtmd had abandoned her and she feared
She was aslie would take the children away.
last night.
signed a room to which she retired on
This morning one of the attendants
passing
Johnson s
Mrs.
into
looked
through the corridor
room and saw iier In the act of suffocating liei
eldest child. The attendant seized Mrs. Johnson
and took the pillows off tlie little one who had
become unconscious and tlie doctors isucceeded in
restoring the child. Mrs. Johnson hadlstufled the
child's mouth with rags, had held her nose anil
theu placed pillows over her head. The baby
Flora was lying dead on the bed having been suffocated in the same way. Mrs. Johnson is thoughi
to be out of her head.

Minor Matters.
The opponents of the Beil Telephone Companj
to
lie
profess
very coniident that the decision ol
the Interior Department will be in their favor.
Shooters-

;

Important Decision Affecting Mercantile Agencies.
Statei
Baltimore, Nov. 19.—In the United
Court here, Judge Smith has decided in the cast
of If. Gates Smith of Charlestown, W. Va., agatns
It. G. Dun & Co., for libel, that the plaintiff mus
furnish a bill of particulars within BO days as ti 1
when, where, how and to whom the alleged libel
This decision in tin
ous publication was made.
;
United States Court is important as confirm™ i
similar findings in the various State courts, to tin
effect that in order to make privileged commuin
cations libelous, tlie party obtaining the repor t
from the mercantile agencies must be disclosed
Inasmuch as the subscriber to an agency whi ;
divulges the information may thus be made ioinl
ly liable by the violation of tlie contract with th
agency, the importance of the decision can easil i
be seen.

1

_

in Flames.
19.—The city hospital i
which there are a large number of patients is i
flames, and a general alarmihas.ibeen sounded.
A

Hospital

Eouisvillk,

|

Nov.

Troops

New York, Nov. 19,-Wlicn the Empire Mills
Nos. 21 to 25 Bctliune street were burned
Wednesday week the front and a part of the
side walls remained standing. They were inspected and declared sound, but orders had been
given to brace the walls with six stout braces.
This was oeing done to-day and four were in
place. Men from Engine Co. No. 18 were throwing water on the still smoking ruins while a
squad of laborers had begun to remove the debris
piled up within the inclosure of the dangerous
wall. The street was fenced off on both sides of the
building to prevent strangers from approaching,
but despite this a number of boys were running
back and forth picking kindling wood, also Mrs.
Mary Kohn, a young'married woman who lived
across the way from the mills was picking up
kindling wood. Suddenly the front wall of the
mill gave way and fell.' It is probable that the
workmen pulled something upon its base inside
and so caused the collapse.
There were half a
dozen laborers there and none had any warning
until the patter of falling bricks made them look
up when they saw the top of the tall wall swaying
and bending inward, and before they could save
themselves by (light the top had fallen upon them
while the centre was forced out and thrown into
the street. The firemen outside saved themselves
by hasty llight likewise the boys picking up
Mrs.
w ood several of whom had narrow escapes.
She was caught
Kolm was not so fortunate.
squarely under the falling mass and was buried
beneath a heap of broken stones.
Twenty
minutes later when she was dug out she w as
dead.
Ambulances were quickly at hand and the work
of exhuming the buried workmen was prosecuted
with great vigor. When all the wounded had been
taken to St. Vincent's Hospital the following list
was given: Archie George, 28 years, compound
fracture of skull, will probably die; James Baffle,
both

looc o,„l

tlilolio

UwtL-on

rtiwl Iwvirl liarllv

injured, will probably die; Geo. Marrlveria, 35,
severe wounds on the head, compound fracture
of skull, left leg and shoulder blade broken, will
probably die; James Chapman, 65, foreman of a
gang of laborers, compound fracture of the knee
joint and all the fingers on both hands broken,
left arm broken and liead injured, may recover;
Wm. Ritchie. cut and bruised; dead, Mrs. Mary
Kolm. 21 years.
The old wall had been left standing to save
$2500 expense for new ones in a new building to

be erected.

_

PARSON DOWNS
Bowdoin

from

Dismissed

Square

Church—The House to be Closed.
Boston, Nov. 19.—A meeting of the Bowdoin
Square church society was held this evening, at
which the following was unanimously passed:
Whereas, the society is satisfied from recent
developments in the courts of the Commonwealth
and otherwise that Rev. W. W. Downs lias been
guilty of crossly immoral conduct, and that his
character ami reputation arc such as to unfit him
for tlie pastoral office and to render it expedient
that all the relations between him and this society
be dissolved.
Voted, That by reason of such conduct, character and reputation said Downs be and hereby is
dismissed from the office of minister of this society and from the employ of the society.
Voted, That the standing committee be directed
to cause the meeting house of this society to be
closed for public worship forthwith at the close of
this meeting and until such time as they shall see
fit lo open the same for such worship, and to take
all needful measures to remove and exclude all
persons therefrom.
Notice of the above action was served upon
Rev. Mr. Downs, who was in his study at the
church, and lie shortly afterward took his departure. He states the society’s action was illegal
and was a surprise to him, and that bis future
New locks have
course is as vet undecided upon.
been placed" upon the church doors and tonight
several policemen are stationed about the place,
which has been besieged by crowds of people who
had come for the purpose of attending the revival
meetings whifih have been in progress there since

Tuesday.

_

YELLOW

FEVER.

Remarkable Experiments of a
Brazilian Physician.
New Oreeans, 1a., Nov. 19.—Dr. Joseph Holt,
president of the Louisiana State Board of Health,
has received a letter from Dr. J. McF. Gaston of
Atlanta. Ga., who encloses a communication from
Dr. Domingo Friere of Rio Janeiro, Brazil, giving
interesting information about inoculation for
yellow fever. Dr. Friere stated that lie had this
year performed nearly 5,000 inoculations with
absolutely successful results. Four of those who
were inoculated died, whereas over 400 persons
wlto were not inoculated succumbed to the disThe inoculated persons lived in an infected
ease.
quarter of the city, and great numbers inhabited
houses where deaths had occurred from the disease. A large number of foreigners were inoculated, also several hundred children, who are no
less liable to be victims of the disease than foreigners. Dr. Holt will lav this important question
before the Board of Health, and also will bring it
into special notice before the American public
which meets in
through the Health Association,
Washington on December 1st.
The

THE INDIANS.

Settlers in

The

Colorado

Crowing

Denver. Col.. Nov. 19.—Calorow, with 14
lodges and 500 ponies, is camped on Tampa river,
25 miles above Cross mountain.
They have
burned the cattle ranches along the trail, leaving
are
Indians
The
many people without food.
slaughtering thousands of elk, deer and antelopes
rot.
The
to
for their hides, leaving their bodies
settlers are wild over the destruction of game and
ranges, and have assembled to order Calorow to
leave. In case of a refusal, a general extermination is expected. The Indians are supplied with
rifles and ammunition.
COES TO

PRISON.

Sentence of the Court Executed upon
Mackin, the Chicago Politician.
CHrcAGO, Nov. 19.—Joseph C. Mackin was
taken from the county jail to the Illinois State
penitentiary at noon today. The offence for which
Mackin will don the striped suit is not for his
complicity in election frauds during the Presidential election, but for alleged perjury committed
during his trial for the first offence. Mackin was
found guilty of complicity In the election frauds
and was sentenced to the penitentiary, but was
granted a writ of error, and this case is now before the United States Supreme Court.
THE BILLIARD TOURNAMENT.
Schaeffer Wins in Yesterday’s Games
Chicago, Nov. 19.—The fourth game in the
billiard tournament was played to-night by Schaeffer and Vignaux. The former played poorly at the
beginning of tne game, and at the end of the
eleventh inning he had scored but 84 points- to
Vignaux’s 314. Schaeffer then began to mciul
and with runs of 92, 152, 88, passed to
the front on the 17tli inning, showing Schaeffer
428, Vignaux 360. Sehaeffer then maintained
his lead until the close, winning by a score of
600 to 507. The highest runs were: Schaeffer.
152. 110, 97, 86; Vignaux, 63. 59, 55. Average of winner, 23 1 -3;.loser. 20 7-25.
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London, Nov. 19.—A rumor prevails here that
armistice lias been agreed upon between Scrvia and Bulgaria.
An account from Tsaribrod, the Servian headquarters,of the battle of yesterday before Slivnitza
an

that the Servians were unable ty bring their
full strength into action and were thus defeated
and compelled to withdraw to Dragoman I’ass.
Belgrade. Nov. 19.—A despatch from Tsaribrod says that two Bulgarian battalions were defeated today in an engagement with the Servians on
The Bulthe road between Brisnik and Pernik.
garians lost 200 killed and wounded. The Servistates

captured sixty prisoners

and

ans
nmtnnnitioti mul npnviuiiltK

a

quantity

of

London, Nov. 19.—Advices from Belgrade say
that a Servian administration lias been arranged
for all occupied districts In Bulgaria. Tlie inhabitants of tlie places thus far occupied, it is claimed, display a friendly spirit toward the Servians.
A private telegram received at Belgrade states
that all tlie troops comprising the Wiildin garrison have been made prisoners.
The Times says: “It is reported that Turkey
and Servia have agreed to arrange conditions of
peace after tlie capture of Sofia. Turkey prefers
a strong Servia to a strong Bulgaria, but also desires to save Prince Alexanders position as much
as possible.
Servia likewise does not wish to
personally humiliate Prince Alexander.”
Bulgaria is denuding the Turkish frontier of
troops and is sending all her availiable forces to
the front to combat tlie Servians. The public are
allowed to go to tlie depots en route to see tlieir
relatives and friends.
Many of tlie villagers
tramp long distances and wait at the depots several hours, and In some Instances whole days and
nights, in order to see their friends and give them
Prince Alexander's sucflowers and presents.
cess before Slivnitza has revived the courage of
to
tlie front, and they undergo exthose going
treme hardships with remarkable fortitude. Iu
many cases they are compelled to march long dis
tances in bad weather, and at night camp in open
spaces where they are shelterless, not having
even the ordinary tent to protect them from the
severity of the weather.
Constantinople. Noy. 19.—The Balkan conference met today. It is stated that one of the
results of the meeting is that the Turkish envoy
will go to Philippopolis under the Porte’s name
but without a mandate from the conference.
Prince Alexander in liis request to the Porte for
help states that in compliance with the Sultan’s
demand lie lias w ithdrawn the Bulgarian troops
from Eastern Roumelia.
Brussels, Nov. 19.—The Independence Beige
publishes a dispatch from Sofia stating that Servians attacked tlie Third Bulgarian regiment escorting au ambulance train aud bayouetted the
wounded soldiers it contained. The despatch also
states that Prince Alexander submits to the term
of tlio Sultan embodied in the latter’s reply to the
prince’s appeal for help and begs the Sultan to aid
Him at

Storm on the Lakes.
Chicago, Nov. 19.—A severe storm lias been
raging on the shores of Lake Michigan since last
night and tile sea is running very high. As a consequence a number of disasters have been reported and it is feared there are more to be heard
While trying to make this port three
from.
All the vesschooners went on the breakwater.
sels were got off, but in a badly damaged condition.
_
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Vienna, Nov. 19.—An official Servian report
says: "Accounts telegraphed yesterday that the
Servian troops menacing Slivnitza were repulsed
bp the Bulgarians under the immediate command
ot Prince Alexander are false. Tlie Bulgarians
succeeded in approaching the Servian position uniier cover of a heavy fog, but after shary fighting
they were repulsed. The Servians drove tlie Bulgarians to Slavlnyi entrenchments, and in tlie
whole engagement had 500 men killed and

wounded.
Belgrade, Nov. 19.—Today’s despatches from
the front are adverse to the Servians. Gen. Meskovitcli failed in Ids attempt to capture Slavlnge
and was unable to join the forces at Slivnitza.
Military circles are dejected in consequence of
tlie reverses. It is reported Gen. Benitzky’s division lias occupied the road between; Slivnitza and
Sofia.
Sofia, No?. 19.—Bulgarians today repulsed a
attack on Slavlnge and drove the enemy
Kilometres. Subsequently the Servians
opened a strong artillery fire Ironi the right wing
but tlie Bulgarians stoutly defended their position and again repulsed the Servians. The Bulgarians also repulsed a Servian attack on GUntza
taking several prisoners.
Servian
hack 8

England

and Bu’rmah.

London, Nov. 19.—General Peudergast, commanding tlie British expeditionary' force, lias
strongly garrisoned tlie town of Minlila. which li©
captured from tlie Burmese. He expects to reach
Mandalay Tuesday night.
the Cerman Reichstag.
Berlin. Nov. 19.—The Reichstag opeued today with the usual formalities. The imperial
speech was lu substance as follows:
“The Pope’s mediation is expected to settle the
Carolines diffleultv iu a manner corresponding to
tlie friendly relations existing between Spain and
Germany. The foreign relations of Germany are
peaceful and friendly with all nations. Tlie Emperor confidently hopes that the Balkan conflict
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yesterday.

Willie Gruhn. 12 years old, picked up a loaded
shot gun at Piano, 111., Wednesday, and calling to
his 15 year old sister, pulled the trigger. Tho entire charge passed into her aide and she died in

thirty
A prairie fire, estimated to be from 40 to GO
miles wide, is sweeping through Indian Territory.
A Regina despatch says the body of Louis Kiel
was buried yesterday by Pere Andre in the vault

about

minutes.

underneath the Church of the Immaculate Conception and a guard placed over the remains.
Amni Harrison, a grandson of Rev. Peter Carl*
wright, a pioneer Methodist minister of Springfield, III., assaulted his sister, Mrs. A. Ely of
Chicago, yesterday, breaking one of her ribs and
inflicting, it is feared, fatal injuries. The trouble
was occasioned by a dispute over property.
Allen W. Dorsey, son-in-law of the late Thomas
Burton of Newport, R. I., and his wife, Maria
Dorsey, were arrested yesterday morning, charged
with willful murder of Burton, whose mysterious
death has created much excitement at Newport.
The inauguration of Charles Kendall Adams as
president of Cornell University occurred yesterAt a eonferenoe of several prominent insurance
agents of New Hampshire in Concord yesterday a
resolution was adopted to circulate petitions asking Gov. Currier to convene the legislature in a
special session to repeal the valued policy” law.
Groblewesk, the Brooklyn, N. Y., wife poisoner,
was last night found guilty of murder in the first
degree, and the negro Goode, who killed Policeman Nash, was convicted of murder in the second

degree.

Hartford, Ct., who was
of the diocese ol
Easton.
two weeks in which tc
consider whether or not he will accept the honoi
conferred on him, and the convention yesterday
voted to give him the time requested and au
Journed to meet again in two weeks.
James Dempsey readied Helena, Montana
Wednesday night from Fort McGinnis, and tells ;
story of how Tils two companion were devourei
by wolves while on their way across the rnonn
tains. Their names were John Hoag and Jaeoi
Schiller. Dempsey says that lie climbed a trei
and saw his companions torn in pieces and de
I voured.
Rev.

Dr. Smith of

elected Bishop
Wednesday
Md.. lias asked for

ther.
The Dartmouth College students call loudly for the opening of their reading room on
Sunday, but the faculty refuse permission.

According to Professor Horsford of Cambridge, who talks Algonquin as well as any
man in Harvard College, the original form
and pronunciation of “Massachusetts” was

A Japanese court has just set an example
to civilization by fining an editor twenty-seven yen for neglecting to acknowledge the
source of extracts clipped from a contemporaryMethodist conferences in Wisconsin have
declared their belief that Christian men
ought not to raise or sell tobacco. Thirtythousand acres of the plant were under cultivation in the State this year, and much
comment has been roused.
A colony of lepers is located at Tracadie,

New Brunswick, in Gloucester county, on
the shores of the Gulf of St. Lawrence.
There is another small settlement of lepers
in the British

Protestants
Favoring Home
Rule.
Cork. Nov. 10—There is a growing movement
here in favor of
among young Protestants
home rule. At a crowded meeting yesterday a
manifesto was adopted whicli deprecates the decision of the Loyalists to contest every Parnellite
district, on the ground that such a course will intensify the present irritation in Ireland. The
manifesto also urges reform of the land laws, in
order to enable farmers and laborers to derive
benefit therefrom and to develop the resources of
the country.
Foreign Notes.
Financiers at Brussels assert that Belgium lias
decided to jotn the Latin union.
Japan lias joined the international metrical convention.
Mr. Bright, speaking in Birmingham last night,
said he thought that the days of great and power
ful estates were passing away. He favored a wide
distribution of land, abolition of the game laws,
and equal taxation.
A London despatch says the returning officer
for Camberwell, announces he will refuse to recognize Miss Helen Taylor as a candidate for member
of Parliament.
Irish

Excitement in Canada.
QUEBEC, Nov. 19.—A despatch from St. Aunt
de La Parade, Champlain county, which is the
home of the Quebec Premier, states that there
is intense',excitement there, and on Monday night
all the members of the federal cabinet were burned in elfigy amid the hooting of an immense
crowd.
Tlie Chronicle this morning demands that a
searching investigation be made into the escape
of Jackson, Riel’s secretary, remarking that its
manner is a mysterv, but that it must not remain
so a day longer thaii can be helped, as the plea of
insanity In Ids case appears to have been a dodge.
His escape and letters point to a different conclusion.
...
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which lias followed at no great distance of time
his acquittal upon a demand of the Crown, so inflexible with regard to Riel, Is exceedingly eloquent. What irony! What a bloody parody on
Jackson, the accomplice of Monday's
justice!
victim, lives the life of a citizen, while Riel died
on the scaffold.

SMALL POX.
Halifax, Nov. 19.—Twelve new eases of small
were reported in Charlottetown yesterday,
making a total of 63 cases. No further deaths
have occurred from the disease and the excitement on the island is reported to be subsiding.
Halifax, N. S., Nov. 19.—The Halifax Board
of Health lias proclaimed Charlottetown and
inTouris, 1\ E. 1., and Sydney, C. B„ districts
fected with smallpox. Steamer Carroll, which
to
bound
Charlottetown,
here
from
will arrive
Boston, will bring no passengers ami no comallowed.
will
be
shore
with
the
munication
pox

IN

THE RINKS.

BIJOU SKATIXG PARLOR.

Tonight, at this place of amusement, will be a
ladles' night. This is always a very popular session with tlie lady patrons and the gentlemen always attend in large numbers. Tomorrow afterthere will be a school session, with firstclass music, commencing at 2.30 o’clock.
noon

NEW ENGLAND POLO LEAGUE.

league game of polo in Taunton last even
ing, between the Brocktous and Tauntons, th<
latter won, 3 to 1. Taunton took the first, sec
ond and fourth goals, hi 27 seconds, 16 second!
ami 2 minutes, 18 seconds respectively; Brock
ton won the third goal in 1 minute, "68 seconds
Smith of the Tauntons took three rushes am
Churchill one. J. E. Manning was referee.
In a

POLO NOTES.

of Scotland.
General Newton says that Hell Gate is
“the back door to New York” and that, with
Flood Rock gone, it would take two fleets to
“I first estimated the
blockade that port.
cost of the improvements,” he adds, “at $8,-

000,(XX), but I think one-half that amount will
The recent explosion
cover the entire cost.
was

entirely satisiactory.

in

an

exhi

bition game, 3 to 2. The papers say Morwa'
played a great game.
Last night the H. M. B’s of Rockland beat th
Elites of Waterville three straight goals; plav ;
ing time, sixteen and one-quarter minutes, th
last goal being eleven and one-half minutes ii
In Concord, N. II., last night,

city defeated

the

Concords,

mere are several

large rocks on the surface that were not
shattered, and some surface blasting will he

necessary to break these up, but in the centre of the reef it will lie found that the rock
had been ground into powder by the force of
the explosion.”
THE STATE.
AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

The fall term of Houlton Academy closes the
present week, with an exhibition ou Friday evenThe term lias been a
ing, in the Opera House.
very successful one under the new management
The
Thomas.
examining commlttee.coubv Prof.
sisting of Rev. Messrs, lisley of Bangor and HanDr. C. E. Williams of
and
of
son
Dainarlscotta,
Houlton, will be present at the examination.
CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

The prospects for a large shoe factory at FreeIt Is hoped soon to report are very flattering.
port work actually begun.
Saturday. William J. Ward of Freeport, accidentally shot himself in his right arm while gunning. He had shot a squirrel, and not killing it at
once, began pounding it with the breech of Ills
In doing so. the other bardouble-barreled gun.
rel discharged with the effect mentioned above.
A large company of the friends of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Cummings, of New Gloucester, met at

their|residence

on

Monday evening,

to celebrate

the tenth anniversary of their marriage. The
tokens of remembrance were numerous.
The rear trucks of the Pullman sleeper and the
forward trucks of the smoking cal' left the rails a
short distance soutn of the Androscoggin bridge
The train was
at Brunswick (Wednesday night.
running slowly at the time, but the ears bumped
along at quite a lively rate for a brief period, until the train was stopped. A crew of men was at
No
<mce raised and the ears placed on the track.
fine

was

injured.
FRANKLIN COUNTY.

can, without doubt, says the Chronicle, boast of the oldest ex-inembers of the Maine
of
any town in the State. Capt. JotbLegislature,
am Bradbury, now 05 years of age, represented
in
Chesterville
1833, and Moses Chandler, Eso.,
now in his 90th year, represented Farmington in
1841. Capt. Bradbury was also a soldier m the
war of 1812.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Farmington

Mr. E. C. Allen of Augusta will sail for Europe
tomorrow.

Hon. James G. Blaine has presented his check
$50 to the Howard Benevolent Union of Augusta.
A patieut named John Woodman escaped from
the insane asylum Wednesday afternoon, and had
not been eaptured at last accounts.
Hon. S. B. Elkins is In Augusta, the guest of
for

f

Mr. Blaine.

The flrst looms in the new cotton mill at Auguswere started Wednesday.
There seems to be no doubt that a company will
be formed to purchase the woolen factory in Gardiner, enlarge it and run it to its full capacity.
Waterville people are taking advantage of the
low price of building materials and labor this fall,
and are putting up a large number of dwelling
ta

houses.

W. B. Kinney of Houlton, during the past six
months, has suuk a large number of artesian wells
varyingjn depth from 20 to 100 feet, In Watervile and vicinity. Five or six machines have been

employed.

Rt. Rev. John F. Young, S. T. D.. second bishop
Florida, in the Protestant Episcopal church,
died suddenly in New York on Sunday. He was
born at l'ittstou Oct. 3. 1820, studied at Wesleyof

Virginia. He was formerly assistant minister
Trinity parish, Boston, uutil his consecration
bishop in 1807.
During the coming winter, W. E. Whitman of
Winthrop, expects to manufacture about 6000

of
in

as

wheelbarrows, besides other work.
LINCOLN COUNTY.

The Bootlibay Register says: Mr. Best, who
horsewhipped the editor of the Register last
spring, not appearing at court this term, his two
confiding bondsmen. Mr. Joseph R. Kennlstou
and Mr. James C. Boole, were defaulted for the
We understand Mr. Best will
sum of $1500.
spend the winter in Florida.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Capt. Charles A. Small, a brother of Mr. F. H.
Small of Bangor, is now serving In the British army against King Tliehaw, in Burmah.
By agreement of all the wholesale and retail
dealers in Bangor and Brewer, the prices of corn
and meal were advanced two cents per bushel
Thursday morning, making the prices 65 cents
for corn and 01 cents for meal.
Mr. A. M. Bragg, about a mile east of Corinth,
has a young apple tree from which he gathered
this fall 171 apples, 150 of which Ailed a flour
barrel. One of the apples measured 1314 inches
In circumference, anil the trunk of the tree 14V4
inrtes.
SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

Curtis, of Bowdoinham, shot an owl last
Saturday that measured about 5 feet from tip to
Ed.

tip.

The Lewiston Journal Rambler says: Speaking
of post offices reminds me of the recent removal
of the popular and efficient postmaster at West
Bowdoln, and the appointment (as 1 am iuformedj
of a man as postmaster in his place against the
of not only seven-eighths of the patrons,
The
ut also a large majority of the Democrats.
Democrats are more provoked than the Republieveu
their
was
because
cans,
request
ignored. A
very few men secured the new appointment—it is
‘■Chairman”
Brown.
My insupposed, through
formant states that there have been repeated instances recently where the wishes of the Democrats have been ignored.

Erotest

SOMERSET COUNTY.
Misses Ella and Minnie Hight of Athens, while
to
riding Skowhegan a few days ago, were met by
The horse became
a young man on a bicycle.
frightened at the machine and ran away, the
young ladies being thrown from the carriage and
suffering severe bruises.

Francisco, Cal., died in
Oct. 29. Omar was 43
son
of
William
Pullen of North
old,
years
Capt,
Anson. He served in the 10th Maine regiment
and
at
the
close of the war
the
rebellion,
during
went to San Francisco, where with his brother
Granville, he has been successfully engaged In
business since.
Mr. E. J. Foss of Brighton, father of Warren J,
Foss, the well known merchant of that town
dropped dead in the field Tuesday. He was 69
years of age.
Mr. Charles M. Lindsey of Norridgewock, a sop,
of the late Hon. S. D. Lindsey, started lot- Eos
Angeles, Cal., last week. He will make his home
in the West.
WASHINGTON

COUNTY.

The foundation is laid and the frame up for the
new Catholic chapel at Vanceboro.
Six sheep belonging to Horace Weston of Jonesboro, were killed by a bear one night last week.
WALDO COUNTY.
known in Belfast, now connected with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
at
La
Jenta, Colorado, writes his brother
railroad,
"La Jenta is quite a
in that city as follows:
I
voter here, and
am the only Republican
place.
am the only ohe who goes to the polls without a
shot gun.”
Wayland Knowlton, Esq., of Belfast, who has
been appointed to take depositions and disclosures, says sbfar as he knows, he Is the first person to receive such an appointment.
The law creating tile appointment was made last winter, and
he was appointed on the recommendation of
A

gentleman well

Judge Virgin.”

The National

League.

The tenth annual convention of the National
Base Ball League concluded its labors at the Fifth
Avenue Hotel in New York yesterday.
The next
aunual meeting will be held in Chicago, and the
meeting of the schedule committee composed of
G. H. Smcltz of St. Louis, J. A. Marshall of Detroit and Harry Wright of Philadelphia, will be
held in New York on the first Wednesday in
March. 1886. The Spauldiug base hall was adopted as the league ball for the condng three years
and the resignation of honorary member A. J.
Mills was accepted. Resolutions were adopted
governing contracts with players, etc. A special
committee reported in favor of allowing Broutbers. White, Rowe and Richardson the "big four”
to go to Detroit and tlid report was accepted. No
action was taken on the application of Lucas of
the St. Louis club to be allowed to play games

Sunday.

..

A. G. Spaulding stated after the meeting that
Buffalo was still technically in the league, bnt an
application for admission from the Washington
elub was on file.
It is said that if admitted the 1\ ashiuglon club
will probably lie the Providence franchise.
......

The Bostons were again defeated Wcdnesda

night, this time by the New Bedfords,

length.

is almost en-

Omar Pullen, of Nan
that city of consumption,

DOMINION.

THE

provinces which

tirely unknown. It is situated in the western part of Cape Breton, near Lake Ainslie,
the members being natives of the Highlands

trusts

that the signers of the Berlin treaty will succeed
in securing respect for the treaties by the people
rendered independent by them.” The Emperor
saiit that he was animated by the confidence that
God’s blessing 111 the future as ill the past will be
granted to Germany’s efforts to maintain peace.
The speech points out the necessity of increasing grants for the army and navy and announces
that Dills will be presented dealing with taxation
of sugar and brandy, extension of the accident
insurance law, formation of a canal connecting
the Baltic Sea with the River Elbe and North Sea
and administration of Justice in the German colonies. It adds that negotiations are proceeding
with England, Spain, France, Portugal and Zanzibar regarding the extent to which German transoceanic establishments and acquisitions will
henceforth be placed under the immediate protection or supervision of the German empire. The
passages of the speech referring to the Caroline
and Balkan troubles were loudly applauded.

___

l)r. William Frothingham, one of the best known
physicians in the upper part of the city of New
York, accidentally shot himself yesterday while
cleaning a revolver. He was found dead in his
room by a servant.
The cable connecting Nantucket Island with
Mastha’s Vineyard, was successfully landed at

The eldest daughter of the late Charles
Dickens lias written a biography of her fa-

once.

_

Gettysburg, Pa.. Nov. 19.—Although the
weather was inclement. Gen. Hancock, attended
by Gen. Walker of bis staff, historian of the
Second Corps, Col. Wilson, Maj. Miller, Col.
Batcheller, government historian of tire battlefield, Col. Nicholson, Becorder of the Grand Commandery Loyal Legion, and others, visited the
battle field today. Gen. Hancock gave particular
attention to the positions of tire centre where he
commanded, identifying every point of interest.

klvuliak.

“Mess-atsoo-sec.”

Prince (Alexander’s Success Revives

Gettysburg.

day

taken to his room.

Prince

Terribly Injured.

The Veterans at

Speaker Carlisle 111.
Speaker Carlisle was so ill when he arrived here
this afternoon that he was obliged to take his lied
at once. Visitors are not permitted to see him

England Trap

Ses-

tions of the Union.

Control of the Senate.
The Bepubiican Senators in this city claim that
the election of Mitchell in Oregon makes it certain
that they will retain the control of the Senate during Cleveland’s administration.

New

Eighth Day’s

Boston, Nov. 19.—Tlie eighth day’s session of
the National Grange, Patrons of Husbandry, was
called to order at the United States Hotel at 9 a.
The committee on education,
in. Thursday.
through Mr. James E. Hale of West Virginia, reported that: “It seems to us that if each grange
would establish and carefully carry out a system
of readings on topics of interest, there would soon
be no lack of interest in the meetings, besides establishing the basis of a liberal education in agriThe following resolution, offered by
culture.”
Gov. Robie of Maine, was adopted:
Resolved, That Congress, under the provision of
the Constitution which authorizes it to ‘‘regulate
commerce between the States,” is in duty bound
to enact a law without delay and provide for its
enforcement, which will break up the monopolies
which are a burden to the farmers in some sec-

Treaty,

sliootinf
Mai.den, Mass., Nov. 19.—A grand
tournament was held on the grounns of the Wasli
Club
at
to-day
bj
IngtonGun
WiUington, Mass.,
the New England Trap Shooters Association
There was a large attendance clubs being re
Lowell
presented from Providence, Boston,
Brockton, Manchester, N. H., Worcester am
Amesbury. The principal prize shot for was
Knoxville blackbird gold medal.
There weri
nine single and three pair Knoxville birds shot at
Dick Schaefer of Boston won the medal, breaklni
12 birds out of 15.
Schumenway was second
breaking 11 out of 15. Fourteen sweeps! akc
matches were shot off also. The weather was un
favorable.

of the

sions.

the operations of the said commercial treaty.

not

Loss of the Two

Steamers.

Mr. Bayard, Secretary of State, and Mr. Bom-

are

_

THE BROOKLYN AND TITANIC.

a

One Woman Killed and Several Men

,11

BenJ.

ton family.”

ero, the minister of Mexico at Washington, are
about to exchange the ratifications of an additional article to the commercial treaty between
the United States and Mexico of January, 1883,
extending tli« time to May 20, 1886, for the ap
proval of the necessary law to carry into effect

and cards

0,000,000.

Witham Says About
Ivory W. M. Pierce.
Biiiiiefokd, Nov. 20.—Ivory W. M. Pierce of
Lynn, petitioner for a share of the estate of tlie
late Col. Pierce of Salem, has been in Saco consulting his mother, Mrs. Benjamin Witham. She
has lived in Saco for years with her husband, a
rag picker. When Interviewed by a reporter today she said: “Ivory is my son but I never married Col. Pierce. I met Tom,” she said, “in Dover
when I was seventeen, and he wanted to marry
At length I consented but
me but I would not.
Ms parents were mad and opposed tlie match, so
shortly afterward I returned home to Sanford
where my folks lived. Ivory lived with me until
five years old when he was put out to the MoulWhat Mrs.

count.

The Mexican

will be known.

M,

Terrible Accident at the Ruins of
New York Mill.

OEMS.

PERSONAL, anu

FOREIGN.

A FALLINC WALL.

William Lawrence’s Murderer to be

IHBhL

PRICE

1885.

DANIEL WILKINSON.

Augusta, Nov. 19.—Judge H. K. Baker and
Mrs. Baker of Hallowell celebrated their golden

11...

BERRY,

PARLOR SUIT DEPARTMENT.

00 and upwards.
Maddrass Lace Curtains
for $2.75 and upwards.
Nottingham Lace $2.75
and upwards, former price
$4.00. These Laces are the
newest patterns and are a
very fine quality.

(ltl

HOTEL,

PORTLAND, ME.

jan6’83

$5.00, $8.00-, $10.00, $15.-

To Let.
to let, single or in suits, with board.
Apple at No. 99 High street, cor. of Spring,

may 13_

OPP. FALMOUTH

RUNDLETT BROS., Proprietors,
dtf
4l.'f Fore Street.
je23

Turcoman

STORE

Specialty.

a

Look a! Our Prices!

CURTAIN

To Let.
No. 47 Exchange street, now occupied
by L. C. Young; possession given October 1.
Enquire of JOHN P. THOMAS, No. 151 Middle
aug29dtf
street.

Portraits

im
Iced water ruins digestion; Dirigo
proves it; is always palatable, refreshing and
healthful. Delivered daily, cool and refreshing
from the spring. Our Improved cans will keep the
water cool from 36 to 48 hours; use of cans free;
water per gallon 10 cents.

A nice Mohair Plush Suit,
$45 and upwards.
A nice Tapestry Suit for
$35 and upwards.
A nice Hair Cloth Suit
for $35 and upwards, and
all the new styles in Crush
and Plain Plushes at the
same
proportion. These
same goods are of our own
manufacture and are made
up first-class and are warranted.

nov5_<10

ROOMS

URE!

FURN

sev-

are

Apply
bury and Hampshire
en rooms.

Fine

nm

Deane Bros&Sawyer

235

Commercial St., or at the premises between 1 and
13-2
2 or C and 7 o'clock p. in.
Dec. 15; there
TOstreet, to be vacated
to A. D. BOYD, corner

PHOTOGRAPHER

nnni ntniu.uu;

con-

TOvenient to ailtwolocalities;
Cumberland
St.;

__19-1

SAUE.—Lodging house in Boston, near
business part of city and depots, 25 rooms,
furnished, all let, run by present owner 6 years,
rent only $900 a year, price of furniture $1000,
extra good paving house, grand chance for transient, best of reasons for selling. POND & B It 1T
TAN, 339 Washington St., Boston.19-1

Salary *75 per
month
Expenses in
advance. Ontiitfree. For full particular s address
STANDARD SILVER WARE CO.. Boston, Mass.
aug3l
_d3m

and shed: rent 814
rates and gas bill.

near

a

and all
nicely
lodgers.
let, occupied by present owner eight years, price
reason
for
$1300, splendid chance, sickness only
selling. POND & BRITTAN, 339 Washington

for

our
expenses, or commission.

LET—Iu

Hollis St.,
location

SAUE.—Lodging
Boston,
FOR
very central ami popular
16 rooms,
furnished,

HEI,P—Ladles and gentlemen
for us at their
own homes, daytime or evening; the business is
no
and
canvassing or
easily done;
light, pleasant
peddling, good salary paid to smart workers who
to
full
time
devote
it, steady employment furAddress FRANK EATON, Manager,
nished.
Box
5153.3(1-0
Mass.,
Boston,

TO

HARRISON, MAINK

SALE-$30,000; buys first class busi
that now pays a net profit of $7500 per
year; never changed hands; business constantlyincreasing;rim by present owner 12 years; sure,
safe and reliable investment; best of reasons for
selling; an investigation will prove it just as represented, or 110 sale; will make terms a bonanza for
somebody. W. F. CARltUTHERS, 24 Tremou
Row, Boston.18-1

or

Celebrate Their Golden

a

WASHINGTON.

SUMMIT MINERAL SPRING WATER,
FROM

years. He leaves
and three daughters.

master 45

sen?

PORTLAND, ME.

Also Ganeral Managers for New England for the
Celebrated

FOR

WANTED,
in city
country to work

the centre

NO. 410 FORE ST.,

Importers,

ness,

Our Superheated Steam Process for Carpets is
unsurpassed and a sure cure for moths.
sneod4w
no4

manor woman

first-class barber

FOR SALK BY

R. STANLEY & SON,

sea as

three

wedding

IN THE ORIGINAL PACKAGES,

a

can

FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE

active

a

tlie

WINES and LIQUORS

men

rent

WANTED—An
county to sell
ami

will

buy
1POR
shop, running 3 chairs. aU the business 3
smart city just out of Boston;
do: located in
SAUK—.-'400

Obituary.
Bootiibay, Nov. 19.—Capt. Freeman Hodgdon,
late master of the schooner Thomas W. Hyde,
died yesterday, aged GO years.
Capt. Hodgdon
followed
was a well known sea captain, having

IMPORTED

8

ash, velvet,

Steam Carpet Mu lacie!

Washington, Nov. 18,1885.
C. A. Houtette, Bangor, Me.:
Measures will lie immediately taken for the inspection of trains coming from the east into
Maine.
Hamilton, Surgeon General.
lion.

gition

of

tapestry carfor
pets, nice large dining room; grand location
boarders at good prices; rent only $75 a month:
266
W.
JACOBS.
G.
cash.
price $1,450 part
Washington St., Boston, Mass.20-1

Precautions Against Small Pox.
Bangor, Nov. 19.—In view of the prevalence
of small pox at Charlottetown. Prince Edward's
Island, and the large number of persons arriving
in this city by rail from that region, some fifty
having reached the city Wednesday morning,
Hon. C. A. Boutelle yesterday telegraphed to
United States Surgeon General Hamilton, calling
attention to the tact, and suggesting the importance of precautionary measures. He received the

following reply:

_Jels and prevent Consti*
and Piles. The smallest and easiest to take.
nly one pill a dose. 40 in a vial, Purely Vegetable. Price 25 cents. 6 vinlBby lnailforJl.OO,

lodging
the best streets in Boston; furnished in black
FOR
brussels aud
walnut and

PATENT

At

Portland.
Agent foreodtfnrmcM

sepl4

Brooksville—Sitniuei I). Coombs in
Pi. C. Cliatto. who lias been removed.
East Jefferson—Briggs C'. Faruum in place of
S. J. Bond, who lias been removed.
At South

place of

oil

kitchen,
ing room
pets: rent $1,000 a year; good lease; if you
looking for a good house you will like this, for it
is a paving house; price $1300. Pull particulars
of G. W. JACOBS, 260 Washington St., Boston.

sneoU4w

Carpets Cleansed

COUSINS,

M. G. PALMER,

carare

13 Preble St.

■

house

room

Postmasters for Maine.
Washington, Nov. 19.—Eighty Republican
postmasters were removed to-day, The following
new ones have been appointed for Maine offices:
At Westport—Samuel H. Towle In place of S. P.

Soles for Name and Address of

on

& T.

J.

lodging
Beacon bill, Boston; elegantly furnished; dinFOR
Brussels and Tapestry
and

FOSTER’S

Forest

room

LOST AND FOUND.

*

701.

with board
Apply at 76 MYRTLE ST.,
17-1

TOterms moderate.

31 EXCHANGE STREET,

MAINE.

YORK.

nnrrino-ft linrsps for

X
no9

Telephone

Look

HORSES FOR SALE.
mHRRR

4

will not wrinkle, and are the perfection
uf achievement in the shoemaker’s art.

TANNEBY, in first-class order,
with old established Belting aiid Supply
trade, a safe and profitable, investment. Only reason for selling, to close an estate.
110V14

Shoe.

The celebrated “J. & T. Cousins’ New
I x Shoes," of all kinds and materials, in
Id widths and 10 shapes of toes and heels.
they wiii not rip; will not slip at the heel;

St._14-1

J. W. BEATTY & CO.,

sped

Published every Thursday Morning, at $2.50
a year; if paid iu advance, $2.00 a year.
Advertisements inserted iu the ‘‘Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every
part of the State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion, and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

Close-fitting end Graceful-

ALL THESE DESIDERATA SHE CAN FIND IN

FOR SALE.

iui

W.D. LITTLE &

<

settee, ten feet
three arm clumdellers with six lights, all for sale at a bargain.
Inquire and examine of F. O. BAILEY & CO., 18

A Neat,

Sd. Ho breaki%g-in torture. Easy at
st, and always snug and handsome.

MALE—Boot and shoe

N. II. STUDLEY, Manager,
Congress Street, corner Brown.

quality.

;

good sound Horse. Enquire
WM. HAGGETT, No. 777 Congress St.
MALE—A

IjiOB
long, leather covered; also

silk and twist. There is no such stock
in Portland, and prices are lower than
u ?

1386,_18-1

of
FOB

Commencing Nor. 1st, we shall sell the
best spool silk at 8 cents per spool, and
This is to give our
twist at 2 cents.
customers and the public in general a
chance to buy the very best make of silk
at a great reduction. This is the only
silk in the market and running full
length in every letter. When you can
buv this line grade of silk at this low
price, you should buy in good quantities to last some length of time, as this
is a great saving to the consumers of

THE MAINE STATE PRESS*
".
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MORNING,
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THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS,
Published every day (Sundays excepted) by the

MISCELLANEOUS.

BALE.

__

NALE-A good, sound, gentle, pleasant
A
years old. weighing
''a^sltloned horse, 8kind
of work, and It for
1100.
'table for any
to driving- ho
used
ive who Is
anybody
tricks in sta. * ‘n harness, JOHN IV. DANA,
/*. & O.R. K.10-1
Treasurer’s oh.,

OVERCOATS
Cleansed

FOtt

83._PORTLAND,

PRESS.

DAILY

PORTLAND

the Bijous of till

3 to 2.

Bowdoin College.
The custom instituted by the Faculty of recelv
ing the students informally Monday evenings i ,
working admirably and seems to tend to brin
students and Faculty into more friendly relations
The mason work on the new gymnasium is d(
layeil by the failure of the freestone expecte 1
from Boston to arrive on time, but it is now we 1
under way, and promises to be a fine structure.

Base Ball Notes.
The Belfast Journal says: "Bert Knowlton, the
famous catcher of the Belfast elub, has been offered the position of catcher on the Beacons of Boston, for next season. Tlds is a rare compliment,
Dilworth. the phenomenal pitcher, has been offered a position on the Lawrence team, the champions of the Eastern New England League.”
John Jandron, recently of the Newouryports,
has decided to practice law next season, unless ho
can get a larger salary than he secured last.
Charles George of Brooklyn, has signed with
Lawrence as catcher for next season.
He has
played with the Metropolitans as a catcher at dlflerent times, and In 1884 played witli the Newarks; he weighs 180 pounds, is 5 feet 11 inches li*
height, and has the reputation of being a pluck
catcher; he is warmly recommended by Bir
Hassettand Brosnan.

~

THE PRESS.
FRIDAY MORNING, NOV. 20.
The political and moral atmosphere of
Chicago has cleared a good deal. Joe Mac kin
has actually started for the penitentiary.
The indications
to be so

big

are

in

a man

that Sam Randall isn't
the next House as he
are de-

in the last one. The free traders
termined to clip his wings.
was

Further than this
suitable person.
they do not want the Senate to go.
The caucus of Republican Senators, which
is to be held before the session begins, to consider this matter, will be watched with interest. We have little doubt that a large
majority of the Senators will be found to
be in favor of treating the President’s appointments upon tlieir merits, to be confirmed or rejected, according to the circumThis is the
stances of each particular case.
way to treat them, and,
way, it is the politic way.

right

According to the New York World Secretary Endicott, in consideration of certain patronage has agreed to swing Massachusetts
into the Democratic line. This is amusing.
Some one will agree to swing Vermont next.

The New York World says that if civil
service reform is eventually made practical
and just, and becomes firmly established, it
will be through the Democracy. On this condition its future is settled.
The result of the wrangle among the Ore-

Republicans is a Republican Senator
pledged to act under certain circumstances
gon

with the Democrats. It is a result not creditable to the Republicans, Democrats or Mr.

Mitchell._
to a despatch to the New York
Sun the Democrats of Massachusetts are organizing a raid on Secretary Endicott in

According

hopes of driving him out of the Cabinet.
He is charged with the heinous offence of
having too much influence with the Presirianf

issued he had just succeeded in
shutting out the office seekers. It was a
very appropriate docu uent.

tion

was

According to Mr. J. J. I’arlin of North
Anson, who is one of the prominent Democrats of Somerset county, Chairman Brown
signed a petition for the appointment of
Marcellus Stewart for postmaster at North
Anson and then went to Washington and
worked for Fred Pease, succeeding in getting
Pease appointed. This is a case where Simon
said wig-wag.
The British march to Mandalay does not
seem to be a much more serious affair thau a
holiday parade. However much pluck King
Thebaw may have (and he evidently has considerable or he would not have risked a war
with the British) his soldiers and sailors seem
totally devoid of that quality. A successful

campaign in Burmah will prove a valuable
adjunct to the Conservative canvass in England, and no doubt the Marquis of Salisbury
and Lord Churchill will know how to make
the most of it.

Senator Allison, who has been one of the
most influential friends of the silver dollar,
thinks it may be possible to pass at the coming session of Congress an act providing
that no more silver dollars shall be coined
for a specified number of months or years,
leaving the present act in force otherwise, so
that the coinage of the silver dollar will be
resumed at the end of the specified time,
without further legislation. Such temporarysuspension of the silver coinage, he thinks,
might be useful as a means of persuading
European governments to consent to an international agreement on the subject. \

to-day Daniel Wilkinson is to
pay the penalty of his crime inside the
walls of the State prison at Thomaston by
being hanged by the neck until he is dead.
At noon

Wilkinson deserves his fate.

FORTUNE IN STORE FOR THEM.
North American.
It is believed that immediate- delivery carriers might accumulate a little money if they
could manage to stave off starvation in the

meantime.

Berry, postmaster

at

Wayne

in

Kennebec county, sent a courteous note to
Mr. J. C. Stinchfield, who has been appoint-

bin'

luiiuwiug

im in

jjciiagiapn.

Had I not witnessed for myself tlie couch you
and your especial political associates and adversaries have made in common, and lay colled there,
a homogeneous body, at any moment to strike me
with poisoned fangs, I should have been in the
interest of society, tire advancement of moral and
social influence in the community, and my own
ever ready and willing disposition to forgive on
retraction of wrong done me, even to my great
Injury, most happy to accept the kind otter of
office and your assistance in installing me in
le position which I feel so deeply the responsi-

Sour

bility

assuming.
Evidently the great honor of being appointed postmaster at Wayne flew to Mr.
Stinclifield’s head and quite got away with it.
of

The fatal mistake the New Age makes
in

discussing the question whether the
Rev. Mr. Bellows’s case comes within the
provisions of the civil service law is in regarding him and describing him as the confidential clerk or private secretary of the
collector. No such officer as that is recognized in the Portland custom house. In some
custom houses the case is different. Thus
the collector of Boston is allowed a private
secretary, and of course his appointment
does not come within the provisions of the
civil service law, for by rule XIX private
secretaries are specially exempted. Mr. Bellows is the clerk of cutoms. He has been detailed to attend to the collector’s private correspondence. To cover his case the rule
should read “confidential clerks, and clerks
who may be detailed to attend to the collector’s correspondence are exempted from the
law.” But this is not the way the law does
read.

Tlie readers of the Portland Olobe will notice by reading the Car-

American.
California is endeavoring to attract immigrants from the east by circulating the report
that its wine is as cheap as beer, and that

He says he

w

wrangle between

Mr. Jones and the companies, the former insisting on the payment of
the full amount of the policies, thougli the
loss was not

total,

and the latter

refusing

A LOST OPPORTUNITY.

N. Y. Tribune.
The Evening Post lias just missed a treThe Poet Whittier
mendous opportunity.
lias written a letter containing a handsome
reference to the Republican party, and the
Post lias neglected to call him Jack Whittier.
THE .JOHN BROWN

BREEDS.

HALF

OF THE

Springfield Republican.
Louis Riel met his fate at Regina yesterday in the woolen surtout of the halfbreed
This is
and the moccasins of the Indian.
of the blackest political acts of this genXVltl

erauuil.

tuc

Vtas

ouuu

iu

vivnu

niiv

half breed—a fanatic with a just cause behind
him, at least a cause which rested on the
bed rock of justice in the minds of his sup-

porters.
GROWTH OF THE CHESTNUT ON TOE KENNEBEC.

Gardiner Home Journal.
“I want to get five gallons of rum for mechanical purposes,” said1 a man to our city
agent the other day. “What are you going
to do with it?” said our benign agent. “Going to raise a barn,” said the would-be customer. The agent concluded that was one
of the departments of mechanics for which
the agency did not provide, and no sale was
made.
COLLECTOR CHASE

Biddeford Journal.
One monumental case, that no amount of
soft sawder will make palatable to Republicans, is that of Tabulator Chase, collector of
internal revenue in Portland. There is not,
probably, another appointment to come before the'Senate more deserving of prompt
heroic treatment than this, and we doubt if a
more thoroughly had appointment has been
made under this administration, unless it he
that of ballot-box stutter Higgins.
ONCE IN A WHILE THEY TELL THE TRUTH.
Boston Journal.
It is not a rabid Republican paper of the
North, intent on “waving the bloody shirt”
and “keeping alive sectional animosities,”
but a southern Democratic paper, the Augusta (Ga.) Chronicle, which observes that
“nothing is so cheap as human life in some
Southern States and nothing so uncommon
as the proper punishment of white assassins.” In unguarded moments even a Southern Bourbon paper sometimes tells the truth
as to the relations of the races and the dealings of the courts in the South. We have
known the Charleston News and Courier to
do it, but it was a good while ago, when no

election

was

pending.

Have Never Heard a Price Quoted so Low
but what We Could Make a Lower One.
We only ask the public to call and look our stock over, and if they
in want of goods in this line they will feel well paid for tlicir
trouble.
In connection with our Carpet room we hstvc the
are

where can be found the CHOICEST NOVELTIES in this line of goods,
both in Ladies’ and Children’s. We will allow customers w ith good
COMMON SENSE to judge for themselves, not outsiders who try to mislead the public, and feel satisfied that their judgment will be for our
interest.

RememPer Tlie Place.

No. 4M

HIGH STREET PARISH,
in the

Nov. 20, at 7.30 o'cl k

Eve’g,

Ticket# of Adini##ioii, 25 ct#.

L.

F.

U0l8d3t*
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Thanksgiving!

Malaga Raisins,
Prencli Prunes,
Florida Oranges,
Florida Lemons,
Malaga Grapes,
CataWba Grapes,
r^rew

—

IF'ig.-st,

COR. PIAE AND CEARK STS.

ENCAMPMENT
X. O. O. F.

TELEPHONE 805*A

nol9dtf

new DESIG3NTS FOR

1886.

We are now receiving the New Goods for next year,
in all grades of paper. Fine papers at greatly reduc-

ed prices.

Competent paper hangers supplied.

LORINC, SHORT & HARMON,
OPP. PREBLE HOUSE,
OC24__J4'v

Boston & Portland Clothing Co.
I

Course of Entertalnmennts!
Readings by

TUESDAY EVENING, Dec. 15—Social Assembly in Gilbert’s Hall. Music by Chandler.
TUESDAY EVENING, Dec. 29—Musical and
Literary Entertainment in Odd Fellows’ Hall.
TUESDAY EVENING, Jan. 12—Social Assembly in Gilbert’s Hal).
TUESDAY EVENING, Jan. 26-Public Lecture
by James B. Nicholson. Past Grand Sire, of Phila-

delphia,

in

and Lady to Entertainments and Lecture.
Tickets for the two Entertainments in Odd Fellows’ Hall and Lecture in City Hall 76 cents for
the three. Can be obtained at theSnoe Store of W.
P. GOSS, 227 Middle Street, and of the
man

long time to pay anything more than the
actual loss, though linally rather than have
a law suit with Mr. Jones all but one of
them did pay the face of the policies. To
punish the insurance companies against
whom he had become greatly incensed Mr.
^-“•Jenes devised and secured the passage of
this law. It was rushed through the Senate
under a suspension of rules without any debate whatever. In the House it encountered
considerable opposition. Two reports came
from the insurance committee upon it, the
majority reporting in favor of its passage
and the minority recommending indefinite
postponement. The hill passed the last day
of the session. Instead of punishing the insurance companies as was Mr. Jones’s intention, the law seems to be punishing the people of New Hampshire, Mr. Jones among

them.___'_
THE SENATE AND THE APPOINTMENTS.
Apparently there is a disposition on the
part of some Senators to make a general raid
upon the President’s appointments irrespective of their character.
Such a course,
would, we believe, be disapproved by the
country and result disastrously to the party
whose representatives were responsible for
it. There is one, and only one, proper course
to pursue in this matter and that is to consider each and every appointment upon its
merits. Any policy that seeks to dispose of
the nominations in any other way is to be reSo far as the President has
probated.
treated the public offices as publio trusts his
cotirs# sbeuld be approved and his appointments sustained. When he has treated them
simply as spoils to reward Democratic poli
tielans, and fitness has been subordinated to
political activity his nominations should he
rejected, and he be brought hack to obedience
to the principles laid down in his civil service reform letter.
But the people want to

see no merely partisan wrangle between the President and the
Senate. They want the appointees closely
scrutinized, witli a view to seeing that the
offices are filled with honest and capable
men, who are not obnoxious to their fellowcitizens by reason of extremely offensive
partisanship or anything else, and in case of
doubt they want the benefit of the doubt given the country and the appointee turned out,
and the President given a chance to select a

L0RIN6, SHORT & HARMON
20.00

Cooper’s Sea Tales, 5 vols., cloth...
Cooper’s Leather Stocking Tales, 5 vols., cloth.
Cooper’s Complete Works, 16 vols., cloth.
Waverley4 Novels, 12 vols., cloth.
24 vols., Cloth.
Bulwer’s Novels, 13 vols., cloth.

5.50
5.00

3. Jh
3.38

32-00
13.00

13.98
7.98

24.00

10.50
-2.50

12.98
9.7 o
6.98

49.00

19.20

16.50

Ig-oO
3.00
J5.00
lo.OO

7.98
-.88
1.08
.08
2.68
2.98
8.48
1.58
8.85
8.85

15.00
48.00

-3.80

Dickens’Works, 15 vols., cloth.
15 vols., half calf.
Thackeray’s Works, 10 vols, cloth.-.
Green’s History of English People. 4 vols.
Victor Hugo’s Les Miserables.
Macaulay’s Life and Letters..
Plutarch’s Lives of Illustrious Men, 3 vols., cloth.
Smile’s Self-Help Series, 4 vols.
Elsie Books, 10 vols.
Carlyle’s French Revolution, 2 vols.
Cooper’s Sea Tales, 5 vols., half calf...
half calf.
Cooper’s Leather Stocking Tales, 5 vols..
Gibbons’ Roman Empire, 5 vols.. half calf
half
calf.
16
vols..
Works,
Complete
Cooper’s
Macaulay’s History of England, 5 vols., half calf.
History of England, 5 vols., cloth.
Macaulay’s
Rollins’ Ancient History, 4 vols.. half calf....
Thackeray’s Works. 10 vols., half calf
Poets, bound m sheep, large volumes....
Gilbert’s Edition Shakespeare, fully illustrated.
Hoyle’s Games.
..

..

groat variety

new

—

Waltzing, “Tlie Yorke” and
Step Schottischc.
novlGdtf

Respectfully,

M. B.

Five

GILBERT.

PORTLAND THEATRE.
Night, Wednesday, Nov. 25.
The Popular Comedian

PGH

»-

FAY,

nrcurnrv nooiv
OR

—

SWEET
Supported by

..

.9

...

..

Point

to

Clear Cool Weather tor Thanksgiving!
also to tlie fact that

we are

dispensing

some

BIO

SKI

]

J.^5

KIMBALL

7.50
7.50
6.00

?1.-5
6.50
i.do

—oo

Nov.

Sale of seats com

23._novl9dtd

Gighth Stockbridge
AT CITY HALL, WEDNESDAY EVENING, NOV. 25th,

Miss Jessie

Couthoui,

STREET

QUARTETTE

and other Artists.
Evening Tickets 60 cts., now on sale at Stockbridge’s. Evening course tickets exchanged for
Matinee, or evening 26tli if desired. novl2d2w

Bijou Skatiug Parlor,

Federal Street.

Admission Evenings.20 cents
Admission with Skates or Commutation
Check.26 cents
Afternoon Admission.10 cents
Admission with Skates or Commutation
Check —.15 cents
Skate Checks.10 cents
Package Tickets, six for.1.00
Polo and all Other Exhibitions.25 cents
novl7dtf
C. H. KNOWLTON. Manager.

31 A L L

CITY

,

Thanksgiving Afternoon and
Evening.
Thursday, November 26th,

TWO GRAND ENTERTAINMENTS
Following

Celebrated

Artistst

HUS JESSIE

COUTHOUI,
The beautiful young lady Reader and Impersonator.

MR. ALFRED De SEVE, Violin Virtuoso,

The IsOtu§ Glee Club.
THE BOSTON OPERA COMIQUE Q0„
Comic Operetta,
with MISS MAY ALICE
VARS in the cast, and other Artists
to be announced.
Tickets including reserved seats, 60 cents. Mattinee recital, 25 cents, reserved seats. Tickets
now on sale at Stockbridge’s.
Course tickets for
25th exchanged for either performance on 26tli if
desired.
Half fare on the M. C. R. R. and G. T. R. Thanksgiving Afternoon and Evening. Half fare on P. &
It. R. R. to matinee.novl4dtd
In

Hale’s Honey the great Cough cure, 25c. 50c
and$l. «lean’s Sulphur Soap heals & beautifies, 25c. Ceruian Corn Reuiover killsCorns
and Bunions. Hill’s Hair and Whisker Bye,
Pike’s Tootbacke
Black and Brown, 60c.
Brops cure in one minute, 25c. Beans Rheumatic Pills are a sure cure, 60c

eod2dp&wlynrm

Gentlemen’s Overcoats $ 10.
Made up in excellent shape, from Chinchilla, Cheviots, and All
Wool Tweed, embracing all the fashionable colors and shades, equal
to any $13 or $15 in this county.

Gentlemen’s Overcoats $ 12.
and Mos-

These Overcoats are made from fine Blysians, Kerseys
Beavers. Also from Plain Brown, Cray and Dark Mixtures, and

cow

n.A|| nrnnik £1^ ond

filfi

HOWES, HILTOH &HARRIS,

J*g9

from
■

JUVEIVIIjE
greatvariety. It is our aim

Prepare for Thanksgiving!

Biographies, Histo-

“We invite your attention to some of the many line
Table Delicacies we are daily receiving.”

BOOK.S,

each year to obtain NEW
time NEW BOOKS
the
at
have
we
now
and
present
BOOKS,
at the same prices that are charged for books commonly
known as “plugs.” We also have a choice selection of
In

Fine Table Raisins,
Fine Cooking Raisins,
Fine Currants,
Fine Citron, Orange and Lemon
Fine Native and Foreign

In plain and fine bindings. Also sets of STANDARD WORKS
in great variety of editions and bindings.
We regret to say that many of the New York publishers affix fictitious prices to their books, and such discounts as
given above seem tempting. It is well to examine a variety
of editions, and get the best, as many books offered at low
prices, are printed from worn out plates, on thin paper, and
are cheaply bound.
What better present can one make than a handsome book?
What better investment for the home than a book ?
We ask the public to call and examine our stock before
ourchasing eisewhere.

Gentlemen’s Overcoats $20.

At this price we have done our best to show how good a Coat CAN
he sold for $20. They are strictly tailor made, custom trimmings. The
goods are Foreign and Domestic make, the very latest styles; take off
would do.
some trimmings and finish that few are familiar with, $18

Young

Men’s Overcoats.

A large variety in the leading styles and colors.
ercoats tor EAROE MEN.

Extra sizes in Ov-

GENTLEMEN’S SUITS,

Candied Lemon Peel.v...25clb
Candied Orange Peel.26
Washed Figs......26
Finest London Layer Figs.20
Choice Layer Figs.15
Choice Bag Figs.12
10
Keg Figs
Faaey French Prunes, (table use).2o
Choice erenchPrunea.15
Prime French Primes.12
Best Turkish Prunes. 6
Best hard Dates.10
...

Figs, Nuts, Crapes and Florida Oranges,
Stuffed Prunes and Truffles,
French Peas and Mushrooms,

Sardines, Sauces, Ketchups, etc.

Largest Stock, Finest Goods, Lowest Prices
W. L. WILSON & GO.,
Comer Exchange and Federal Streets.

>JAW naetanas

Taragona Almonds.22c lb

Gandies ifcs ana zs cts. per
goods

STISIC'TI/Y

id.

than we have ever handled. They
guarantee from the manufacturers made from
PURE REFINED SPGAR8.
and finer

MISCELLANEOUS LIST.
Hell’s Poultry

Seasoning.....10 box

Sage, Savory, Marjoram'and Thyme....... 8
A full line of the finest Spices, guaranteed
ihonlufplv

....

..

Sauces and Catsups.
Crosse & Blackwell's Eug.Picklcs.20,36 & 50c
Crosse & Blackwell’s Olives.20,36 & GO

French Stuffed

Olives

...

can

W. C. WAR-E,
U0l9

hot

......60
30
.35

...

£*«“$rmSf ChiittievV............GO
50

Bombay Chutney, (large bottles).1
Fnffiish Table Vinegar .35
Tarragon Vinegar for salads.35
..45
Finrenee Sa arcream
Salad Cream..30 & 50
s
Cowdrey'S
J
Durkce ®s&
Dinner

•••• ■

.-o

jars......—•—

Ontario Preserves, in glass jars.50
Gordon & Dilworth Preserves...............60
Gordon & Dilworth Sweet Pickle Peaches..1 00
Gordon & Dilworth Sweet Pickle Pears..1 00
Perry’s Fruits In Syrup.75 and 90
Wiesbaden Preserved Fruits.90
Fruits in Brandy.1 25
Wine Calves’ Feet Jelly.50 and 75
California Wine Jelly.75
Canton Preserved Ginger.40 and 65
Dundee Marmalade.25
A full line of the Best Preserves, Jams
and Jellies in Tumblers, 1 lb Glass Jars,
2 and 5 lb Stone Jars, and 5 lb Pails.

jar
can
box

jar

INVESTMENT SECURITIES
for Savings Banks and Trust
Funds constantly on

hancj|r[

PORTLAND

_

585 & 587

Congress

Buildiug.

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS.

Account Books,

jelO__eodtt

lT¥. PAYSON & CO.,
Bankers and Brokers
Exchange St.,

have constantly on hand a good
assortment of bonds for Savings
Banks, Trust Funds, and private
investors yielding 4 to 6 per cent

Order Blank Books for New Year

Early.
Check Books, Printing and Ruling

Choice Securities, suitable for Savings
Banks and Trust Funds, constantly
on hand.
eodtf
jan££

BONDS !

Street and 235 Middle Street. ,let

of all kinds.

WRING, SHORT k HARMON,
474 Congress Street.

octlC

Rockland.6s & 4s
No. Pacific Gold..6s

Anson.4s

.........6s & 4s
Bath
Maine Centeal..7s & 6s
P. 5tO. R. R....6S

ARETAS SHURTLEFF,
191 9H9DLE STREET, Portland.
janldtf
January 1,1884.

No.

J. B. BROWN & SONS,

GOATS, PANTS AND VESTS,
Dyed aud Pressed
Cleansed
Ready for Wear, at
or

FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE,
13 Preble Street.
U04

eod4w

NEWSBOYS!
with next

Sunday you
the SUNDAY GAZETTE for ONE CENT
COMMENCING
with the privilege
returning what you
copy,

can

buy

of

§er
o not sell, and receiving your money back.
of TWO CENTS
each

This
on
paper
gives you a profit
the
name
at
Express
Leave
Evening
sold
your
office at once, as the papers will be given out Sunday in the order that t he names are received. Papers ready for delivery at 6 o’clock.
EICE PUB. CO., Proprietor.
noi8d3t

No. 218 Middle Street.
Sterling and Continental Exchange
bought and sold at moat favorable rntea.
Travelling aud Commercial Ecttcra o!
Credit laaiicd, available in all the Principal Citiea of Europe.
Investment Mecuritiea Bought und Mold.
eodtl
jan31

Card
—

Job

AND

—

Printer,

PRINTERS’ EXIHA.XUE,

97 1-2

Exchange St., Portland,

FIXE JOB PRIXTIXG A

Me.

SPECIALTY.

All orders by mail or telephone
tended to.

promptly atnovlleodtf

School Boots at Cost
For the purpose of assisting the hard
working pareutM who find a difficulty in
obtaining good ncHooI Hoots cheap, I will
hcII flic beMt quality of Children's Nchool
Boots at

BANKERS,

eod3m

wl.in. Iharks,

BANKERS Book,
Cor. Middle and Exchange Street.

___

GEO. C. SHAW & CO.,
nol9

First National Bank

WOWMRI & I'll II"'.

The above list comprises but a small part of the Choice Table Delicacies we havo in stock. For a complete
be
free to an; address.
list of all our goods send for catalogues, which will mailed
We offer special Inducements to those buying in whole packages or in large quantities. Send to us for quoWe
atlons. In sending for prioes please state plainly the kind of goods wanted and the amount of eaoh artlole,
will deliver, freight paid, to any station within 50 miles of Portland, all retail orders of a general assortment of

goods amounting to $10,00 or more.

TRUST COMPANY,

interest.
nov!6eodtf

Open Evenings!

Manager.
cWt

Dealers in Bonds and Stocks.

No. 32
hot

_

255 MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND

■

....

mire

Hucklns’ Soims. ..35c can
Moirs French lRoups (in glass) extra tine.. 50e jar
Moirs French Peas (in glass) extra fine.. ..40
Moirs French Beans (in glass) extra fine. .45
Moirs French String Beans (inglass) extra
..45
fine
A full iiiie of Crosse & Blackwell’s Meat.
..

Pate tie Foie Gras.$1.2o aud 2.00
French Truffles.1.00 and 1.75
French 1 eas.18, 25 and 30
..30
French Mushrooms.
Anchovies in Oil.05
60
Ancliovie.s in Paste.
Yarmouth Bloaters.50
46
Spiced salmon.■
Guava Jelly... .10 and 1G
Cowdrey’s Jams and Preserves, lib glass

COME AND SEE THEM !

Boston & Portland ClothingCo.,
ME.

180 MIDDLESTREET.

City, County and Railroad Bonds, and
other First-Class Securities.

FRENCH CRYSTALIZED FRUITS 45 AND 00 CENTS LB.

worth from *3.00
*8.00, *10.00, *12.00, *15.00, *18.00 and *20.00,
to *8,00 more money.

Strictly One Price!

Bankers and Brokers

Mixed Nuts..15
Shell Bark Walnuts.10c qt

Our selection tills year comprises a larger variety
are made exnresslv for us, and are by written

__mi

SWAN & BARRETT,

.....

NUTS.

NEW

eodtf

novl8

■

.10c lb

Peel,
Cheese,

California Prynes,
California Raisins,
California Apricots,

¥?ITV AIVC/IA Ij.

A large variety of RAISINS in Quarters, Halves and Whole Boxes at low prices.
FRESH MALAGA GRAPES, FLORIDA ORANGES and LEMONS.
PLUM PUDDING, (prepared ready for use) 80 cents, oO cents and 7o cents per can.
25 cents.
8 lb. cans,
(finest
PREPARED MINCE MEAT
quality)
“
“
n
a
«
it
6o “
5 “
»
“
“
50 “
5
CIDER JELLY

Cnnde Poweer
*.
French toners

colors in
Superior styles of unusual merit, made from the leading
manner.
Kerseys, Elysians and Worsteds, and made in our best

Agents for IVIaine.

Sole

noiid2w&wiw

ries, Travels, &c„ strongly bound, 50 cents.

a

Gentlemen’s Overcoats $ 15.

j Cumberland Mills,

cents.

Household Edition of Standard Novels,

English Walnuts.-.18

We shall offer this week, and until the lots are closed, some of the
most EXTRAORDINARY BAROAINS ever offered in good Clothing.
These goods were purchased in enormous quantities FOR CASH in
order to secure important concessions from the ruling market price
for woolen cloths. WTe own these goods away below market price
and shall PFSH them at such low prices that competition will be out
of the question.

EASTMAN,

and. Wholesale toy

’"ij 99

-.28

1 K,,i-hUm<N

R. LEIGHTON,

7.50

i.tk

*

J. K. DUNN & CO.,
W INSLOW & BROWN, |
saccarappa,
A, E, SMALL,
|
ADAMS & THOMPSON,)

.50

Illustrated from new plates, clear large type, with red line
border, bound in silk cloth and gold. English and American
poets. 55 cents.

a Company of carefully selected
Metropolitan Artists.

Monday,

VEiTS YER?K

rr> Vil,a*e’
V. F. MERRLUMMF<
Woodfoids’.

3..J5
.JO

7.48

M.

RED LINE HOUSEHOLD POETS,

Fiinlrts.V.V...15

—

INNISFAIL.

Tickets 76, 60 and 36 cents.

RVGGIiE

^

Indications

Under the management ol Wm. Harris, Manager
of the Howard Athenaeum. The greatest of all
Irish Melodramas. Written by Walter Reynolds,
Esq. Entitled

jauio

o-50
10.00
n*ot>
5.50
17.00
7.00

exceedingly interesting,

Best Valencia Raisins.10c lb
Best Ondura Kaisins.12%
Best Loose Muscatel Kaisins. 15
Dehesa Muscatel Raisins, (very large).20
Imperial Cabinet Raisins (in bunches).20
Dehesa Bunch Raisins.25
Dehesa Laves, (finesttable raisins)....35
Choice Seedless Raisins.1-%
Fancy Seedless Raisius (very large).188
Best English Currants.
Vostezza Currants, (very large).14
Finest Leghorn Citron.35

WEDNESDAY EVENING, NOV. 25th,

the

.s.ww

7*52
1.99

5.00
-00
33.00
3.oo
5.00

PUBLIC.

!
L. BOYY IE,
FRANK
GEO. II. LORD,
A. G. 'K» '
A. L. MILLETT & CO.,
SAWYER & DYER,
J. BcWOLPE,
C. W. LOMBARD & CO.,
A. M. SMITH,
I IS LANG & CO.,
J. M. EDW ARDS & SON.
MORRILL & ROSS,
C. F. MOUNT FORT'.
KNAPP, JENNESS & CO„ Cape Elizabeth Depot,

4.oo

7.48

15.00

Sait

C. A. CHASE,
TOLfflAN & ARCHIBALD,
HI. W. BEST,
II. WOODSIDE,
L. A. GOU1»Y & CO.,

GAGE,

& CO.,
A. T. HALL & CO.,
\V. H. SARGENT,

tn ao

6.00
1-50
1.25
4.60
6.00

&

LITTLEFIELD

NEW DRIED FRUITS.

no!8__dlw

Bv

of authors,

plates, well bound, for 30

Committee>

mences

LEIGHTON

13,R§

InRR

TOJTHE

E. M. LEIGHTON,
E. G. PARKER,

Publisher’s Dry Goods Booksellers’
Price.
Price.
Price.
$
$ 1-60
§ *78
Uncle Tom’s Cabin, by H. B. Stowe...
4.50
5.48
12.00
George Eliot’s Works, 8 vols., cloth, library edition.
Guizot’s History of France ,8 vols.
Irving’s Works, 10 vols., cloth.

Dairy

Put up in Bags of 5,10 and 20 pounds each, and
for sale at retail by the following well known Grocers
in Portland and vicinity:

ask the public to compare prices given below
and then to call at their store and examine
the variety of editions to select from.

WM. P. GOSS,
WM. H. WILLARD,
W. R. BOHANON,
SIMEON MALONE.
CHAS. A. EATON.

AT

yourself.

Does not Cake like the ordinary Grocers’ Salt, which is
always a source of annoyance to the Housekeeper.

THANKSGIVING GROCERIES.

$3.00, admitting

Gentleman and Ladies to Assemblies, and Gentle-

One

GOODS.

City Hall. Subject: “OddFellowship.”

—

call and examine for

UniuM for Dryness, Whiteness, Purify anil Strength.

for

money to

BOOKSELLERS.
__cl3t

TUESDAY EVENING, Feb. 2-Social Assembly
Gilbert’s Hall.
for the Course

city,

EVER OFFERED

nov!8_,

at

Tickets

in the

The Best Table and

regular

LORING, SHORT & HARMON,

TUESDAY EVENING, Nov. 24-In Odd FelClub, assisted

lows’ Hall, Coucert by the Weber
by Miss Belle Bartlett, Soprano;
Miss Cora Hovey.

save

DRY

W AL L PAPE R S.

music BY CHANDLER.

PORTLAND

and

A

LEICHTON~& GAGE,

TUESDAY EVENING, W. 24, 1885
Tickets admitting Gent and Ladies 75 cents. To
of the committee and at the
novl8dlw

ot

EHGLI8I1 AAD FRENCH CLASSICS.

Turkeys, Chickens and Poultry of All Kinds.

CITY HALL,

be had from members
door.

purchase boohs

BOOKSELLERS,
spend

AND A FULL LINE OF FANCY GROCERIES.

—

Portland Longshoremen’s Benevolent So.
—

Brown Street.

WE HAVE JEST OPENED A FELL LINE OF

Sixth Annual Ball
—

Congress Street, Cor.

Prepare for

SUPPER.

will be happy to receive their friends at an ANTIQUARIAN SUPPER, which will be served

can

•.

The Ladiea of the

CIRCLE ROOMS, Friday

STUDLEY, Manager,

nolO

bargains

TABLE AND DAIRY SALT.

BOYERS

BOOK

FINEST CLOAK ROOM EAST OF BOSTON,

.Zkssscxrteca. I*ro.t;s,
Foreign and KTative OUeese,

AMUSEMENTS.

ANTIQUARIAN

547 CONGRESS ST., SIGN OF SIDEWALK CLOCK.

can

N. H.

the

The best

oct!9_______Utf

convince them at once that tlie low prices lie gives
We arc regular dealers in Carpets, and have
are the highest prices.
always carried one of the best selected stocks of Carpets in the city,
and as yet
ami I

pound.

Paper by

FRANK 6. CLARK, 515 Congress SI.
HURON
THE

SVIcKENNEY, the Jeweller,

ill sell

10 cents per yard cheaper than any oilier house in Portland. Now to
convince the public that he never advertises facts, or even lives up to
see me

I have on hand a fine line of Hooks which I am selling for 50 cents
each. The lot embraces such works as Childs History of England,
Tales from Shakespeare, Scottish Chiefs, Ivanhoe, Arabian Nights,
Dickens Christmas Book and many others of the same class.

installments.

on

All Wool and Tapestry Carpets

unknown.

are a race

prohibitionists

for

a

Has the largest and best selected stock of Watches in Solid Gold, Ladd,
Boss, and Crown Filled and Silver Cases, ever shown in this City.
I will sell you Watches lower than any other dealer in first-class
goods. A beautiful line of Ladies’ Watches in Solid Gold Cases from
$20.00 to $75.00. Over 200 Watches to select from. Come where
Watches sold
you can see the largest stock, as I can surely suit you.

grip on
Notice

______________

The Coneord Monitor alleges that the now
famous “valued policy” law of New Hampshire grew out of a controversy between the
Hon. Frank Jones and the insurance companies that had policies on the Rockingham
House, owned by Mr. Jones, when it was destroyed by fire. There was a long and bitter

MESSES', TIE JEWELLER,

North

ed his successor, offering him the use of his
office until he could equip one of his own.
Mr. Stinchfield wrote back an insulting note,
declining Mr. Berry’s offer, in which occurs

Carpets!

net Ads. that the KICKER on MIDDLE STREET is losing his
the CARPET TRADE. The public can judge for themselves.

his statement.

WE CAN SPARE THAT CLASS.

__

A Grand Benefit to Customers in Want of

A

originally planned

Mr. J. S.

ANf

•

NEW PRICES!

50 CENT BOOKS.

Watches!

American

499 Congress St., Cor. Brown

NEW GOODS

CURRENT COMMENT.

The crime he

to commit was burglary,
btit the fact that he armed himself with
a deadly weapon shows that he had deliberately resolved to commit the crime of murder to avoid arrest in case he was discovered. The emergency for which he had prepared himself arose, and he met it in the
way he had deliberately determined to do.
His crime was therefore morally and legally
murder in the first degree, the penalty of
which under our law is death.

N.

_

SPEAK NOW !
H. STUDLEY,

being the right

one

The New York Sun thinks that it would
have been better if President Cleveland had
omitted his Thanksgiving proclamation.
Such things, it says, should be left to the
governors of the States. We cannot agree
with the Sun. About the time his proclama-

WE

nUCELLANBOVt.

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

more

prime

cost

for

a

short time.

M. G. PALMER.
oct26

dtf

"ALL GOODS LEFT
on

or

before

October

MOtli,

at

Foster's Forest City Dye House
ARE

no4

READ!

FOR

DELIVER!.
cod4w

TTTF

PRESS.

FRIDAY MORNING, NOV. 20.
WIT AND WISDOM.
“I do not grieve at the prospect of death,” rebut the
marked a fat Thanksgiving turkey,
the hand3 of the
thought of w.liat 1 am to suiter isatwhat
makes
the
Yankee Doodle paragrapher
tears trickle down my beak and causes me to be
east down.”

Prompt relief In sick headache, dizziness, nausea, constipation, pain in the side, etc;., guaranteed to those using Carter’s LittleLiver Pills. One
pill a dose. 25 cts.

Dressed hogs, city, 5Vic
tb; ceuntry 4%c; live
4Vfec.
Butter—Northern creamery." good to choice. 20
@27c; fancy @-c; NSW York dairy 21®22c:
fancy 23c; Vermont dairy 22 a 23c; selectious-4
®25c; common to good l5®20c; extra Western
fresh made creamery 26ffi27c; fancy —®27C;
common to good 22 a 25c; Western ladle packed
10@12c. Jobbing prices range l@2c higher than
these quotations.
Cheese—Choice North 9Vi}< 9%c: lower grades
according to quality; Western at 9@9V2C. jod
lots Vic higher.
Eggs—Eastern extras at 27@28c; fancy at 29c;
East firsts 2Cc: New York aiid Vermont at 26c:
North at 25®26c; Western at 22 « 22 Vic; Island
East limed at
at| 26®—c, and N. S. at 26®27c.
19c.

Beans—Choice large hand pickek pea at 1 85@
1 90
bush; choice New York small hand picked
do 1 85@190; small Vermont hand picked pea at
1

_

know where the dark goes when morning
comes,” said a little girl. “It goes down cellar;
it’s dark there all day?'.
“I

1

90@2 Do.
Apples—Choice 1 37V2®1 50;
25; Snow $2®2 85.

Chicago

,,-

at $1®

common

Cattle Market.

By Telegraph.]

Clergy,

The

Medical Faculty and

People all endorse Burdock Blood Bitters as the
best system renovating, blood purifying tonic in
the world. Send for testimonials.
A boy at school being asked to describe a kitten
said: “A kitten is remarkable for running like
mad at nothing whatever, and stopping before it
gets there.”
TliA

tl nil

1 -nmim

etwnnrrflinnillir

immprtlfdi

fit

Ikon, combined with otiier tonics and a most
perfect nervine, are found in Carter’s Iron Pills,
which strengthen the nerves and body, and improve the blood and complexion.

CHICAGO,Nov. 19, 1885.—Cattle—Receipts 6,head; shipments 2100;(stronger; shipping
steers at 3 35@5 75; stockers and feeders at 2 50
@4 00; cows, bulls and mixed l G0@4 00, mainly
sold at 2 40&3 10; through Texans steady 2 50ft
3 80; western rangers steady; natives and halt
breeds 3 80«4 GO; cows at 2 75g3 30; wintered
Texans
Hogs—Receipts 44,000; shipments 7,000; 10c
higher; rough and mixed at 3 45@3 75; packing

fWrNANMNA-Aj

shipping 3 70@4 05; light at 3 20®3 65 ;skips
50@3 15.
dheep—Receipts 3.000; shipments 00; steady;
natives 2 60®3 40; Western 2 00@3 00; Texans
1 75g3 Of).
head 3 50«4 50.
Lambs
Domestic Markets.

tfov.19.‘fsSo'-Flour

market—
NEW YORK,
Receints 23.990 bbls: exports 3249 bbls and 270
and
not
cuangeu;
quoiamy
sacks; steady
expire
“I wish you would renew this note. My father
and home trade demand light; sales 14,900 hbls.
will endorse for me,” said a youth to a moneyFlour Jquotatlons—No 2 at 2 3053 10; superfine
lender. "Venafader has got no more sense than
Western and State a t 3 15®3 CO; common to good
to indorse for such a son as you vas, vat segurity
extra Western and State at 3 40®3 60; good to
Ish dot for me? Dot shows that your fader vas a
choice do at 3 95 55 50; common to choice White
block of tire young chip.”
wheat Western extra at 5 00 « 5 25; fancy do at
at 5 30 45 50; common to good extra Ohio at 3 40
®5 00; common to choice extra St Louis at 5 40®
I was subject to attacks of neuralgia sudden
5 60; patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
and without warning, destroying all hope of sleep,
5 00;a5 50; choice to double extra do at 5 50®
6 60, Including 2700 bids city mill extra at 4 90<4
and making it almost impossible for me to attend
hbls fine do at 2 35 4,3 30; 500 hbls suto my business.
Athlophoros cured me. 0. G. 5 00 ,1700
3 158 3 55; 1400 bills extra No 2 at 3 40
perfine
Thomson, 273 State St.. New Haven, Ct.
3
380(5
hbls winter wheat extra at 3 40®
(8 90;
6'65; 4500 bids Minnesota extra at 3 40®5 75.
flour steady; common to fair 3 55(5(4 00;
Southern
Sympathizing friend, (to Smith, whose wife has good to choice at 4 05 4:5 50, Bye Flour stronger
just eloped with the coachman)—“I feel for you, at 3 1543 60. Wheal—lteceipts 21o,000 bush;
old fellow, deeply. It is difficult for me to And
bush; firm hut very quiet; speculation
exports
words with which to express my sympathy for
very moderate; sales 27,000 bush on spot; No 2
you, but if there is anything I can do-”
96c; No 3 lied at 95c to arrive; No 2 lted
Sluing
me
Smith (with suppressed emotion)—“M-make
at 99%c rail delivered; No 1 lted State 1 02V2 ;
an o-offer for the li-liorses, carriage and two sets
No 1 White at 99c. Bye is steady. Barley is
of h-liarness, just as they s-stand.
heavy; exsteady. Corn >4 4 Vac lower, closingless
active;
port demand moderate; speculation
receipts 218,806 hush; exports 8332 hush; sales
Slade’s Epicurean Spices are double the strength
bush spot; No 3 at 47 44814c spot; No 2
194.000
best
are
the
selected
of other brands, they
spices, at 541455514 elev; No 2.White 50%c; Yellow at
powdered perfectly pure.
57VaC; Kiln dried 62c. Ont»i4@s4c higher and
less active; receipts 27,550 bush; exports 66,207
hush; sales 122,000 hush spot; No 3 at 35c; do
White 37 %ifc,37%c; No 2 at 35%®35»4c in elev;
No 2 White 3814 « 38 Vic:Mixed Western 35:437;
White do 37® 43c;White State 37(8,38V2c. Coffee
weak. Sugar steady; refined steady; C 5Vs5
PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
514c; Extra 0 5%®5y2c; White Extra C at 5
5 13-16; Yellow 434 dSyse; Mould A at 6Vsc; Off
PORTLAND.Nov. 19,1885.
A
at 6% ./ 6c; Standard A 6 3-1 Cc; Granulated at
The following are to-day's quotations for Flour,
6% 4 6 9-lGc; Confeetlohers A at 6%®G 7-16; cut
loaf and Crushed 74 Tike; Powdered at G%'4;7c;
drain.
Petroleuan—united 1 o7fi/s.
Cubes 694 nOtKe.
Flour.
High MixedCorn.60@61 Tallow steady. Pork held higher ;mess quoted
Superfine and
at to 25@10 5(> for inspected. Beef steady. Card
low grades.3 25@3 50 No 2 do car lots..59(0)60
X Spring and
Corn, bag lots—62@63 9@11 points higher and more active; contract
XX Spring..5 00®5 25 Meal, bag lots. ..61@62
grades at 6 50; refind at 6 75 for Continent ;7 05®
Patent Spring
Oats, car lots
39@40 7 10 for S. A. Butter steady for choice; State at
Cheese ill light de18®27c; Western 8:425c.
Wheats.G 00®6 25 Oats, bag lots—40@42
Cotton Seed,
demand; Western flat at 8®9%c.
Mich, straight
car lots..27 00@27 50
roller .5 25®5 50
Freights firm;Wheat steam 2V2d.
do bag...28 00@29 00
clear do_5 00®5 25
CHICAGO, Nov. 19,1885.—Flour (inlet. Wheat
stone ground.4 75®5 00 iack’dBr’n
at 8934®901.4c for November; No 2 Spring
quiet
car lots.. 17 50@1800
St Louis st’gt
at 89’'»4i;91i4c; No 3 at 75>/2c: No 2 Kerl at 93
do bag. ..18 50@19 00
roller.5 50®5 75
Corn is rather firm at
493y2c; No 3 at 79Vfec.
dear do—5 25®5 50 Middlings, 18 00@21 00
4334®44V2c for November. Oats about steady:
lo bag lots,20 00@24 00
Winter Wheat
Deceuiberat 28% >• 28V2c. Bye is steady ;No 2 at
ProviniouN.
Patents.6 75@G 00
01V2c. Barley steady; No 2 at 67V2(g68e. Pork
PorkFish.
higher; Dec at 9 00®9 12y2. Lard is is stronger;
...13
50
Backs
Cod,
00@13
qtl—
Dec at 6 22% 46 25. Boxed meats higher; shoulLarge Shore3 25®3 50 Clear ..12 50@12 75 ders at 3 75®3'90; short clear 6 20®5 25; short
00
Mess.10
50
Bank3
50@11
25®3
ribs at 4 90®5 00.
Large
Small.2 75®3 00 Mess Beef. 10 00@10 50
Beceipts—Flour, 22,000 bids; wheat. 55,000
Ex Mess. 10 50^11 00
Pollock.2 50®3 25
bush; corn, 105,000 bush; oats, 72,000 bush; rye,
Plate ....11 oo@li 50
Haddock.1 50®2 00
5.000 bush ; barley, 4,000 busli.
ExPlate.il 50@12 00
Hake.1 75®2 25
Shipments—Flour, 10,000 hbls; wheat, 14,000
Lara—
bush: corn, 62,000 bush ; oats, 59,000 bush; irye.
HerringTubs p p..6%@7c
Scaled i> bx..l4®18c
2.000 bush jharley, 30,000 bush.
Tierces.G%@7c
No 1.12®15c
ST. LOUIS, Nov. 19,1885,—Flour firm Wheat
Pails.7
@7%c
Mackerel $> bbl—
2 Bed at 95%@9634c hid. Corn is lowShore Is. 10 00®21 00 lams p ib
9%@10 c lower;Ko
No 2 Mixed at 39%&40c Oats steady; No 2
Shore 2s. 7 OO® 8 00 do coveredlO%@ll% \ er;
Lard active at 6 12VL>.
Mixed
at
26V2@27e.
Oil.
Med. 3s. 5 00® G 00
lteceipts—Flour, 40001 bbls; wheat,2,00O hush;
Small.2 75® 3 50 1 terosene—
corn.
hush;
oats,
8,000 hush; rye, 1,000
77,000
\>it. Bet Pet. 71/2
Produce.
bush barley, 19,000 hush.
Yater White.10%
Cranberries—
bills;wheat 0,000 hush,
Shipments—Flour,7,000
113
%
Maine.4 50®5 50 ’ratt’sAst’l.pbbl.
corn, 3,000‘bush;oats.0,000 bush;ryc,2,000 hush;
Cape Cod.. .6 50®7 00 levoe’s Brilliant.13
bush.
5000
barley,
Pea Beaus... 1 85®2 00 Agonia.11
DETBOIT.Nov.Jl 9,1885.—Wheat weaker ;No 1
Medium.... 1 75® 1 85 i diver White.10%
White at 93*40 askeu; No 2 Bed 96%c.
German mdl 40® 1 50 < Centennial.11
RaiNinK.
Yellow Eyes.l G5®1 75
Beceipts, 27,500 bush.
I rish Potatoes... 50 ®551 Muscatel.2 50@3 50
NEW CHILEANS, Nov. 19, 1885.—Cotton quiet;
Sweet Potatoes 2 25®$3 London Lay’r 3 15@3 37
middling 8 15-16c.
Onions.2 75®3 25 InduraLay. 11% @W%
MOBILE, Nov. 19, 1885.—Cotton is quiet; midCabbages.$ 10 ® $ 12 Valencia.6% @101/2
dling 8 15-lGc.
Sugar.
Turkeys.19@20
SAVANNAH, NOV. Ill, looo.—OOUUIl is min;
Chickens.10®12 granulated p lb.6%
Fowls. .10® 11 Extra C.6%
middling 8%c.
Seeds.
Ducks.
CHARLESTON, Nov. 19, 1885.—Cotton firm;
Red Top.2 25@2 37
Geese.
«
quiet; middling 9c.
rimothy Seed2 00@2 10
Apples.
MEMPHIS, Nov. 19,1885.—Cotton steady; mid2 00®2 50 Clover.
Nodlieads
,loya@llc
9C.
dling
Chcewe.
.2 00®2 25
Snow
Taliman Swtsl 75®2 00 Vermont_10 @111/2
European Markets.
N.Y. factory 10
Nol Baldwins
@11%
By Telegraph.];
Butter.
and Greenings
LONDON. Nov. 19,1885.—Consols 100 3-16.
1 25®1 76 Creamery p ib. ,.24@25
LIVERPOOL, Nov.jlO, 1885.-Cotton market is
Evaporated $> !b 8®llc Hilt Edge Ver... 21@23
LcniouM.
Choice.18@20
active; uplands 5 8-16d; Orleans at 5 7-17d; sales
Florida.4 50@5 00 (lood.15@16
12,00° hales speculation and export 1000 bales.
Messina.4 25®5 00 Store.10@12
LONDON, Nov. 19,1885.— [Beerbolmi's report
Malagers.3 00®3 50
to Chamber of Commerce.] Cargoes off the coast,
Eastern extras.27
OrangCM.
wlieat and corn steady. Cargoes on the passage
Florida.4 50@4 751 < Canada & Western...26
and for shipment, wheat firm and corn llrmer. At
sland.26
Liverpool, spot wheat firmly held; corn firm.
Amed.19 @22
LIVERPOOL, November 19, 1885.—Winter
Wheat steadv at 7s 2d@7s 4d; spring wheat at 7s
ndiiruau
2d it7s 4d; California average 7s@7s 2d; club 7s
3dtvis 4d; corn, new mixed Western 4s 7d; peas
PORTLAND, Nov. 19, 18S5.
5s Ttl.
Received by Maine Central Railroad—For Port
land 65 ears miscellaneous merchandise; for connecting roads 118 cars miscellaneous merchanSAILING DAYS OF
dise.
FOR
FROM
City Washington.New York..Havana.Nov 19
Boston Stock Market.
York..Liverpool. ..Nov 19
—

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL,

—

•Jewett,

^BALTHMORE^Cld 17tb, sell R Bowers,Tkomp

NCld'18t>h,rit)rigdkattie
Portland.

Delaware Breakwater 17th, barque
tonio Sala, for Havana.
,,
NEYV YORK—Ar 18tli, schs Irene E Meseivey,
and YV S Jordan, Boston; Apphia& Amelia, and
A J York, Boston;
Nellie Coleman, from Aux
Caycs; H 0 Hlgginson, Windsor, NS; Silas JlcLoon, Carrie L Hix, Commerce, Ella Frances,
YVide Awake, Charles Moody, Monticello, and
George, Rockland;. Mollie Rhodes, Y inalhaven,
Adam Bowlby, ’Ellsworth; Geo B Ferguson, do;
Frank O Dame, Gardiner; Thomas K Pillsbury,
Baltimore.
Cld 13th, schs Ethel M Davis, Willetts, Ponce;
Isaiah K Stetson, Trask, Santos.
,,
PERTH AMBOY-SId 1‘Jtli. schs Mary A Hall
French, Galveston; Lucy D,| Wall, tor Port-

Ports.
Ar at Hong lvoug Oct 10, barque John C Smith,
Foss, Newchwang, (and sld 13th for Whampoa.)
At Singapore Oct 1, ship Eclipse. Shillahar, for

Foreign

New York.
Sld fm Liverpool

..

,,,

,,

15th, ship Win J Botch, Bray,
Calcutta.
At Rosario Oct 1st, barque Aug Koblie, Costigan, from Portland, ar 30th; Evanell, Colcord,
from New York, ar 30th.
Ar at St Thomas 5th inst, barque Clara E McGilvery, Griffin, Boston.
Ar at Port Spain Oct 20, barque David Chapin,
Hail, Barbaboes.
Sld 20th, barque Talisman, Delano, St Kitts.
Sld fm Port Spain 22d, barque Miranda,Corbett,
Nuevitas; 24th, Grace Andrews, Andrews, for
Bonaire.
Ar at St Pierre

3d, brig Stephen Blsliop, Rivers,
20th, barque Belie Woosters, Higgins,

Norfolk;
Portland.
At Turks Island Gth inst. brig Gipsy Queen,
Chandler, for Philadelphia.
At Grand Turk 4tli inst, brig Daisy Boynton,
Brvant, and Onolaska, Griggs, for New York, ldg.
At Salt Cay 4th inst, sch Lizzie Dewey, for
North of Hatteras, ldg.
Sld fill Havana 7tli inst, brig John II Craudon.
Pierce, Delaware Breakwater.
Ar at Matanzas lltli inst, brig Elizabeth Winslow, Locke, Cardenas.
Sld fm Sagua 10th inst, brig C S Packard, Robinson, Philadelphia.
Ar at Bridgwater. NS, 13th, barque Meguuticook, Hemingway, Boston,

Spoken.

Nov 15, lat 41, Ion 60 33 W, barque Edward D
Jewett, from Havre for New York.

Eastern Railroad. <>3
Boston &|Albanv Railroad..178
Flint & Pere Marquette IRailroad pref._
do

com.118%

Boston & Lowell Railroad.118%
.37%
New York and New England Railroad.
Belle Telephone..174ya
Atch., Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad. 88%
Mexican Central 7s. 49%
Boston & Maine Railroad.183
Eastern Railroad (is..121
Maine Central deb. I0-20s.107
■

Zaandam...New York. Amsterdam.Nov
Nov
Main.New York..Bremen

Santiago.New York..Cienfuegos..Nov
Nov
Normandie.New York..Havre
Adriatic.New York..Liverpool. ..Nov
Nov
Alps.New York..Havana
Saratoga .New York..Havana.Nov

But is

[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK, Nov. 19, 1885.—Money on call
at 2%@3 per cent.;Prime mercantile paper at 4ya
®6Va per cent. Foreign Exchange continues quiet
and steady. Governments bonds dull and steady.
State iKinds quiet and steady. Railroad bonds are

other

active and strong. The stock market closed active and generally strong at prices which show
more or less gains over last evening.
Tlie transactions at the Stock Exchange aggre793.237 shares.
The follow ing are to-day’s
ment securities:

gated

quotations

of Govern-

United States bonds, 3s.102%
New4%s. reg.112%
llo%
New 4%s, coup.
New 4s, reg.123%

New 4s. coup.123%
Pacific (is of '95.128%

The following are to-day's closing bids of stocks

Chicago & Alton.138

Chicago & Alton preferred.lpO
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.137Va
Erie. 27%
Erie preferred**.. 64
Illinois Central.138%
Lake Shore. 83%
78
Michigan Central.
New Jersey Central. 46%

Northwestern..Ilp

Northwestern preferred.131,%
New York Central.10(5%
Rock Island.129
St. Paul
,?(%
St. Pan! preferred.1 ij>%
61%
Union Pacific.
Western Union Telegraph. <9%
Alton & Terre Haute. 4b
do pref.
Boston Air Line.

8”
34
82

Burlington & Cedar Rapids.
Central Pacific. 47%
Canada .Southern. 4(1
Del., Lack. & West.122%
Del. & llud. Canal.100%
Den & Rio Grande. 22%
7%
E. Tetm., V. &;tia.
do pref.13%
M issouri Pacific.105%
Houston A Texas. 35
Kansas & Texas. 35
Morris & Essex.IpO
Mobile & Ohio. 17%
il

D.,/,iAo

J>4%

do pref.
Oregon Nav.704,8
Richmond A Danville. 7b
Adams Express.
American

Express.1llS

2

U. S. Express.69
Wells, Fargo Eqpress.117
Louisville & Nash. 61%
St Paul A Omaha.
Union Pacific stock

.JIB

Union Pacific 1st
.'2
do Lund Grants
121
do Sinking Funds.
23%
Fran.
San
&
St Louis
do pref.
nref.
1st
Lake Erie & West. Id

£7%

El.ifO
Pacific lsts.114

Metropolitan

Central
Denver & R. Gr.

lsts!

Kansas

;ists.120

Dan

div.109%

Lehigh & Whkesbarrc.106%
New York

PORT OF PORTLAND.
THURSDAY, Nov. 19.
Arrived.
Steamer Cumberland, Thompson, Boston for
Eastport and St John. NB.
Sen Win Mason. Hardy, Philadelphia—coal to
C 11 O’Brion.
Sch Mary Lord, Lord, New York—coal to C H
O'Briou.
Sch Lexington, Priest, Sands River, NS, with
„„

piling

to order.

,,

Sell Triumph, Church, Cutler—herring to ,J H
Blake.
Sch Maguet. Beals, Joiiesport—wood to J H
Blake,
Sch Jeruslia Baker, Chase, Marinas.
Sell Lucy Amelia. Holmes, Machias.
Sch Sarah, Rice, Prospect Harbor.
Sell iauthe, Lindsay. Prospect Harbor.
Sell Tiara, Chatto. Brookliu.
Sell Louisa Frances, Thorndike, Rockland—
lime to C Sybase.
Sell Surprise, McLain, Lubec for Boston.
Sell Stella Lee, Hamilton, Deer Isle for Boston.
Sell Susan Stetson. Frisbce. Bangor for Boston.
Sch O B Kimball, Kimball. Boothbay.
Sell Mary Elizabeth, Dunton, Boothbay.
SAILED—Sells Elliott B Church, and Wey-

to

Annie

Hands

[By Telegraph.]

Ontario.2J00
Quicksilver. J 00
do preferred.26 00

for

Philadelphia.

California Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
SAX FRANCISCO, Nov. 19.1886—The following are closing official quotations of mining stocks

Memoranda.

t*-day:

Bast & Belcher.
Best..

1%
1%

Bodie Con.[2%
Hale & Norcross.. 3%
Cphir. 1%
Savage .. i%
Con. Cal. & Va.
}%
Crown Point.
%
Yellow Jacket.
A
Eureka...
Boston Produce Market.
are toBOSTON, Nov. 19. 1885—The following
day's quotations of Provisions, Ac.:
cuts 12 50
short
00812
12
50;
cut
Pork—Long
OOo
(812 75; backs 12 50„ 15 00; light backs 12
f2 50; lean ends 12 50813 00; pork tongues9*13
(813 25: prime mess *12@12 50;extra prime 00
CASIO; mess 10 50; Western prime mess pork at
10 608*11
lb in tierces: 7%@7%cinlOIjird 6%5A7c
7%(q,7%c in 5-ib pails; 7%@8c in 3-fl)
Ih
P

pails;
Hams

0%®10c *> lb,
eure; small l0@10%c.

according

to

size and

Clasped

Contagious

I am a native of England, and while I was in
that country I contracted a terrible blood poison,
and for two years was under treatment as an outdoor patient' at Nottingham Hospital. England,
but was not cured. I suffered the most agonizing
all
pains in my bones, and was covered with sores lost
over my body and limbs. Finally I completely
all hope in that country, and sailed for America,
and was treated at Roosevelt in this city, as well
as by a prominent physician in New York having
no connection with the hospitals.
I saw the advertisement of Swift’s Speciflc, andI determined to give it a trial. 1 took six bottles
and I can sav with great Joy that they have cured
I am as sound and well as I ever
me entirely.
L. FRED HALFORD.
was in my life.
New York City, June 12tli, 1885.

March of last year (1884), I contracted blood
poison, and being in Savannah. Ua., at the time,
I went into the hospital there for treatment, 1 suffered verv much from rheumatism at the same
I did not get well under the treatment
time.
there, nor was I cured by any of the usual means.
I have now taken seven bottles of Swifrs Spclflc
and am sound and well. It drove the poison out
Dan Leahy.
through boils on the skin.
Jersey City, N. .1., Aug. 7,1885.
mailed free.
Disease
and
Skin
lllood
on
Treatise
The Swift Specific Co., Drawer 3, Atlanta,
W.
23d
St.
N.
157
janld&wnrmcTli
Ga.
Y.,
In

That terrible en_
B fc 8 a8» ftg^demic. fever and
In 8 I EM vl(-'111', shatters the
CELEBRATED
'S^most vigorous consti“
’wunion, and the after
effects of the alkaloid
arrest

often taken to

it, quinine, are scarce
lv less pernicious.
The best remedy, not
malarial
i n
alone
stricken regions on
this
continent, but
also in those portions
ot South and Central
America where malarial fevers

are

most

prevalent and maligb^.

STOMACH^-.#*

nant—is Hostetters
Stomach Bitters. Its
remedial and preven-

Dfebl_Mbfi'W
B vr
W
1m- ctiects
ponent of fevers
||| Eg |j ©
all
For sale
as

owing to its tonic influence.
gists and Dealers generally.

an

opare

by
Drugtiov2MWl,&\\lm

30

days,

she had

heavy weather,

NEW

HAIR DYE
BATCHELOR’S CELEBRATED
ESTABLISHED 1881.
stantaneous!

No

Biaek or IJtowb*
plaoatouy cjrenla-rs
sent postpaid in sealed
envelopes, on applica-

tion, mentioning thfs
paper. Sold by all druggists. Applied by experts at BATCHELOR'S Wig Factory, 30
East 10th St.,N.Y city.

eodnrmly

inaylG

more, for Liverpool.
Ar 12th. ship Win H
Ar 1 ltli. ship Geo F

PI A WO COVERS
DYED OR CLEANSED, AND FINISHED LIKE NEW,
—AT—

Connor, Pendleton, Seatle.
FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE,
Manson. Ward, Hakodate,
SO days.
13 Preble Street.
Ar 18lli, ship John lloseiifleld, Baker, Liverpool
eod4w
no4
Sid 13th. ship Florence, Duncan, New York.
-ASTORIA. O-Sid 17th. barque Gen Fairfield, |
Tus ior. Queenstown.
-xnaiiaing Ec:
NEW ORLEANS-Below 18th, barque Henry A
II. POIhLIPM ot Ward 7, having
W
ExBon,hum, Ross. Portland.
pass l a surgical examination liy the Police
PENSACOLA-Ar 19th, barque Vesuvius, Daexamining Board, will undergo his final general
vis. Aspinwall.
TUESon
next
amination at the
monthly meeting
Ar 17th, barque Clicstiua Redman, Dixon, from
C. W. GOCDAKD, Chairman.
DAY Dee. 1.
Wood's Hell.
d3t
nor3
cid 17th, sch M A Killeu, Killeti, Havana.

Salt Lake

City,

.JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
WM. KIM!Alt, G. P. A.,
.1. STEPHENSON, Supt.

Ogdensburg R. R.

Portland and

THAN

FALL AND WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Commencing Monday, Oot. 5,1885,

COMBINED.

_

gp^»

1*13

gx*.

| I t K

CARDS.

and Counsellor at Law,

Attorney

I

A.WD

ga£

qq

q
^

E-2

2
g

g^,

mg*
w*

NO. 36 EXCHANGE ST.

_dim

no9

Chapman,
ATTORNEY AND COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
Wilford G.

National

Bank

nov2

PORTLAND.

OF

I
In Board of Health,
Portland, Oet. 20,1885.)
GIVEN
NOTICE IS HEREBY
until further notice Free Vnceiuntiou
will be afforded to all citizens who apply.
The City Physician, Dr. Chas. D. Smith, will be m
attendance Tuesdays, at Reception Hall,City Build-,
ini; from 12 to 2 o’clock pan., for the above purpose.
By order of the Board of Health, Cliairman
,f. W. PERKING, Mayor,
octCdtf

EASTERN DIVISION.
LEAVE PORTLAND
Every day (Night Pullman) for
Biddcford, Kittery, Portsmouth,NcwburySalem,
Lyun, Chelsea, Somport, Ipswich,
erville and Boston, arriving at 6.20 a. in.; At
Elizabeth,
Scnrboro,
For
A.
M.:
0.00
Cape
West Scnrboro. Saco, Biddeford, KeuneConwny
North
Berwick,
hunk, Wells,
Junction, Kittery, Portsmouth, New buryChelsen
Salem,
Lynn,
port. Auicsbury,
and Boston, arriving at 1.10 p. m., connecting
and
West.
South
York
and
New
Lines
to
Kail
with
At 1.00 P.M.: For Cape Elizabeth, ScnrAt 12.00 A. M.:

nui-Ot

oiuiH

iwisi)

Sandwich Islands, New Zealand and Australia.

Steamers sail from New York! for Aspinwall on
the 1st. 10th and 20th of each month, carrying
passengers and freight for all the above named

port9-

rnrni3itidOM3HirSNOUvIimsnoi3W.,

Building,

sail from San Francisco regularly for
Japan, China and Sandwich Islands, New Zealand
ami Australia.
For Freight. Passage, Sailing Lists and further
information, apply to or address the General
Eastern Agents.
II. A. ADAMS* *
CO.,
115 State Street, Cor. Brond St., Boston.

I

ATTOWY All) C0II8EIL0R AT IAW,
31 1-2 Exchange Street,
MAINE.
(llm

novS

_

1

ftead what the

people

the
ability of Dr. Thomas’
Eclectric Oil, to cure
asthma, catarrh, croup,
colds, etc. Mrs. Dora
Koch of Buffalo, says :
**
For croup it is decidof Marion.
edly efficacious.” [Mrs. JacobS.Mellisor
S. Graves, Akron,
Ohio, says the same thing.]
of
the
worst
asthma
kind,
Had
writes
N. Y.,

concerning

say

Dok one dose of Thomas' Eclectric Oil and was
Would walk five miles
1 ilieved in a few minutes.
1 ;r this medicine and pay $5 a bottle for it.” DrugCured an ul111.,
says:
R.
C.
Grayvilfe,
Hall,
gist
Sat
cerated throat for me in twenty-four hours.”
the clothing was wet
up in bed and coughed till
with
My
wife insisted that I use

can

perspiration.

Thomas’ Eclectric Oil.

Our Small Dynamos in connection with a small
Automatic Engine afford the only complete and
practical method for either Incandescent or Arc
reLighting where a small number of lights are
quired In places that cannot be supplied from a
central station.
LAUGH PLANTS.
Estimates furnished for the Lighting of Theaters Putilic Halls, Mills, Factories, Large Stores,
and City and Town Lighting.
THE lTIATHEK BVNAMU
is the only Dynamo that is absolutely self-regulating and which requires no regulating device sepbe
arate from the machine itself; lamps may
turned off or on without in any way affecting the
mabrilliancy of the others. There is no other use
chine with which this can be done without the
of an auxiliary regulating device, which is wasteful of power when only a few lights are running,
and which always requires more or less attention
from a skilled attendant. It is the simp est machine vet produced. When used as Motor for running sewing machines or for other machinery
whether large or small, the same principle which
makes it self regulating when used for furnishing
no matter
light makes it furnish a constant speed
whether it is doing little or no work, or whether it
is
it
designed.
is carrying the full load for which
Our prices will always be as low as those of any
other

first

The

relieved

teaspoonful

me.”

E. H.

him what he knows of
Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric
Oil; if he has been
long in the dr ue
trade, be sure he will

speak

highly of

UDOLPHO WOLFE'S SON & C0„

ham.

STREET,

YORK.

citizens of the Town of Got

undersigned,
THEham,
Respectfully represent that Sarah
child of Archibald Phillips and
Maud

Phillips,
Maria Phillips of Nova Scotia, aliens, That the
Dotlior
ill Qqroll Afttllrl lin« rlOfSOrt^ll llPr

it.

My daughter was very bad off on account of
cold and pain in her lungs. Dr. Thomas* Eelec-

tric Oil cured her in twenty-four hours. On©
of the boys was cured of sore throat. This medi-

family.^ AlvaJfc

our

As a general beverage anil necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper, Ac.,
the Aromatic Schnapps is superior to
every other preparation for these purposes. A piiblic trial of over 30 years
duration in every section of our country
of Udolpho Wolfe’s Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by the medieal
faculty and a sale unequalled by any
other distillation have insured for it the
reputation of salubrity claimed for it.
For sale by all Druggists and Grocers.

To Archibald Phillips or W hoever
it may Concerns—
l'o the Municipal Officers of the Town of dor-

Worked Wonder*.

cine has worked wonders in

SCHNAPPS.

DIRECT

STEAMSHIP

Pinckney, Lake Mohopac, N. Y.

and that his place of residence is to us unknown.
That the Mother of the child is dead, and that she
lias no kindred of sufficient, ability to support her.
We therefore request that you make arrangements
for her support as is provided in R. S. of Me..
*
Chap. 69.
GEORGE H. MARSH.
(Signed.)
DAVID URQUHART.
Gorham, Me., Oct. 31,1885.
It is ordered that the above Petition he pubin the Portland Daily I'iiess, at least seven
which
days before the 28th day of November, at at
the
date a hearing wiR be had, upon the same,
Selectmen's Office In Gorham at 2 o’clock in the
afternoon.
LEWIS McLELLAN.
) Municipal Officers
of the
CH ARLES E. JORDAN.
I Town of Gorham.
ISAAC L. JOHNSON.
Nov.
17th,
Gorham, Me.,
1885._novl9d7t

lished

company._nowldow

_

RELIABLE JNSUBANCE.
ANNUAL STATEMENT

On and after MONDAV, Oct.

A

-A

p.

i

Bnngor, Ellsworth, Mt. Desert Ferry,
Vnnceboro, St. John. Halifax, and tbe
Provinces. St. Steplieu and Aroostook
Coauty, 1.20 p. in., via Lewiston, 1.25 and
til.15 ]>. 111., via Angustn; and for Bar HarIt.,
bor, and Baugor & Piscataquis R.
til.15 p. in., for Skowhcgnu, Belfast nnd
Wnterville,
m.;
Dexter, 1.20, 1.25, til.lop.
7.10 a. m., 1.20,1.25, til.15 p. in. ; and on Saturdays only at 5.15 p. m.; for Augusta. Hallowell, Gardiner and Brunsw ick, 7.10 a.
m.. 1.25. 5.15,111.15 p. m.; Bath, 7.10 a. m.,
1.25, 5.15 p. m., and on Saturdays only at 11.15
p. 111.; Rockland and Knox nnd Lincoln
R. B., 7. 10 a. m., 1.25 p. ill.; Auburn nnd
Lewiston at 8.20 a. m., 1.20, 5.00 p. m.;Lewiston via Brunswick, 7.10 a. m.. til 15 Pin.; Farmington, Monmouth, Winlhrop,
Oakknnd ami North Anson, 1.20 p. Si
Farmington yin Brnnswick, 7.10 a. m.
and 1.25 p. ni.

For

—

DR. BURNHAM’S

Naina! Fire Insurance Co.,

LINE.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
From rine Street Wharf,
m.

Philadelphia,

at 10

a. m.

one-lialf the rate of
sailing vessel.
Penn. R. R., and
West
the
for
the
by
Freights
South Ty connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Bound Trip SIS.
Pniwagc S 10.00.
Meals and Room included.
or
For freight
passage apply to
E. B. SAMPSON, Agent,
70 Long Wharf, Boston.
31dtf
Insurance

__

I

AT CONGRESS ST. STATION

All trains excepting night Pullman t rains will stop
for passengers on signal or notice to conductor.
tThe 11.15 p. m. train Is the night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sundays included, but not through to Skowneganon
Monday mornings or to Belfast and Dexter or
bevond Bangor, on Sunday mornings.
Trains are due in Portland as follows: The morning trains from Augusta ami Batli 8.45 a. m.;
Lewiston. 8.50 a. m.; tne day trains from Bangor and all intermediate stations and connecting roads at 12.45 and 12.40 p. ni.; the afternoon trains from Waterville. Augusta, Bath,
Rockland and Lewiston at 5.45 p. m.; the night
Pullman Express train at 1.50 a. m.

STEAMERS.

Portland, Bangor, Mt. Desert and Macliias Steamboat Company.

FARE $1.00

STEAMER
CITY OF RICHMOND
leaves Portland every TU ESDAY and FRIDAY
at 11.00 p. m. after arrival of night train from
Boston, for Rocklaud, Cnstinc, Deer laic,
(Sedgwick, (South West Hurbor, Bar Harbor, Millbridgr, J one-port aud Mnchiasport; or parties for three last named points desiring to do so can proceed by rail to Mt. Desert
Ferry on night steamer sails from Portland, cross
to Bar Harbor by Ferry Boat and connect with

THE FIRST-CEASS STEAMERS

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT
alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF,
Portland, at 7 o’clock p. in., and INDIA \V HAHF
Boston, at r> o'clock p. m. (Sundays excepted.)
will

rassenucis

uv

ow—v

uuo

..

uie lueiiiiiuuu mere, as

,--

EXCURSIONS.

Valuable Discovery lor Hie
Preservation of Slight.
If your sight begins to blur, or where the eyes
smart, burn, itch or feclas though sand was in them,
do not fail to give it atrial, itwlllrelieve you at once.
These are true symptoms of approaching failure of
vision By its immediate use when the vision first
begins to blur.tlicuse of glasses may bedelayed
For all inflammation of the eyes
for years.
and lids, or weak and watery eyes, or when
there is trouble with ilie tear passages, it lias no
equal. For ulcers on the globe of the eye, or where
there is a hardening of the lenses, and tendency to
cataract, this is guaranteed a sure cure. Prepared
(only) by BURNHAM BROS., Opticians, No. 49G
Main street, Worcester Mass., and 390Main street,
*
Buffalo. N. Y.
Priee 60e per package. Large packages, extra
strong, fur severe eases of inflammation, $1.00.
For sale by Druggists generally.
sepl7d3m

ROBERT PIERCE, Stale Agent, at Rines Bros.
novl4_____11

"vv

Total Assets.31 ^TO.SOa.Ot

Portland

LIABILITIES:
Capital Stock.sx,uuu,uuu.u
50,660.8.
Unsettled Losses.
21)3.880.71
Reserve for Reinsurance.
Net Surplus.
426,746.4;

& Rochester Railroad.

1111E Stockholders of the Portland & Rochester
Railroad are hereby notified that then annual meeting will be held at the office °|_Geo. PWescott, 33 Plum street, Portland, on WliDAhsDAY, the second day of December next, at ten
o’clock in the forenoon, to act upon the following
articles, viz:
1— To hear the report of the Directors and act
thereon.
...
2— For the choice of nine Directors for the ensur

A

■■■•

8i.7ro,30‘2.!M
HARK HOWARD, President.

JAMXS NI6THOLS, Secretary.

ing

year.
3— To elect

CO.,

a clerk of the Corporation.
A—To consider a lease to the Boston & Maine
Railroad, to be submitted by the Directois ot this
Company and to act thereon.
5—To transact any other business that may legally come before
}[ C0NANT> CIerk.
novl7d2\v
Portland, Nov. 1G,

iSIRTi,
SI IXeHANGE STREET.
»»6eod3'V

tficm.^

1

1885._

The Victor Heater

FISHERIES.

Boiler for Lov
St e a u

especiall;

FOB KALE BY T1IE BALE, 10|000lbs.
best quality Cotton Lobster Twine; 30.000 ins.
Twine ; 10.000 lbs. of
Trap Netting Hand LaidMackerel
Netting; 5,000
Hign Grade Herring and
lbs. Stow Twine Netting, fine and 20 per cent,
stronger than ordinary twine.

to Heatim

DWELLING HOUSE
Banks. Storks,
and

Greenhouses

DR. E. 3. REED,

Clairvoyant and Botanic Phyuiciau,

Medical Rooms 592

Congress St.,

Portland, Me.

Reed treats all chronic diseases that flesh is
heir to; all cases that are given up as incurable
bv the aUopatliic and homoepatbic physicians. I
will take their ease to treat and cure them. I find
about four-iifths of the eases given up to die can
be cured. Examination at a distance by letter,
with their full name and place of residence and
one 2-cent stamp and $2.00. Examination second
sight and consultation free.
Office flours—il a. in. to 9. ,»« in. novlOd3m
Dr.

ivl4dtf

IVo.

297 CoDiiuciviol Ntrevt.

(xLOUCESER NET & TWINE CO-

In

21-M&F

THU

Heating Co.

Cw_BOSTON.

EilllllilVj

Conn.

for Circuit'i
f

I
i

I

Ewre,

byonewbo

years.
deaf twenty-eight
was
Treated by most of the noted specialists of the
Cured hhnse.lt in three
no benefit.
day
months, and since then hundreds of others by same
process. A plain, simple and successful home
treatment. Address T. 8. PAGE, 128 East 2bth

DEIEKEfit!*!*
witii

St., New York City.

novl4SM&W12w

Notice to Builders and Others.
To ensure service pipes being put in before tlie
close of tlie season, all applications for the same
must be made before November 25.
GEO. P. WESCOTT, Treas.
uuvl8
,d8t

in-

PAYSON TUCKER, General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY.Gen'l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
g;t8dtf
Portland, October 8, 1885.

and after Sept. 16, Steamer Gordon will
leave Custom House Wharf (Sundays exfor Long
cepted, weather permitting) at 2 p. m..Harnswefl
Island, Little and Great Ghebeagne, Island for
Orr’s
leave
Return,
and Orr’s Island.
Portland at 6.45 a. in., touching at intermediate
a. m.
landings, arrive at Portland at 9.15
For freight or passage apply on board to
J.
L. LONG.
sepl6dt?

ON

Portland and Worcester Line.
Portland & Rochester R. R.
arrangemenTof trains.

_CAPT.

__

I

On and after HI outlay, Oct. 19,
Passenger Trains will leave

'Portland at 7..*IO n. m., and
-^1,05 p. io., arriving at Worcester
at 2.15 p. in. and 7.27 p. in. Returning, leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 8.05 a. m. and 11.15
a. in., arriving at Portland at 1.25 p. m. and 5.45
-*

?!

n. ni.

For

Clinton, Ayer .function, Fitchburg,

Nnxliiin, Isonell, Wiutlhani and Epping
at 7.30 n. ui. and 1.05 p. m.
For ninuchcMicr, Cdncord, and points North
at 1.05 p. ua.
For Rochexter, spring vole, Alfred, HVaterboro and Saco River, 7.30 n. na., 1.05
an. and (mixed) at 0.30 p. ua.
Returning,
eave Rochester at (mixed) (T.45 a. in.. 11.20 a.
m., and 3.40 p. m.. arriving at. Portland (mixed)
5).40 a. in., 1.25 p. in. and o.45 p. m.
I For (norlauna, Siu-iarappn, Cumberland
HIillx, Wextbrooli and Woodiord’x at 7.30
a. m., 1.06, 0.20, ami mixed at *0.30 p. in.
The 1.05 p.u*. from Portland connects at Ayer
.limit, with Hooxnc Tunnel Rotate for the
West, and at Uiaion Repot, Worcester, for
Hew York via Norwich Line and all roil,
via 8prinffl«ld, also with N. V. A N. E, R. R
(“Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadelphia,

fa.

Cramps, Sprains, Backache,
Sciatica, Burns and Scalds,

Bruises, Frosted Feet & Bars,
and atl other Fains and Aches.
A safe, sure, and effectual
remedy for Galls, Strains,
Scratches, Sores, Ac., on Horses.
One trial will prove its merit).

Its effects

are

Price 25c. and 50c.

Serbskr-

_

instantaneous.
Sold everywhere.

1

___MWF&wly

febl3

STORAGE.
First-class storage for Flour, Fish,
Cotton anil other merchandise in the
Portland Sugar House.
Warehouse receipts given. Otis Brothers elevator.
Lowest rates of Insurance. Apply to
J. S. DOUGLASS, Agent,

uu m wu.

duced rates.

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT GO.

A New nml

The Pearl Rug Maker is made of Bessemer
Steel, silver finish, it is put up in a handsome
ease, with explicit “Directions for making Rag
and Tufted Rugs,” containing 14 illustrations,
1 rice
which will enable anyone to do the work.
money
postpaid to any address, only $1.00. bend Letter.
by Postal Note, P. O. Order or Registered
Agents wanted,-either male or female.

u uucs mir

sert Ferry oil Eastward trips.
RETtTRiVII*®: Leaves Machiasport every
Monday and Thursday morning for Mt. Desert
Ferry, and there connecting with trains for Bangor, Fortiand and Boston, and leaves the Ferry
same forenoon for Fortiand via all landings and
connecting with night Pullman and early morning
trains for Boston.
I.imited Ticket*, firm auil second class, (or
nil points in Ihr Provinces on snlc nt re-

night’s rest, and avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving in BostoiUate at night.
Through Tickets to New Work, via the various
Railroad and Sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
J. B. COYLE, Jr., Manager.
ocltf

EYE WATER.

$1,000,000.01

12th,

1885, Passenger Trains Leave
Portland as follows:

From BOSTON ever; WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA ever; TUESDAY and FRIDAY.

inarlQ_dly

**

a

SCHIEDAM AROMATIC

CKVTRAI, RAILROAD

and Connecting Steamboat Lines.

WOLFE’S Boston! Philadelphia

NEW

«

fill

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 0 p. m. Returning, leave Pier
38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
.1. B. COYLE, Jk.
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
General Agent
sept21-dtf

18 BEAVER

Perkins, Creek Centre,
N, Y., Thomas’ Eclectric Oil is also a TipTop external application for rheumatism,
cuts, scalds,bu rns.bit es,
bruises,etc. When visiting the druggist, ask

D J FLANDERS, Gen. P. & T. A.
JAS. T. FURBEH, GenT Manager.
dtf

0Ct9

For NEW YORK.

jul-dtf

FRANKLIN C. PAYSON,

Street.

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY

Patents proniptly

to

passenger*)

_

febS__dtf_

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR

All business relating
faithfully executed.

at 10th does not connect for San Frau-

's learners

Briggs,

to leave

Kiltery, Portsmouth, Newbnryport, Amrsbury, Salem, Lynu, Chelsea nud Boston,
arriving at 5.00 p. in., connecting with Sound and
At 6.00
Rail Lines for points South and West.
P. M.t (Express)'for Boston and principal Way
Stations arriving in Boston at 9.30 p. in., connecting with Rail Lines for New York. TRAINS
LEAVE BOSTON for Portland. t7.30, 9.00
a. m., 12.30 week days, t7.00 p. ni. daily, arriving
in Portland 12.05, 1.00, 4.45, 10.50 p. in.
tThe 7.30 a. ni. and 7.00 p. m. trains run from
North Berwick to Scarlioro Crossing via Western
Division, stopping at principal Way Stations.
PULLMAN PARLOR CABS oil trams
leaving Boston 9.00 a. in., 12.30, 7.00 p. m., and
Portland at 9.00 a. m.. 1.00 and 6.00 p. m.
HLEEPINC
PULLMAN
THROUGH
CARS on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m. and
Portland 2.00 a. in.
Through Tickets to all points South and W est
lor sale at Portland Depot Ticket Offices,
and at Union Ticket Office, 40 Exchange

California,
Japan, China,*

Steamer

s

_dim

'_

Herbert G.

311.1

agents,
PluniSt. Port lain
eod6w
0Ct26

ni.

TRAINS

To

—OF—

F.N. Blacksto ne&C

1.00 p.
*

SUNDAY TRAINS
for Boston 1.00, 4.15 p.m.; arrive 5.30,8.45 p.m.

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO.

THAT

MAINE.

I'OKTI.AND,

instruments for delicate and
S<W*etmanufacture measurements
and
guar-

Norwich,

with Sound Lines for New York.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland 8,4.> a.
in. and 12.30 p. in., and Boston at 8.30 a. ni. and

ilWf

2 S

ROOM
First

CITY

ni.

Arrive in Boston 10.30 a. m.,1.15,4.45,8.00p.m.
Boston for Portland 8.30 a. m., 1.00, 3.30
p. in. Arrive at Portland 12.30, 5.00, 8.08 p.m.,
Srnrhoro and Pine Point 0.15, 8.40 a. in.,
3.30, 5.45 p. in. Old Orchard, Saco, Biddeford and Kenuebunk 0.15, 8.40 a. m., 12.30,
3.30, 5.45 p. 111. Well* Bench 0.J5, 8.40 a. in.,
3.30 p. ill, North Berwick, Brent Falls, Doand
ver, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence
Lowell, 0.15. 8.40 a. ni., 12.30, 3.50 p. m.
Rochester.
Farmington and Alton Bay
8.40 a. 111 12.30. 3.30 p. m., Manchester and
Concord (via Newmarket .Junction) 6.15a.ni„
3.30 p. m.; via Lawrence. 8.40*. m.
•The 8.40 a. m. ami 12.30 p. m. connects with
llail Lines to points West and South; the 12.30

MA3VUFACT jJRiilJbA.

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENTS,
No. 93 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

Manufactured

TRAINS LEAVE PORTLAND
For Boston at 6.15 *8.40 a. m.,*12.30,3.30 p.

£3

^
gg

R.

WESTERN DIVISION.

M

MAY, 155 Fulton Street, New York.

mOPniETOR.

DAVID W. SNOW,

Sole Manufacturers of 0,10, 15 and 20 Light
Dynamos of (he Mather System for the Lighting
of Private Dwellings, Offices, Stores and all places
requiring small isolated plants.
PLANTS
of any capacity furnished complete for both Incandescent and Arc Lighting.
Galvanic Batteries, Electric Motors, and General Electrical Instruments and supplies.
Our small Motors together with a galvanic battery furnish a practical means of running sewing
machines and other light machinery.
We are prepared to do electrical work of all de-

Send

a

3.1885._oc3dtf

(Conway Junction, stops only

PORTLAND,

A

g

pH

DOI O,

BUSINESS

Steam Heating

ARRIVALS.

,,

—

LITTLE 8t

3

My representative will be at Portland, Preble House, Nov. 21, 22, 23,
24; Biddeford, Nov. 25, 26; Batli, Nov. 27, 28; Wiscassett, Nov. 30; Rockland, Dec, 1, 2; Belfast, Dec. 3, 4, 5; Bangor, Bangor House, Dec. 7, 8, 9;
Ellsworth, Dec. 10; Calais, Dec. 11, 12; Houlton, Dec. 14, 15, 16; Skowhegan,
IS, 19; Augusta, Cony House, Dec. 21, 22; Lewiston, 23, 24.
SOLE

connecting

on

ami intermediate

PASSENBER TRAIN SERVICE,
in effect Sunday, October II, I8N3.

representative,

S. ELWOOD

Bnrtlrtt

BOSTON AND MAINE R.

who is now travelling through Maine, tor the purpose ot establishing
Remember
Agencies for each county, will he pleased to show this Lamp to all who are interested.
to Agents.
this is one of the few articles of merit, having no competition whatever, that is offered
This paper will vouch for my responsibility.
_T

INCANDESCENT AND ARC SYSTEMS.

W. D.

October

BE SURE TO INVESTIGATE THIS WONDERFUL,

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

THE

stations.

Made of Brass, handsomely Nickeled, in Stand Lamps, Bracket, or Hanging Style, also to attack to Ckandeliers,
SAFE AND CHEAP LAMP.
Mv

for

n>.,

■ 0.40 a. m.. fjom Bartlett and way stations.
9.55 p. in., from Swnnton, Burlington and
all points on through line.

^

by;
.wh^i^T<?rPvim W

That after said intermarriage your libellant
went to Barcelona, in Spain, and there cohabited
with the said Stephen Paul Lukynich for the space
of about six months, when with his consent, on or
about the tenth day of June, 1881, she returned
and the said
Stephen Paul
to England,
Lukynich went to Valparasso, Chili. That said
has
Paul
utterly and
Lukynicli
Stephen
cruelly deserted your libellant, for the continued space of three consecutive years next prior
to the filing of flits libel, and during all the time of
his absence has never written to or communicated
with your libellant, or contributed to her support
although she has been il! and needed support and
care during said time.
Wherefore your libellant prays that she may he
divorced from the bonds of matrimony with the
said Paul Lukynich, averring that such divorce is
reasonable and proper, conducive to domestic
harmony and consistent with the peace audmorality of society.
Sarah Lukynich.
(Signed.)

p.

J. HAMILTON. Supt.

I?
_T2

the springs ‘‘A A’
This is a forced blast Lamp, controlled
which is wound by the key “6 on side.
DD #fan, wmchwanven
sage of air from bottom to top of Lamp.
forces the air
by a noiseless ddckwork on an improved principle, L,
*•
through the Lamp to the point of combustion. ones
used in the
and “H" are brass cog wheels, which are the only
of the
movement. The oil well is entirely separate from the outside
Lamp, and is kept continually cool by the cold blast of airconstantly
ine
the
positively
Lamps
surrounding it, rendering
flame can be burned very low, without a particle of smote or oaor,
®S5
which cannot be done by any other Lamp. The Lamp,
run over 20
winding, will burn for 12 hours and the mechanism will
oi
hours, giving a brilliant uniform light, equal to gas. Lvery part
at
small
*.hia T.flirm intflrolianccable. and can bo supplied
expense,
Flamein cut shows less than hall size of tun name.

riages.

OF

S|

©

SAUAIl

accurate electrical
antee the best of workmanship.
HNIALL PLANTS.

11.00

S

§

LUKYNICH, of said Portland, brings
this, her libel for divorce, against Stephen
Paul Lukynich, whose residence is to your libellant unknown, and cannot he ascertained by the
use of reasonable diligence, and thereupon alleges:
That she now resides in said Portland, and has
there resided in good faith for more than one year
prior to the commencement of these proceedings.
That she was lawfully married to said Stephen
Paul Lukynicli, at Bootle, England, on the fifteenth day of October, A. H. 1880, by the Rev.
Father Powell, <iuly authorized to solemnize mar-

BOTH

lines.

s

I

•luiticial Court next to be lioltleu at Portlnu<l, vvil Will j,ml for the County of Cnmberluud, nail State of Maine, on the second Tuesday of January, A. D. 1S86.

BY

Montpelier,

Newport. Burlington, Swnnton,

Ogdensburg, and all points

b2

Cumberland ss.
To the Uoucrnble Justices of the Supreme

—

I'nbvaus. Bclblchrm. Littleton, LnncusSt. John*,
tcr, WoodsvUle,

Lamp.

bury,

STATE OF MAINE.

dis-

the ill effects of bad
dyes; leaves the hair
soft and b e a u t i fu 1

Paul,

ocl2iltf

ANY THREE CHIMNEY

IN HARD OR SOFT, HOT OR COLD WATER.

Best In the world.
Harmless! Reliable! In-

appointment, no ridiculous tints; remedies

—

ami all points in the
Northwest, West and Southwest.

Wonderfully

BETTER

Table

ASSETS AS FOLLOWS, VIZ.:
Bank. City and other Stocks.$1,024.1.34.01
30,495.9f
Real Estate, unincumbered.
Bills Receivable, secured by MortDeeds.
503,750.01
and
gages
Bills Receivable, secured by Stocks
18,090.01
and Bonds..
Accrued Interest.
V,
129,(.95.2;
Cash in Banks and in Office.
40,000.01
Amount Due from Agents.

,,

Domestic Ports.
SAN FRANCISCO—Sid 10th,’*hip Servia, Gil-

MUCH

SATES LABOR, TIME and SOAP AMAZINGLY, and gives universal satisfaction.
No family, rich or poor should be without it.
Sold by all Grocers. BEWARE of imitations
Well designed to mislead. PEARLINE is the
ONLY SAFE labor-saving compound, and
tlways bears the above symbol, and name of
JAMES PYLE. NEW YORK.

CAPITAL STOCK, ALL CASH;

Piano Fortes of the very best make, the Hallet
& Davis new style upright piano, Bteinway a Son
Parlor Grand; also organs of several styles and
makes. Piano stools and covers. Tuning and repairing done at short notice. WM. P. HASTINGS,
oct20dtf
114% Exchange St., Portland.

TO

Denver, San Eraucisco,

Large Light,

of Hartford, Conn.

disabled

rudder, aud had to steer with spars.
Ship Edw O' Brioii. which arrived at San rrancisoe Nov Hith from Liverpool, was 183 days in
making the passage.
Sell Race Horse, Bishop, from Rockland foi
New York, put into Hyannfs 18th leaking.

—

Detroit. Chicago, Milwaukee,
Cincinnati, St. Loui.. Omaha, Saginaw, St.

Brilliant and

WASHINGiOTBLEAOHING

—

KIES

Francisoo
Ship Geo F Manson, Ward, at San
Nov 11 from Hakodate, Jap. made the passage in
some

Canada,

»»

COMPLETE PLANTS FOR

oedtdec21

auglS

PS w

BEST THING KNOWN

the

S. L. HGLDREGE, Agt„ 153 Essex St., Boston, Mass.

every bar.

P*Ar at Havana

Jereinie 4th inst, schs Mary E Douglass,
Perkins, New York; Oth, Kate Wentworth, Brophv, Wilmington, NO, to load at Miragoane.
Ar at Calcutta 18tli inst, ship Lydia Skolfleld,
Miller, Liverpool.

TER THAN GAS, GIVING

until further notice Passenger Trains will
Leave Portland as follows: 0.00 u. m., for

Electric Light Co.,

sell Moses Webster. Rhodes, Philadel-

Notice to Mariners.
Office of Light House Inspector,)
First District.
J
Portland, Me. Nov. 19, 1885. )
Notice is herebv given that the buoys in the
for
Kennebec and Back rivers have been removed
the winter season.
By order of the L. H. Board,
O. A. BATCH ELLER,
Commander, U. S. N.,
Inspector 1st L. H. Dist.

Homestake.22 00
Bodte. 1 96
Horn Silver.— 196
Caladonia, B, H. 2 76
1 10
Standard.

money
■'The word

MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Av at Caibaricn Dili inst. barque Alice, Dyer,

14th. sell W L White, Ames, fm
Alexandria.
Jas
Sid 13th, sell
Boyce, Jr,Caibaricn.
In port, barque Eva 11 Fisk, for-: brig A J

TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED RATES

LAMPS

HOUSEHOLD

FROM

Havana.
Ski 3 ltli,

35 Exchange St., and Depot Foot of India Street.

BURNS LIKE, BUT BET-

To Use.

PM IKPEF.FECT com.

nov!3_dla\v3wE

Launched—At Bangor 19th, by E & R Stetson,
schr Louise Hastings, 117 tons, owned by the
builders, and intended for the coasting trade.

Ar at

NEW YORK, Nov. 19.1885,-The following are
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:
Colorado Coal.26 37

are on

(Jus, Curtis, Eastportfor

New York; Lenox,-for do.
PORT CLYDE, Nov 18—Sid. sells Anaconda,
Fickett. and Maria 1‘ Cliase, Fiekett, Millbridge
for Boston; Ella Clifton, Strout,do for do; Garland, Libby, Sands River, NS, for New York; Annie Gus, Curtis, Whiting for do; Minnie N, Stevens, Moncton for Salem; Lexington, Priest, Sands
River, NS, for Portland; EA Stevens, Kendall,
Bangor for Orient; Louisa Frances. Thorndike,
Rockland for Portland ; Margie, Howes, Bando
gor for New York; M A McCann, Hutchings,
for do;
Exchange, Buckminster, Deer Isle for
Boston; Wave. Bangor for do; Lake, Rockland
or do; Cecelia, Benjamin, Economy, NS, for do
LUBEC, Nov 17—Ar. sells Walter Franklin,
Fanning, Boston; King Phillip. Myers, New York.
Nov 17—Ar. sch Lookout, Whalen, New York.

Chicago a ml Montreal, 12.05 p. in.
Qucbcc, 12.05 p. ill.
Pullman Palace Sleeping ears on night train and
Parlor ears on day train between Portland and
Montreal.
TIC’KJET OFFICE:
From
From

*

DOES NOT VITIATE THE AIR

more

WELCOME and the

_

Portland;

Laundry

recommend.

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.

do for

than any
Soap in the

production

pay the grocer

■

SACO, Nov. 18—Ar, sells Bertha E Glover, and
Nautilus, from New York.
Nov 19—Ar, sell Anna llolton. New York.
Uld, sch I) tl Ingraham, for Rockland.
BOOTHBAY. Nov 18—Ar, sells C B Harrington,
make Portland: Cosmopolitan. Bristol for Portland; Marla Adelaide. Nickerson, Bangor ior uo;
Agnes, Brown, Jonesport for do; Lake, Johnson,
Rockland for Boston: Louisa Francis? Thorndike,

original compound,

See that you get this
Soap, and not accept any of
the numerous imitations that

bosset.

Pettcngill.

Mining Stocks.

NEWS.

JAMMU'S

Lamp

UPON

market.

MINIATURE ALMANAC.. NOVEMBER 20.
8.56AM
Sunrises.6.44 m<vi,,,-itpr\
High water)
9.35 PM
Sun sets.4.09

MARS X K

an.

cost of

19
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
25
25
26
26
28

Heigh.....};;; ggg{g

THE MOST HEALTHFUL

_dly

Portland. Nov. 11th, A. 1). 188.>. I
tlu* foregoing Libel, Ordered. That the
Libellant give notice to the said Stephen
Paul Lukynicli to appear before the Justice of our
Supreme Judicial Court, to be holden at Portland,
within and for the County of Cumberland, on the
second Tuesday of January. A. 1). 188C, by publishing an attested copy of said libel, and this order thereon, three weeks successively in the Portland Dally Press a newspaper printed in Portland, in our County of Cumberland, the last publication to lie thirty days at least prior to said second Tuesday of January lhat he may there and
then iu our said Court appear and show cause, it
any he have, why the prayer of said libellant
should not be granted.
THOS. H. HASKELL,
Justice of tile Sup. Jud. Court.
A true #opy of the Libel and Order of Court thereA. A. DENNETT, Clerk.
Attest:
on.

made from the PUREST
STOCK, and is sold by the
makers and dealers nearer the

■ ■

New York Stock and Money Market.

mart

jI

<

in.,

a.

7.00 p. in.,

mixed.

YOU TRY-

IF

8.25

From I<cwi*tou nuil Auburn,
12.05, 3.15 and 5.50 p. m.
From Gorham, P.40 a. 111. OJld

CANNOT EXPLODE IT

BRILLIANT WHITE LIGHT.

Sold ohly in rims.
Co., ICO Wall St., N.Y.

STATE OF MAINE.
Cumberland ss.
Judicial
Supreme
Court, in Vacation.

PAYS NO
FANCY PROFIT

STEAMSHIPS.-

daily:

Powdeb

ARRIVALS.
__

CIVINC A

phosphate powders.

or
Roy At. Baking

ui:partire§.
For Auburn nuri bcHixlou, 7.05 a. 111., 1.15
and 5.20 p. m.
For^orham, 7.20 a.m. and 4. OOP. in..mixed.
For Gorham, .Montreal and Chicago, 1.30
p. m.
For Quebec, 1.30 p. m.

Pure,

Absolutely

1S85.

Ou auil after .IIOYDAY, Oet. tiA.
trniu* will run a* follow* :

MADE.

EVER

Burns Common Kerosene Oil

This Powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
strength and wholesomeness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in competition with tlie multitude of low test, short weight

alum

CHANGE OF TIME.

LAMP

Smoke.
No Odor.

POWDER

Hot.

Safest & Coolest

No Globe.

STA'C’E OF MAINE
November 10th, 1885.
Cumberland ss.
Subscribed and sworn to before me,
IRA S. LOCKE,
Justice of the Peace.

SOAP

_

received

4.45
5.45
3.20
Leave Bridgton. 7.55
5.55
Portland, arrive.10.40
W. F. PERKY, Supt.
,J. a. BENNETT. (1. T. A.
dtt
0Ct5

—

|]

arc

Chimney.
No

3.00

MD TRIM RAILWAY OF CAMM.

Baltimore.

Sid 18th, sell Caroline Knight, Ginn, New York.
FALL RIY’ER—Sid 18th. sch J Kennedy, YVarr,
New York.
N E YV PORT—Ar 18th, sells Reuben Eastman.
Eastman, Gardiner for New York; Richmond,
Talbot. Somerset for New Y'ork.
Sid 18th, sch Magnolia, YVells, (from Boothbay)
for New York.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Sid 18th, sell Sea
Queen, Grant, New York.
Returned, schs E L Leonard, Robbins, and A L
YVeeks, Henley, Providence for New York; Nellie
Drlnkwater. do for do.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 18th, sch It J, Kinney,
Farr, Rockland.
Ar 17tli, sells Robert
VINEYARD-HAVEN
Dority, from Philadelphia for Sedgwick; Julia &
Martini, Calais for New York.
Ski, sch Elbridge Souther, Robert Dority.
In port, brig Rabboni; sells Jas Young Dora M
French, E Gerry. Geo Nevenger, MB Mahoney,
J H Eells, Governor, David Torrey, A Hammond,
Ponnie & Edith
HYANN1S—Ar 17tli, schs Moses Eddy, Simonton, Rockland tor new iuik, (aim am;.
Ar 18tli, sell Race Horse, Blsliop, Rockland foi
Now York, leaky.
Sld 18tli, sell Winner, eastward.
BOSTON—Ar 18tli. sells Gardner G Deerlng,
Rogers, and Frank Harrington, Kent, Baltimore;
Ontario, Ober. Calais; Etta A Tanner, Malloeh
Eastport; Julia,Strout, Millbridgc; Leaping WatHopkins, Vinalliaven; Fairfield, Bassett, Bangor;
Clillioii, Call, do; Win A Dubosq, Tramor, Batli;
Antelope, Banks, Roekport.
ArlDtli. brig David Itugbee, French, Salt Cay;
sells Will H Stuart, Sparks, Cartliageua; Ellen M
Golder, .McLeod, Baltimore; David Faust, Alley,
Rondout; A .1 Whiting, Sawyer, Bangor; Geu
Scott, Rich. Calais.
Ar 18th. sclis
Maggie Bell,
PLYMOUTH
Chandler. Hoboken; Fair-Wind, Maddox. Bangor.
ELLSWORTH —Ar 10th, sell Rival, Stuart,
Portland.
Ar 10th, sell AUandale, Remick, Portland.

__

[By Telegraph.]
The following quotations of stocks

No

P. M.

Bridgton, arrive.11.86

THE

PROVIDENCE—yr 18th, sch Emma F Angel!,

..

Republic.New
Lessing.New York..Hamburg...Nov
Etruria.New York..Liverpool. ..Nov
City of Berlin_New York. .Liverpool. ..Nov
Newport.New York..Havana ....Nov
Sarmatlan.Quebec.Liverpool ...Nov
Peenlaud.New York..Antwerp....Nov

fcrets

Never

_

—

—

A. M.

THE

for

5, 1885.

Oct.

Leave Portland (P. & o. K. 11.).9.00
Bridgton J unction.10.35

An-

Shi fm

Tripp.

Commencing

lamp.
new Ideal USE.
may’s ONLY
SAFE LAMP TO

Timothy Field
S°PHI LAD ELPHI A—Ar 18tli, sell
MeY ane, St John*

Adams, St Marc; H 8 Bridges,
B Russell, Donahue,

BRIDGTON & SAGO RIVER ~R. R.

Me Abroad.

$1,000,000.00 Worth Sold by

Over

PKt»nffi'MKY&e,

000

and
at 2

18tli, sell Anita,

ItAII.KOAD*.

___I

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCEI,I,ANEOUS.

□BILOXI, MISS-Ar 14tli, sell DohgltJss Hovey,

PENOERIAN
TEEL PENS

fP/veccct
Q IMPORTANT
■FOSSeSS *5
CHARACTERISTICS.

UNIFORMITY, DURABILITY,
SUPERIORITY OF METAL.
Used by the best penmen In U. S. and Canada.
ion
Sample card of special numbers sent on applicat
A§H FOR

CARR NO

1

IVISOJi, BLAKEIttAN, TAYLOR & CO.,
753

te2o

a ltd

753 Broadway, New York.
e0d6m

|

Baltimore, Waxhiaagton, and the South, and
with Boaton & Albany R. R. for the West.
Close connection made at Wextbrook Junction with through trains of Maine Central R. R-,
at Grand Trunk Transfer. Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
may be had of S. H. Hcllen, Ticket Agent. Portland & Rochester Depot at foot of Preble St., and
of Rollins & Adams, No. 22 Exchange St.
•Does not stop at Woodford’s.
J. W. PETERS, Supt.

oct!2dtf_

Rumford Falls and Buekfield Railroad.
Winter Arrangement, in Effect Oct. 12,1885.
Connection* >>» Ovnnd Trunk Hallway.
Mixed train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
10 45 a ui., arrives at Buekfield at 11.45 a. m.
anil Canton at 1.10 p. m. Mechanic i' alls
Junetioii
Passenger tram leaves
3.10 p. m., arrives in Buekfield at 3.50 and Canton at 4.25 p. m.
Returning trains leave Canton at 4.15 and 0.10
a. m., connecting for Lewiston, Portland and Boston.

Stage connections daily with passenger train at
West Minot for Hebron Academy; at Bnektleld for
West Sumner. Chase's Mills anil Turner; at Canton for Peru, Dixfteld, Mexico and Rumford Falls;
also for Brcttun's Mills.
oet9dtf

L.

L. LINCOLN, Supt.

PRESS.

THE

FRIDAY MORNING, NOV. 20.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
KKW ADVGBTIOBnENTS TO-DAY.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
The Minnesota Loan and Trust Company.

Wanted—Freight.

International Steamship Co.

Flour—Plllsbury’s
Wanted—Men
Owen, Moore.

Best.
and W omen.
& Co.—2.

Dissolution—Copartnership.
Man.

Wanted—Young
For Sale—Dr. chase’s Iteceipe Book.
Wanted—$3500.
Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
To Let—Rooms.
For sale—Barber Shop.
Wanted—Situation.
Picture Frames—Cyrus F. Davis.
Wanted—Young Lady.
G. W. Jacobs—Boston—2.
Notice is Hereby Given.
,,

Thomas Manalian, No. 32 Montgomery street,
Hudson, N. Y., two years ago was given up by his
physicians. He was afflicted with dyspepsia and
obstinate constipation; had lost forty pounds In
weight and was a bed-ridded invalid. He commenced taking Brandeth's Pills in doses of five,
four, two and one. Then he took two every night
for a month, gained eight pounds In weight, and
was able to attend to business. He took two pills
every night for the following six weeks, and was
entirely cured.
eod&tv.
nov 1C
“Pillsbuby’s Best” is a brand of flour so
well known that It Is hardly necessary to call attention to its many good qualities, still we advise
Just give R. II. DOUGLASS & SONS’ CAPSICUM COUGH DROPS a fair trial; tliey will relieve your Cough instantly. Thousands testify to
Oct2FW&M
this.

Ministers, Lawyers, Teachers, aud others w hose
occupation gives but little exercise, should use
Carter’s Little Liver Pills for torpid Liver aud
bllliousness.

One is

a

dose.

Fine Vermont

novlGd&wlw

Butter,

in small packages, just received at W. L. Wilson
oc23dtf
& Co’S, cor. Exchange St.

MUNICIPAL COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.
Thursday—Bernard Devine and Patrick H.
and seizure; second offence as t<
search
Haley,
Devine; each fined $100 and one-half costs, and
in
Devine,
addition, six months in the county jail;

both appealed.
Israel Leavitt, perjury; bound over to the grand
jury in sum of $500.
NEW JERUSALEM
A Pleasant

Reception

Tendered the

Monday evening, in the spacious vestry of
the church on New High street, a reception was
given to the recently elected pastor of the society,
the Rev. Howard C. Duuliain of Topeka, Kansas.
There were nearly 200 present, including a large
number of the youug people. The earlier portion
of the evening w’as given to informal introductions. Later, a quartet of male voices rendered
several choice selections, and the Rev. Mr. Dunham made a short address to the society, thanking them for their very cordial and hearty wel2ome to Portland, and specially for the happy
opportunity which that evening gave to inaugurate
and cement their mutual acquaintance.
Iu the work of the church he bespoke the
earnest and harmonious co-operation of all, old
and young alike, even to the smallest child that
could come to the Sunday school. He said that he
was particularly desirous of reaching the hearts
of the young people, and of awakening iu them an
On

active interest in all that concerned the church.
He regarded the young people and children of the
church as peculiarly the seed ground for the
spiritual harvest of the future. The church
should always make careful provision for their
interests, and in his pulpit work he should endeavor to bear iu mind the needs alike of old and
young. Alluding to his very pleasant Western
home aud work, Mt. Dunham said that lie had
been led to come to Portland by what seemed,
not only to himself but to others, as Providential
Indications that a more extended field of usefulness here lay before him.
To the address a brief but very happy response
was made by the Hon. Benj. Kingsbury, moderator of the society, after which refreshments were I
served by the ladies from handsome and bountifully laden tables. A very pleasant feature of
the evening was the unexpected appearance of
the Weber Club, of which the society’s efficient'
musical director, Mr. Carl Weber, is president,
and who favored the society with several well
rendered and interesting selections. In all respects the reception was most successful, as was
attested by the pleasant feeling and hearty enjoyment which everywhere prevailed.

the Board of Mayor and
A
Aldermen was held at 4 o’clock yesterday afternoon, with Mayor Deering in the chair; absent,

special meeting

JOTTINCS.

of

Alderman Noyes.
Upon the petition of Mrs. Mary J. Adams, the
board recommended the appointment of David F.
Murdoch by the Judge of Probate as guardian of
the person and property of Jacob Murdoch, the
father of the petitioner. Jacob Murdoch is of unsound mind and incompetent to manage his
affairs.
A petit ion from residents at the corner of Dan.
forth and Pleasant streets for the abatement of a
nuisance caused by a gang of roughs was referred
to the City Marshal with instructions to take any
needed action immediately.
The petition of Sanford S. Hunt to maintain a
fish market on Middle streot was granted.
TELEGRAPH POLES.
having been made to the

location of
Objection
pole of the Western Union Telegraph Comand
Congress streets
pany at the corner of Centro
by the Lancaster Block, the board previous to the
and
examined the
meeting visited the location
site of the pole. When the matter came up in the
meeting His Honor the Mayor stated that while
he wished every telegraph company to have all
facility in placing their poles, in his opinion this
site was bad and the pole should be removed. He
added that the work had been done early one
morning before he arrived down town and he
knew nothing of the erection of the pole until
the work was completed. If the location was not
changed the Mayor would favor indicting the
pole as a nuisance.
Alderman Sawyer moved that the pole be re
moved to the opposite corner, and Alderman
the

TV_„n11

aKowiH

nn

nnrnnrlmnnt

til of

tlm nnln 1\A

allowed to remain where it was. Alderman Bussell’s amendment was lost by a vote ot four to two.
Mr. Plaisted, superintendent of construction for
the Western Union Company, explained that the
pole had been put in Its present position in accordance with the orders of the city electrician
and that it was much easier to run the wires down
on that side of the street than to cross to the opposite corner and then bring them back to the
lower side again.
Aldermau Gallagher thought that the company
should not be made to suffer for obeying the orders of the city electrician.
The matter was finally settled by an order that
the pole be removed some twelve feet down
Centre street. The wires will be supported on an
arm extending out over Centre street so that they
will clear the corner.
The board adjourned on motion of Alderman
Denison.
_

MUSIC AND DRAMA.
V. M. C. A COURSE.

The concert given in the course of tho Young
Men’s Christian Association last evening by pupils and graduates of the New England Conservatory of Music was uniformly good, the performers, besides being the possessors of much musical
talent, showing the thoroughness of the Instruction given at the institution from which they
come. Miss Greene is an accomplished pianist
aid her numbers were well received. Miss Bussell, soprano, and Mrs. Mills, contralto, both sang
to great acceptance, and Mr. J. C. Bartlett’s
Miss Marie
tenor is of good strength and tone.
Paige’s selections on the violin were among the
of
the
features
entertainment.
most pleasing
\l iss Gleason is a good reader and has a fine
voice which she controls easily. Mr. Homer A.
Norris, the accompanist, played finely. "Protestations,” a song composed by Mr. Norris and
dedicated to Miss Belle Bartlett, was sung by
Mrs. Mills. The audience was large.
THE STOCKBRIDGE COURSE.

Jessie Couthoui, the talented elocutionist, who
will appear in the Siockbridge course nexl
Wednesday evening and in the Thanksgiving afternoon and
evening entertainments, on her
former appearance here made herself a great fav.
orite. She is one of the few lady readers who are
able to completely hold the attention of an audience, during the reading of her various pieces.
She is a most talented artist and will be heartily
greeted on her appearance here next week.
Course tickets may be exchanged for tickets for
either the afternoon or evening performance on

Thanksgiving Day.

DENNY DOON.

Hugh Fay will appear in “Denny Doon” at the
Portland Theatre next Wednesday evening. The
Boston Becord says of the play:
“The new four-act Irish drama by Walter Eeynolds, “Denny Doon; or, Sweet Inuisfail,” received its first presentation on the Boston stage
at the Howard Athenaeum last evening. The plot
is simple, though it is made up of many incidents
which serve to excite the audience. The star is
Hugh Fay. a well-known Irish comedian, who appears as Denny Doon. Mr. Fay is a popular favorite at the Howard, where he has played, time
and time again, in Irish dramas and farces. He
was cordially received and liberally applauded.
His acting is marked with a careful attention to
detail, and he enters with spirit into the comedy
work which falls to his lot.
Sedley Brown as
Archie Daly is perhaps the weakest actor in the
support, some of his most effective lines were
read in a very amateurish manner, though he improved a bit in the last act. William McCreadv
as Squire Daly was successful, and the same may
be said of Harry Harwood, who gives a neat
of character acting as Cruch Bhuea, which
ears a striking resemblance to the villain in one
of Boucicault’s dramas.
J. F. Byan plays the
villain very well; in fact so well that he was rewarded with hisses that lasted fully half a minute
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Seventy five workmen in the employ of the
ocean steamship companies are expected to arrive from Montreal on the noon train today.
Cornelius Connelly subscribed $10 to the Galveston fund yesterday and Wm. G. Davis has started
a subscription paper at the Merchants’ Exchange
with a subscription of $10.
Work has been commenced upon the new ferry
house of the Portland and Cape Elizabeth Ferry
Company at Ferry Village and is progressing rapidly.
It is stated that 350,000 shingles and 200,000

side and Frank Irving are above the average.
The other men of the company perform their
duties in an acceptable manner.
Miss Rose Osborn, as Rosa Dubb, the crazy girl, easily leads
among the ladies. Her acting is strong at times,
but would be much better but for a
ranting,
noticeable in the later acts. Miss Lillian Richardson as Oona Considine and Miss Henrietta
Crosman as Constance deserve a word of praise.

feet of lumber will be used in the construction of
the new head house and sheds of the depot of the
Boston and Maine railroad in this city.
The Vincent Chautauqua Circle will meet this
evening with Miss Ella Russell, 144 Pearl street.
A good programme is provided. Shakespearian
quotations for roll-call.
At the antiquarian supper to be given this evening by the ladies of the High street parish in the
vestry of the church, many of the ladies will be
in costume and they invite their friends to
come in costume if convenient.
A countryman complained to the police yester.
day that he had been assaulted by a fellow who
accused him of having a bottle of liquor on his
person and went through his pockets in search of
it. The countryman said that the chap got no
liquor but did secure some four or five dollars in
cash. That was probably what he was after.
Department Inspector A. A. Nickerson of Portland, of the Grand Army, inspected B. H. Beale
Post In Bangor last night.
After the inspection
there was an oyster supper, at which speeches
were made and the whole occasion was a very
happy one. A number of visiting comrades were

play

present.
PERSONAL.

^
^

Meeting of the Board of
Mayor and Aldermen.

CHURCH.

New Pastor.

BRIEF

Special

Ex-Gov. Perliam left Tuesday for Dausville, N.
Y., to receive medical treatment at the sanitary
institution in that place.
Mrs. Henrietta O., wife of Capt. B. J. Willard
died yesterday. She hd been a severe sufferer for
ajlong time.
Mrs. Isabella Symonds, widow of the late Joseph Symonds and mother of Judge Symonds, died
quite suddenly yesterday forenoon. She was 86
years of age, and had been in poor health for several years.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. C. Frye of this city have
arrived home from New York, where they have
been the guests of Dr, Charles H. Nichols, superintending physician of Blrn lniugdale Asylum.
Dr. Nichols Is the brother of Mrs. Frye.
The following were among those registered at
the Falmouth Hotel last night: K. B. Sherburne
and wife, Littleton, N. H.; B. F. Spinney, Lynn:
J. V. Bice, Albany. N. Y.; John Miller. England;
J. 8. Smith, New York; W. H. Dyer, Providence,
Bn.; L. W. Tryon, Westfield; G. D. Eddridge,
Boston.
_

W. L. Wilson A Co.
W. L. Wilson & Co. offer a stock of groceries
and delicacies for the Thanksgiving season from
which their many customers will be able to select
Just what they want and be sure that It is of the
best quality. Some idea of the stock is gained bv
a glance at tlie tempting display of goods in the
show window on Exchange street. Here, besides
a host of other articles which limited space forbids us to enumerate, may be seen raisins, both
for the table and cooking purposes, prunes,
prunells, honey, grapes, figs, nuts, imported and
domestic cheese, presaged orange and lemon
peel, crystallized ginger, stuffed prunes, olives,
sardines, mushrooms, truffl®, and all kinds of
preserves and jellies. After looking at the window display, one is pretty sure to enter the store
and make a closer inspection of so appetl zing an
array.

__

The

Dyer

NOTES.

Tbe story of tbe resurrection of Joseph Dyer,
told by Blanche Edwards, has at last been
proved to be a falsehood wantonly told by the
girl. It appears that she produced three photopraphs, which she claimed were pictures of Mr.
A reporter has
and Mrs. Dyer and Joseph Dyer.
discovered that the photographs were taken from
the house of Mr. Fred Harris, In Deering, where
Blanche formerly was employed. When the girl
wa* confronted with this discovery, she broke
down and confessed that the whole story she had
told was a fiction, invented by herself. She also
eonfessed that she had written several letters to
herself, signing them “Mrs. Dyer.” Her parents,
who have credited her story, were much mortified
when she confessed her fraud.
as

Larceny,
Two of th# boarders at Mrs. Doherty’s, corner
•f Cross and Fore streets, stole their bedding and
The men were
sold it at Danny Friel’s opposite.
arrested by Officers Newcomb and Cole, and the
bedding recovered.
A band-cart was stolen from a man named Derby last night, but tbe thief could not trundle it
away quick enough to escape Officer Granville
Frank, who arrested him and took him to the station.
Officers Warren and Sparrow last night arrested
ft man for the larceny of $5 from a companion.

Treasurer—A. W. Boardmau.
Directors—Murray V. Livingstone, Frank E.
Feck, A. W. Boardman. O. F. Mitchell and Frank
H. Mitchell.
Capital $50,000; paid in $30.
The Eastern Forge Company has been organ,
ized with the following officers:
President—Horatio N. Jose.
Treasurer—Matthew T. Denham.
Directors—H. N. Jose, M. T. Denham, Geo. F.
Morse, Thomas W. Hyde, A. A. Strout.
Capital $20,000; paid in $20,000.
List of Patents
The following patents have been issued this
week to Maine inventors:
George B. Hook, Brewer, hammock chair.
Benjamin Wing, Vassalboro, device for centreing hubs and other blocks.
David Brackett, Brooks, ‘'Brackett’s Rheumatic
Liniment.” Label.v

On Thanksgiving afternoon and evening, the
of “Lost jp London” will be given at Port-

Ideal

May’s

Lamp.

YARMOUTH.

fire engine “Pumgustuk,” voted by
the town at tiie last March meeting, arrived Saturday. It is a “Button” tub, manufactured at
Waterford, N. Y., weighs 1400 pounds, costing
$400, liose and hose carriage extra. This is the
smallest engine ever made by tiie Button Com*
pany, and is all that could be expected. Two men
ou the brakes easily get a stream 60 feet perpendicular.
The roof of the furnace at the Pulp mill is to be
raised ten feet, and a large frame building 75 feet
long is to be built. Work will commence immenew

diately.
yesterday forenoon a large piie of wood in tiie
pulp mill yard fell and buried Fillman Sawyer

ana Charles liussell beneath it.
was cut
about the head and Bussell received internal inwhich
it
was
feared
fatal.
might
prove
juries

Sawyer

The State’s Money.
The town of Mayfield has not paid a State tax
for twenty years. It has not drawn any school
money for a long time. There are five or six
plantations in about as bad a fix as Mayfield, and
when the Legislature meets again an endeavor
will be made to put them back among the wild
lands. The State taxes are paid up better now
than at any time before. State Treasurer Burleigh and his assistants have been making special
efforts to clean the slate. The State tax for any
year is required by law to b* paid in by the collectors of tiie cities, towns ana plantations, on or
before the first of January of tiie next year. If
not paia then, the State Treasurer can at any
time have an execution served on the collector by
tiie county sheriff. During the present fiscal year
executions have been served on the town of Casco
for its tax of 1883, and the town of Aurora for its
tax of 1881. Executions will be served at once
The State tax of f 884
on several other towns.
was $945,000, and $905,000 of it has been paid—
an unusually large proportion. $60,000 of the
1885 tax of $886,000 has already been paid in.
Lewiston has paid the whole of its State tax.
Portland yet owes a little. The tax of Belfast has
been paid first for four or five years in succession.
Collector Fred Carle of that city takes pride in
reporting ahead of everybody else.
Covernorfor a

Visit to

The officers of Eastern Star Encampment, No.
2, of this city visited Jsphthah Encampment, No.
3, of Augusta last evening by jpvitation, and exemplified the work before that Encampment.
They were met at tne depot on their arrival and
escorted to Odd Fellows Hall. At 6 o’clock supAt 7.30 the
per was served at the Cony House.
exemplification was rendered, the hall being filled by Encampment members of Augusta, Hallowell and Gardiner. At the conclusion of the exemplification, a bountiful collation was served in
the banquet hall. The staff officers on this occation were those of the present term, with the exception of the Chief Patriarch, ftho was unable to
go, his place being filled by Hiram C. Jordan, P.
C. P. They were accompanied by quite a delegation of Patriarchs from this city, Including Milton
Higgins, Grand Patriarch, and Joshua Davis,Past
Grand Patriarch. They were loud in praise of the
hospitality received at the tent of the Augusta
Patriarchs. They returned home on the Pullman this morniffg.
FIRE
The New

IN

in

House

Loss About

$7,000.

On Wednesday evening between 8 and 9 o’clock
the new school house that was built about two
years ago on Main street, and known as the Warren school building, was discovered to be bn fire.
As the means for extinguishing fire were decidedly limited in that vicinity the building was burned
to the ground. A portion of the furniture was
saved. The fire originated in some way from the

furnace.

The

loss

is some

§7,000.

Ko

insur-

*

ance.

There are ten school buildings in town, or were
before the destruction of this one, with a school
property valuation of $36,000, and there is not
innow nor never has been one dollar’s worth of
surance on any portion of it.

RAILWAY MATTERS.
NOTES.

The Maino Central station now known as Emery's Siding, from December 1st, will be called
Annabessacook. II. H. Fisher has been appointed
agent at this station.
The first special freight shipment of Manitoba
wheat and flour direct from Winnipeg, over the
Canadian Pacific Railway, has arrived in Montreal, having made the journey in a little over
three days.
The Skowhegan Reporter says: To ascertain
the views of our business men as to the effect upon Skowhegan of a railroad foom here to Greenville our reporter called upon a number of them
Wednesday and asked them to express their
views. The variety of expressions showed the
different ways in which different men will look up
The majority of those seen
on the same thing.
were of the opinion that the road would be a disadvantage to the business of the town, while a
minority were of the opinion that it would be the
making of the town and would have the effect to
make it a thriving inland city.

Important Discovery,
Our fellow townsman, James P.^Baxter, Esq.,
An

who is now in Loudon engaged in historical researches at the British Museum, Public Records
Office, etc., has discovered three MSS. of George
Waymoutb, who visited this coast in 1606. In a
letter to H. W. Bryant, Secretary of the Maine
Historical Society, he says, referring to this discovery:
“One of these MSS. contains 320 pages in Waymouth’s own hand, and elegantly executed. About
half of the MS. is taken up with colored drawing*
of ordnance, fortifications, &c. It was written
before his voyage to America, and presented to
the king. The binding is calf with the royal arms
emblazoned upon it. It will revolutionize popular opinion, and show Waymoutli to have heap a
scholar like Raieighrwhose talents attracted the
attention of continental rulers. It was while in
the employ of one of these that he penned one of
the MSS. viz. in 1610.”
Mr. Baxter promises a wore complete report lat
er which cannot fail to add interest to the winter
meeting of the Maine Historical Society.

Robbery

at Hiram.

,1. W. Hubbard of Hiram was in the city yesterday and reported that on Wednesday night his
store in that town was entered by burglars. A
hole was drilled in the safe but for some unexplained reason the contents were not touched.
About six dollars in cash was taken from the till
and a box of cigars is missing. The guilty parties
left no clue as to their identity.

Me.

fund in

25,000
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securities with
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pectus

pany was organized.
Full and accurate descriptions of various securities
and may be examined by auy who desire.
For further particulars, call on or address
...

are

.......

kept constantly

on

hand,

WILLIAM H. BME5R.Y,
188 Middle street,

1I0V20

over

Canal Bank.

MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY
OF NEW

YORK,

Insure Against Marine Risks Only.
This Company will take risks at their office, New
York, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
open policies to merchants, making risks binding
as

water-borne.

1884..$3,9o8,039.44

Premiums on Policies not marked
off 1st January, 1884. l,447,7oG.70
_

"BANKRUPT STOCK.

One Thousand Yards Black Spot Net, just
thing for the Neck, will he sold at 10 cents
yard. The nsual price is 37 cents.

CARPETS

tn thA ArivarfisAmAnt in

the
per

40 PER C EJVT.

THlWDAYS

LOSSES PAID IN

AFTER PROOF.

J. W. MUNGER &

GO.,

The New Tariff, The Quaker,
The First National,The Croveland, The New Byron, Our

Choice, Viola, Kirby, Union,

prices

CABINETS $5.50 PER DOZ.
PANELS
$6.00 PER OOZ.

E. B, & B.
Silk

All persons wishing work made at present rates,
should call In now, as alter the above date the
prices will positively be as here mentioned.
We would also call the attention of the public to
our CLUB BATHS, by which families with
their friends, by a little exertion in getting a number to set, ean then contract for, and secure the
advantage of SPECIAL PBICES for their
portraits. We assert that we make no difference
whatever between the QUALITV of such Contract or Club Photographs and our regular work,
for which wereceivemore, but in all cases endeavor to have it thoroughly FIB ST-CLASS in every sense, and SATISFACTION ClIABAN-

Velvets !

Having just returned from New
York, we are now prepared to

n.n-

show

a most

goods

elegant line of these

in both Black and

Colors,

dtf

Willard.

[Notice of funeral hereafter.]

at

HANDKERCHIEF SALE.

Catarrh in the Head

The

Originates in scrofulous taint In the blood. Hence
the proper method by which to cure catarrh, is to
purify the blood. Its many disagreeable symptoms, and the danger of developing Into bronchitis or that terribly fatal disease, obnsumption,
are entirely fremoved by Hood’s Sarsaparilla,
which cures catarrh by purifying the blood and
also tones up the system and greatly improves the
general health of those who take it.

Special

sale of the M. C. Warren bankbe

rupt stock of Linen Handkerchiefs will
continued TO-DAY. Customers should

re-

member that this is the greatest Handkerchief Sale ever attempted in this city, and
includes all styles and grades for Men, WoChildren, ranging in price from 5
men and
cents to $1.00, and that every one is a bar-

Sarsaparilla

gain.

“I suffered three years with eatarrh, and my
general health was poor in consequence. When I
took Hood’s Sarsaparilla I found I had the right
"remedy. The catarrh is yielding, as Hood’s Sarand

flip

dlt

novao

PICTURE FRAMES.
Original and Elegant Designs, Superior

Workmanship, Reasonable Prioes.

CYRUS
610

F.

BAYIS,

CONGRESS STREET.

_eodtf

no20
is

hereby given, that
been duly appointed and

subscriber has
Notice
taken upon himself the trust
the

of Administrator with
Will annexed of the estate of
JAMES M. SMALL, late of Deering,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and givAll persons having
en bonds as the law directs.
demands upon the estate of said deceased, are reall persons Inand
the
same;
quired to exhibit
debted to said estate are called upon to make
payment to
JOHN E. SMALL, of Portland, Adm'r. c. t. a.
no20dlawF3w»
Deering, Nov. 3,1836.
the

Notice of Partnership Dissolution.
heretofore existing under
copartnership
of J. D. Fundable &
and
style
THEthethisfirm name
dissolved by mutual consent.

Tho
day
will hereafter be carried on by John
23
Market
Frindable at the same place, No.
Square (Eureka Dollar Store) under the same Ann
name of J. D. Frindable & Co.
JOHN D. PEINDABLE.
EUGENE F. SHAW.
nov20dtf
I

Co., is

business

io

sep24|eod3m

Haskell & Jones,

470 CONGRESS ST

International

FLOUR.

STEAMSHIP CO.,
—

FOR

—

lllJLi

111

BLOSSOM,

EASTPORT, CALAIS, ST.JOHN N. B., HALIFAX, H. S.

AND ALL PARTS OF
New Brunswick, morn Beotia, Prince Edwards Island, and Cape Breton.
—

BET THE BEST,
_

WHICH IS

PILLSBURY’S,
_

BECAUSE it makes

More Bread,
Whiter Bread,
Better Bread,
Than any other Flour.

Pillsbury’s Best
IS

THEJBEJST.

For Sale by All First-class Grocers.
nov20

__eodlm

young man as salesman lor a
manufacturing concern, to travel west; a
man of experience preferred; first class references
reouired. Address, giving age, and previous busi20-1
ness, B. and C., Carrier No. 0, City.

WANTED—A

—

ARRANGEMENT.
WINTER
Steamers of this Line will leave Railroad Wharf,
foot of State street, every MONDAY’ and THURSDAY at 5.00 p. m., for EASTPORT and ST.
JOHN, with above connections.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination. 5gff“Freight received upto 4.00 p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office. 40 Exchange St., or for other Information at Company's Office, First National Bank
J. B. COYLE, JR., Gen’l Manager.
Building.
nov20
____
Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of
the Westbrook Manufacturing Company, for
the choice of officers, and the transaction of any
other business tliai may legally come before them,
will be held at their office. No. 10 Central Wharf,
Nov. 26th, 1885, at 3 o’clock p. m.
x
on Thursday,
WM. R. WOOD, Clerk.
Portland, Nov. 19,1885.
will
be adjourned to ThursThe above meeting
day, Dec. 3,1885, at the same hour.no20dtd
jttQ CAD WANTED—For two years, with
<POOUU privilege of paying In one year.
Prime personal property worth double the money
as security, consisting of the stock, etc., of a well
established and profitable business; real estate offered as part collateral; all situated In Portland:
the Investor thoroughly satisfied as to the value of
the collateral of all kinds. Address J. E. F., Dally
20-1
Press Office.

THE

TI7 ANTED—A few live men and women' in
W Maine to introduce the Sherman Hand
Motor for sewing machines; it can be applied to
any machine and will last as long as the maonine
itself; It is a simple labor saving Invention which
everv lady will have; a bonanza for right parties.
Address GENERAL AGENT, Box 306, Springvaie, Me.’20-1

by a capable girl in ho]
tel or boarding house, country preferred;
First-class
help furnished at
reference given.
short notice. Please call or address to MRS. J.
Middle
St., opposite H. H.
FOLEY’S office, 257
Hay’s apothecary.20-1

WANTED—Situation

for Charleston, S. C.,
Barkentlne llarriet S. Jackson, Bacon,
For
master, loading at Plaster Mills Wharf.
freight or passage apply to HALL & HASKELL,
179 Commercial St.20-1

WANTED—Freight

BA EE—Dr. Chase’s 2000 recelpe book;
latest edition, sent bv mall postpaid on reeelnt of $2.00. A. H. PU&INTON, 64 Union St.,
Agent for Cumberland County._20-1

FOR

EET—Suite of furnished front rooms, second floor, also front single room, with board.
20-1
86 STATE ST.,corner Gray street.

TO

•

and

or

fteady

for

Wear,

—AT—

as

The former is an infallible remfor all affections of the Liver
and Stomach, and is besides an inThe latvaluable general tonic.
ter is a reliable cure for all nervous diseases and conditions, such
as Hysteria,Sleeplessness, Nervous
Prostration, Depression caused by

edy

overwork, etc.
These remedies

extensively

are

by physicians,

prescribed

PENINSULAR,
NATION,
FRANKFORT,
BANNER OF THE WORLD,

a recom-

THOU-

SOLD,
A SIN-

THEY

WHAT IS
DO
TO
This we
THEM.
FOR
CLAIMED
hold is an nnparalelled record of
success, and the strongest proof
As positive
of their excellence.
evidence we have thousands of testimonials which we will be pleased
to show, but which space prevents
publishing. The trial of one bottle will be sufficient to satisfy you
A
that we make no false claims.
will
be
mailed
valuable pamphlet

FAILED

PRICES $4 TO $35.
Given Away with every Parlor Stove
sold. Pipe with Every Stove.

Parlor Suits
HAIR CLOTH,
RAW SILK,
SPUN SILK,
PETIT POINT,
MOHAIR PLUSH, plain
CRUSHED MOHAIR PLUSH,
SILK PLUSH,
Made to Order or from stock, all the
Suits from $35 to $200.
same price.

free upon

application.

FLOWER MEDICINE CO.,
Mass.

Boston,

ALL

SOLD BY

DRUCCISTS.

PRICE ONE

DOLLAR.^

We expressly request the lady readers of the
Press to call and see the above line, it will repay
you. Not necessary to buy anything, just come
and look.

CHAMBER SUITS.
PINE,
ASH,
CHERRY,
MAHOCANY,

CHICKERING

WALNUT.

A Fresh Stock Now

IN PORTLAND.

TO $200.00.

Opening,

—AT—

THURSTONS,
SOLE AGENT,

3 Free Street

BLANKETS.

Block, Portland.

STOOLS AND COVERS.

n

g F.iisv Chairs, Hall Stands, Side 2
°

Boards, Secretaries, Book Cases,

no!3dtfTuning

to

Order.

ACUTOM’Q

^ v

a

a

a

w

■

«

w

^

Tables, Polished so
*
Top Tables, Mantle Beds, Roll rri

Factory-Filled Salt.

and Office Desks. ^
FOREST CITY BYE HOUSE, 13 Preble St. ^Top Desks
ixi
eod4w

FOR DAIRY USE.

UNEQUALLED

.

uo4

YOUR OUR (Cleansed

CLOTHES

Dyed
and Pressed by
or

13 PREBLE ST.
Forest

City Dye House.

FIGURED GLASS
IFOR DOORS CARS, SHIPS AND

^BURCHES
LIGHTS

MADE TO ORDER.

.BROKEN

H.

C.
4

MATCHED.

FARLEY,

KXCHANOE STREET.

?nar4

“■

SEND FOR CIRCULARS.

PILLOWS.
Having Rented the Store 155

on

lie fortheir generous patronage the first six months
of our sojourn with you, and assuring you that we
have made a permanency of our

e0(*ly

FOSTER’S FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE,
13 Preble Street.

no*

eod*w

HOOGOOY BROS.

BRANCH STORE,
—AT THE—

COR, PEARL AND MIDDLESTS.

NO
CAN FIND A

P P L E S

at

FOREST GUY OYE HOUSE,
13 PREBEE STREET.

eodiw

ASSORTMENT OF

—BY—

For

Philadelphia.

d3t°

noolO

Notice.

cloves

Cleansed Every Day,

MAN

UTTER

M.
<3-.
P iLMEK.
P. S.—We continue the srle of Children’s School
norl4d3w
Boots at cost.

<13t

kid

eodSm*

Schooner Samuel P. Ilitehock, Captain
Plair, will have quick dispatch as above.
Parties having freight to ship will apRYAN & KhLSEY,
ply at once.
253 Commercial St.

Of about oue thousand bushels, which can lio
bought at a bargain iu lots to suit the customer.
novlS

PORTLAND, ME.

DRESS BOOTS,
DANCING BOOTS,
ALLIGATOR BOOTS,
CONGRESS BOOTS,
LACE BOOTS,
BFTTON BOOTS,
D ANCING BOOTS,
DANCING PUMPS,
MOROCCO sLIPPURS,
ALLIGATOR SLIPPERS,
Than is now being offered at 541 Congress at.,

We Remain Your Humble and Obedient Servants,

Have just lcceived two car loads of

A

AGENTS.
nov2

we are better prepared than ever to attend promptly to the wants of our customers. We shall make a
special effort to have such goods as are required at
this season of the year, and you can rest assured
we shall make the price right.
Thanking the pub

Renovated by Steam Maehine,

GONANT, PATRICK k CO.
229 COMMERCIAL ST.,

MiddleStreet as en Annex,

__

Feather Beds, Bolsters and Pillnws

no*

far

OF
IN HUNDREDS
SANDS OF BOTTLES
THERE HAS NOT BEEN
GLE COMPLAINT THAT

1/1

DRESSES, ULSTERS & SACQUES PS Marble Top
Dyed Whole,
Cleansed

born free and
moral
rights are
equal,”
concerned, so likewise we hold they
should be born physically, but as
long as children must suffer for the
sins of their parent this cannot be.
That the human race has deteriorated physically is a conceded ques
tion. To restore it is an impossibility, as long as people persist in
immorality and indulgences which
are in disregard of nature’s laws.
The most we can do then is to
ameliorate this condition, and cure
disease in individuals.
men are

as

with any other proprietary article,
and command at the hands of the
druggists in New England a larger
sale than any other medicine.

GROYELAND,
SOLACE,
COMFORT,

THE
THE
THE
THE

d6m

Pressed

!

As “all

mendation which does not obtain

A splendid line to select from. Come and see,
$76 for just $60. It beats the world.

OPPOSITE PREBEE HOUSE.

WAYTEB

Artistic Skill,

NEW YORK, BOSTON, PHILA., BALTO.

nov6

ADVERTISEMENTS.

dtf

^ARMSTRONG CO.,

THE BRAINERD

LANCASTER BUILDING,

IOO Doses One Dollar
janl
d&wmnii^

nov20

cautioned against MISLEADING IMITATIONS of Brainerd &
Armstrong’s “Wash Silks,” now
iu the market, of American manfacturc, that WILL NOT WASH
without loss of color and injury to
the fabric upon which they may
be worked.
The method of applying ASIATIC DYES necessary to produce
fast color in silk fibre is a SECRET, PURCHASED,POSSESSED
and USED in America exclusively
Avoid
worthless
by ourselves.
imitations by taking ouiy skeius
bearing our ticket~“Wash Silk.”

HASKELL & JONES,

Sarsaparilla

AT ONCE—A Young Lady as Assistant Bookkeeper. Apply in person at Cor. Pearl and Middle.
B. A. ATKINSON & CO.

EMBROIDERERS

FINE TAILORING A SPECIALTY

Sold by all druggists. $1; six for $5. Prepared
only by C. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell,
Mass.

NEW

FIRST NATIONAL,
HIGH ART NEW OCTAGON,

Men’s Furnishers at Wholesale and Retail.

Cures Catarrh

Hood’s

‘WASH SILKS.’

—AND—

tone ol my system is improving. My case is of
very long standing.” Frank Washburn, Eoclr
ester, N. Y.

“X have been troubled with catarrh about a
year, causing great soreness of the bronchial
tubes and terrible headache. I saw the advertisement of Hood’s Sarsaparilla as a cure for
catarrh, and after taking only one bottle I am
much better. My catarrh is cured, my throat is
entirely well, and my headache has all disappeared.” B. Gibbons, Hamilton, Butler Co., O.

THE
THE
THE
THE
THE
THE

MANUFACTURING CLOTHIFRS PRICES $16.50

rronprnl

‘‘I liad catarrh nine years, and suffered terribly
with it. Soon after I began to take Hood’s Sarsaparilla the catarrh troubled me less, and after taking three bottles I was entirely cured.” Jane
Hinev, Lumberton, Clinton County, Ohio.

Congress Street.

514

oct21dtf_

are

at 2

No. 58 Chestnut street.
copy.]
Nov. 19, Mrs. Henrietta, wife of Capt. B. J.

hlftrwl

PHOTOGRAPHER
ART

In Marlboro, Mass., Nov. 17, John P. Dodge.
[Funeral this Friday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock,
the residence of Samuel Chase, No. 59 Elm
street. Friends and relatives are invited.

PARLOR STOVES.

An Oil Cloth Hint

o’clock, at
Boston papers please

mv

address, for circulars,

fijCOWc.

Eastman Bros. ^Bancroft.
nov20

particulars

on or

about the club

Positively tlie biggest stock by a large ma Jority
In Maine. If you want a Range, we think it wil
pay you to come and see us. A handsome picture
given away with every Range sold.

AND OTHERS.

$2.00, now selling at
$1.25 PER YARD.

In this eity, Nov. 19, Mrs. Isabella Symonds.
widow of the late Joseph Symonds of Portland.
[Funeral service at her late residence, No. 22
Fine street, on Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock.
Burial at convenience of the family.]
In this city, Franklin Heald, born in Concord,
Mass., Nov. 2d. 1802. died Nov. 19th, 1885.

For further

TEED.

photography, call

and at PRICES that will surprise
We desire to
and please you.
make SPECIAL MENTION of
our line of rich and heavy 19 inch
former
price
Colored Velvet,

Nassau, and The Dot.

1st, 1885,

will be for

stroyed

LIVER AND
AND
SANATIVE,
STOMACH
NERVE PILLS.

nov20

our

er. Yet what is this “quint-essence
of dust” when blasted by disease—
his noble functions perverted or de-

viz:
DR. FLOWER’S

dlmiwdllm.wOw

On and after November

How beautiful are the above lines
uttered by the world’s greatest
mind! How infinite the scope of
man’s power if his faculties are
well preserved. Nothing, short of
creation, is to him impossible. Our
soul is lost ill admiration when we
contemplate the possibilities of this
greatest exhibition of Influile Pow-

lic,

19 1-2 Exchange St.

■

lel.3 '95

moving how express and admirable! in action
how like an angel! in airprehension how like a
god! the beauty of the world! the paragon of
animals!—Shakespeare.

To this end we offer to the pubremedies which have done
more
good-accomplished better
results in overthrowing disease
than any others which have been
discovered up to the present time,

J. D. JONES, President,
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice President,
W. H. MOORE. 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vice President,
J. H. CHAPMAN, Secretary.

Portland,

In Falmouth, Nov. 11, by Rev. W. H. Haskell,
Frank E. Adams and Miss Annie G. Cobb, both of
Falmouth.
In Falmouth, Nov. 18, by Rev. W. H. Haskell,
Fred W. Weymoth and Miss Mabel I. Babb, both
of Saccarappa.
In Gray, Nov. 18, by Rev. E. Bean, Benjamin
Mains and Mrs. Emma C. Manchester, both of
Windham.

nloaneinff

RANGES.

COBBESPOIVBEXTS,

MARRIACES.

pill

of the

ASSETS:

dlw*

M. G. WARREN

other column of the Minnesota Loan and Trust
Company of Minneapolis, Minn. This company
will be represented (for the sale of its securities
only) by Mr. William H.Emery. The officers and
directors are among the leading men in financial
circles in the Northwest, and we believe that the
company is worthy of confidence.

cone

one

Premiums marked off from Jan. 1,
1884, to Dee. 31, 1884.$4,040,271.04
Losses paid durbig same period. 2,109,919.20

Day.

Sunday afternoon,

Qg sels, Velvet and

Dividend to Policy Holders on Premium
Terminating in 1884.

for
year.
The Senior exhibition with Junior parts will
take place Friday evening, instead of Wednesday. as first intended. After the exercises the
Seniors will have a supper at the Elmwood.
Joseph Cook spoke to a full house at the Town
Hall on Tuesday evening; subject; “Ultimate
America.” The speaker held the close attention
of the audience for two hours and was frequently
interrupted by applause. The lecture was under
the management of the faculty, and the students
especially were pleased to see a full house.

on

SO All Wool, Extra Super, Cot- O
ton Wool, and Extra Super, ^

Six Per Cent. Interest on amount Ontstanding Script Paid on and after Pel). 3, 1885.

next

[Funeral

CARPETS

$12,938,289.38.

gin Saturday morning.
Several changes have been made in the elect-

Attantinn is

What apiece of work in man! how noble in
infinite in faculties! inform and

^ Largest Stocks and the Low- ^
Q est Prices in New England. (/)

Total Marine Premiums..$5,505,790.14

ON MAN.
reason! how

■esDectfully call your attention to the only Perfect
As a
country.
Lounge and Bed combined in this
lias all the elasLounge it is perfect. As a Bed it
matcurled
hair
and
;icltyof a woven wire spring
either as a
ress. Don’t fall to see the Casco to use
the
it
within
Lounge or a Bed. The price brings
•each of all. 11 is upholstered In Ilair Cloth, Raw
Embossed
Silk, Petit Point, Plain Mohair Plush,
Mohair Plush and Crushed Plush.

on

Colby University.

ives

& CO.,

Tapestry Brussels, Body Brus-

Marine Risks from 1st
January, 1884 to 31st December,_

Premiums

lltf

A LECTURE

B. A. Atkinson

dtf

ATLANTIC

and Treasurer.

This company makes a specialty of investing funds upon first mortgage securities, and guarantees all titles to be perfect, the amount of the mortgage not exproperty. They have conceeding fron one sixth to one third of the value of themortgages
ln 8nms from $2a0
stantly on hand from $100,000 to $200,0fM>oTthese
and upwards, bearing SEVEN PER CENT. INTEREST.
a
rate
of
interest, will And
Parties having money laying idle, or drawing low
In these mortgages a safe investment.
......
The company not only guarantees all titles, but collects and remits the interest,
without
cost
to
the
lender.
loan
aud in fact takes entire charge of the
The loans are originally made to the Company and assigned to the purchaser,
so that there is no delay in obtaining a good loan and having the money draw interest at once.
.,
....
Three savings banks in the city of Providence, R. I., have invested during the
A HALF in these securities, and not one of
ONE
AND
MILLION
two
past
years,
them have ever waited a day for their interest.
The undersigned will act as agent for the sale of the above securities in the
State of Maine, aud on application, will furnish those who desire with a prosof the Company, and also a copy of the State Law, under which the Com-

Sofa Bed!

DOR. PEARL & MIDDLE 518.,

Prcidenl.

P1IEEPH, Mec-etnry

Lounge! Asa

STREET.

jau24

100,000

Vice
PII.ESBPRT,
E. J.

C. XV. ALLEN

BAILEY.

marl4

AsaXoiinge! As a Bed

€OL€OllD,

BOYD

OFFICERS:
MERRIEE, Pre»id™i.
CEO. A.

F. o.

d3m

Given to private pupils by the subscriber,

J.

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.

Residence No. 125 Pearl St.

nSTIUXTIOX I\ ENGLISH AM) CLASS-

The final examination for tiie fall term will be-

Hood’s

Ashes—

or

Portland,

sepl7

$500,000

Capital, all paid in,
Surplus,

David Dunn of Poland is an ex-Goveriior of
Maine. It happened in this way. In 1843, Eeucl
Williams resigned his seat in the Senate of the
United States, and John Fairfield, Governor of
the State, was chosen to fill the vacancy. Edward Kavauagh was president of the Senate and
became acting Governor. Virgil D. Parris was
chosen president of the Senate in his place. But Mr.
Kavanagh was so ill that lie was uuable to be present when Hugh J.Anderson was inaugurated Governor in January, 1844. He died a few days later.
Mr. Dunn
Mr. Parris was absent in Washington.
was speaker of the House and acted as Governor
for twenty-four hours prior to Mr. Auderson’s asthe office. He is accordingly the oldsumption of
est living ex-Governor.

SACCARAPPA.

School

No. 180 Middle St.,

F. O. BAILEY & CO.
Inetioneers and Commission Merchants

CASCO!

CHARLES W. CRIMWIER,
TEACHEB OF VIOLIN AND GUITAB
and other Instruments,

ICAL STUDIES

DEATHS.

Encampment’s
Augusta.

MINN.

(INCORPORATED.)

E. A.

I. O. O. F.
Eastern Star

MINNEAPOLIS,

OF

Real Estate Transfers.
Tiie following transfers of real estate in the
county have been recorded at the registry of
deeds:
Bridgton—Freeman W. Plummer to Joseph II.
Iredale, land. $100.

The

MB. A. E. MOOBE will take a limited numpupils during the winter. Instructions givin Crayon Portraiture from the flat and from
life. Also in Academic Drawing from casts, still
life and the living model. References: Prof. Otto
Grundmann, Boston, Prof. Henry Johnson, Brunswick Harry B. Brown, Esq., Cyrus F. liavls, Esq.,
and Mr. J. T. Stubbs, Portland, Ntndio, 34
Firm National Bnntt Building, ocgleodlm,
ber of
en

Guaranty
State Auditor,

NEWS.

ART LESSONS.

Loan and Trust Company,

AUCTION MALES.

furniture:.

EDUCATIONAL.

THE MINNESOTA

Mr. Edward B. Wyman, renresenting May’s
new Ideal Lamp, will be at tiie Preble House
from Nov. 21 to Nov. 24 inclusive. The Ideal is
of a new pattern, being a forced blast lamp. Mr.
Wyman will be pleased to show it in operation
during his stay at the Preble House.

SUBURBAN

IDVEBTISEMEKTS.

or.

land Theatre.

_

Fraud.

The Wilmington Granite Company has been
ganized with the following officers:
President—Murray V. Livingstone.

slignt

Miss Mamie Doud ns Judy F'innigan looked pretty, and that is about all required of her. Several
new scenes are shown, the bridge at Kilhnarvon
being remarkably handsome.

NEW

Corporations.

New

CITY GOVERNMENT.

is to

forbid ail persons from liarborine

or

I shall
wife. Margaret Clancy,
THIS
trusting
after tins date.
bills of her
as

niv

pay

Goods Sold for Cash or on Our
Special Contract System.
OPEN

novio

EVERY

EVENING.

dtf«

no

contracting

CHARLES CLANCY.
noylOdlw*
Portland, Nov. 18, 1885.

WEISBAOEN TABLE SAUCE
The most delicious relish.

aug26

d3m

